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REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
,y 
IN THE DIS'rRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
III 
Civil No. CV-OS-S496 
In the Matter of the Estates of } 
} 
CAROL BAILEY and } 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE RESPONDING AFFIDA VIT 
ON 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, } PETITIONERS' AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
} 
Deceased. } 
KIM BAILEY, Personal Representative herein, affirms that he responds to 
the affidavit of counsel flIed herein, by admitting, denying, or alleging, as follows: 
1. Admitted. 
2. Denied. A petition dated December 14.2006 was for supervised 
administration, and a petition dated December 4,2007, requested removal and 
supervision. 
3. Denied. Such petitions were related to the personal representative 
of the estate. 
4. Admitted, but aU services by the personal representative were in 
his capacity as personal representative and for the benefit of the estates. 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S RESPONDING Ali'FIDAVIT ON PETITIONERS' AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
JUN -24-21211219 1218: 1216 PM 
bridge Law Center 1212185222516 
P.12I2 
5. Denied, but all services by the personal representative were in his 
capacity as personal representative and for the benefit of the estates. 
6. Denied, except as to the first sentence thereof, which is admitted. 
7. Denied. All of the fees incurred by the personal representative were 
in his capacity as such personal representative and for the benefit of the estate. 
WHEREFORE The request for relief should be denied. 
\.A/"1~/~ ~
--.. ".'.~-- ~. ) 
c .. U::-.. ~""--~ 
KI BAILEY 
Personal Represent 
LD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
Pe onal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Subscribed and afllrmed before me at Idaho Falls, Idaho, this June #4 
j' REGiNALD R. REEVES ~ 
4 NOTARY PUBliC t 
STAlE OF IDAHO t 
~~/~ 
INALD R. REEVES 
Notary Public 
Idaho Falls Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 
May 8, 2019 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(1)] 
! 2009. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served a copy of the foregoing upon the 
designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
PETITIONERS 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
Fax 522.1277 
June J5 ' 2009 
PERSONAl, REPRESENTATIVE'S RESPONDING AFFIDAVIT ON PETITIONERS' AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSJilL-2 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) Case No. CV-06-6496 
) 
) PETITION FOR ACCOUNTING 
) AND SEPARATION 
) OF PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S 
) ATTORNEY FEES FROM 
) ESTATE ATTORNEY FEES 
COME NOW petitioners, by and through their attorney of record, and move this court for 
its orderrequiring the Personal Representative to prepare an accounting pursuant to Idaho Code § 15-
3-1001. Said accounting should include a breakdown of attorney fees incurred since the opening of 
this probate, specifically separating attorney fees incurred representing the Personal Representati ve 
personally in the claims and actions filed by petitioners from the attorney fees incurred by the estate 
in handling the estate matters. 
This motion is supported by the affidavit of counsel. 
Oral argument is requested. 
1- PETITION FOR ACCOUNTING AND SEPARATION OF PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE'S ATTORNEY FEES FROM ESTATE ATTORNEY FEES 
... 
DATED this ~ day of June, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
CERTIFICATE 0 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the l-'> day of June, 2009, I caused a true and con'ect copy 
of the foregoing PETITION FOR ACCOUNTING AND SEPARATION OF PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE'S ATTORNEY FEES FROM ESTATE ATTORNEY FEES to be served 
upon the following persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document 
in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting 
by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW:clm 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
6186\052 Pet for Accounting and Separation ofPR's Atty Fees 
[x] Mail 
[ ] Hand Deli very 
[x] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
2 - PETITION FOR ACCOUNTING AND SEPARATION OF PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE'S ATTORNEY FEES FROM ESTATE ATTORNEY FEES 
, 
., {'\ AJ 
t':: '~ 
JUN-23-2!3!39 113 :29 PM Ca.mbr i dge La.w Cent.er 
DENMAN & YES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
Idaho Falls, ID 88408 
TELEPHONE 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
In the Matter of the Estates of } 
} 
CAROL BAILEY and } 




Civil No. CV·06·6496 
RESPONSE TO 
PETITION FOR ACCOUNTING 
y 
Personal Representative responds to the petition for accounting by 
alleging that due to the repeated motions of petitioners, the personal 
representative is required to continue incurring expenses for his fees and 
attorney's fees, and, due to the uncertainty as to the amounts thereof, has been 
unable to file an accounting herein; and counsel for petitioners were asked on, 
May 20,2009, to confirm that no further motions or appeal would be filed, so that 
the accounting could be concluded and filed, but he responded by filing a further 
petition. 
WHEREFORE It is requested that such motion be denied. 
RESPONSE TO PIllTITION FOR ACCOUNTING 
LNAftR~~ 
~~sonal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
P.!31 
JUN-23-2009 10:29 PM Cambridge Law Center 12085222516 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(f)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served a copy of the foregoing 
upon the designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
PETITIONERS 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
Fax 522.1277 
June PI-f; ,2009 
\ 
Gt.~ 
RESPONSE TO PETIT10N FOR ACCOUNTING'2 
P.02 
AU G-17-21309 131: 13 PM Cambr i d"9 e Law Cent er 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
TELEPHONE 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 










IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
III 
In the Matter of the Estates of } Civil No. CV-06-6496 
} 
CAROL BAILEY and } MEMORANDUM 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, } IN OPPOSITION TO 





STATEMENT OF FACTS 
(a) On Aprll11, 1998, decedent I Carol Bailey, died, at the age of 
(b) On June 2, 2006, at the request of his father, Francis A. 
Bailey, their son, KIM BAILEY, moved into the family home, to care for his 
father and the property. 
(c) Decedent, Francis A. Bailey, died on September 22,2006. 
(d) The said son filed a petition for probate. 
(e) Notwithstanding the fact that the father's will named 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETt'l'ION FOR ACCOUNTING 
P.131 
AUG-17-2009 01:14 PM Cambridge Law Center 12085222516 
such son as personal representative, petitioners, his siblings, objected to his 
appointment, thus delaying the proceeding for months. 
({) Such son continued to reside in the family reSidence, to care 
for the property. 
(g) The court allowed time for petitioners to provide an 
affidav1t listing issues in the matter, causing a further delay in the proceedings. 
They provided no such affidavit. 
(h) Despite being required to do so, respondents refused to turn 
over to the personal representative certain personal property of the estate. 
(i) The personal representative and petitioners agreed to the 
sale of the residence, to the personal representative, at the appraised value. An 
appraisal was obtained, but petitioners objected to the sale. 
(j) Petitioners obtained a second appraisal, which was lower in 
price than the first appraisal. In another attempt to delay closure, petitioners 
failed to inform the personal representative, until February, 2008, of such 
second, lower, appraisal, and again refused to agree to the sale of the home to the 
personal representative. 
(k) Despite their having caused the delays in concluding the 
probate, petitioners demanded that the personal representative pay rent for his 
occupancy of the premises. 
(I). Following a trial, on Apri128, 2008, the court - - on July 2, 
2008 - - entered an order requiring the personal representative to pay rent, for 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITtoN TO PETITtoN FOR ACCOUNTlNG-2 
P.02 
---"-~-"''''''''.----
AUG-17-2009 01:14 PM Cambridge Law Center 12085222516 
his occupancy of the premises during the pendency of the probate proceedings. 
(m). The decision of the magistrate was reversed on appeal. 
(n). Petitioners now seek an accounting, and a II breakdown of 
attorney's fees incurred since the opening of this probate." 
ARGUMENT 
I 
The personal representative incurred attorney's fees in the 
handling of the estates - - which fees were unnecessarily increased, due to the 
actions of petitioners. 
Petitioners first challenged the right of the person named in the will 
to be appointed as personal representative. This effort proved fruitless, and the 
appointment was made. 
Petitioners then objected to the personal representative's 
management, supervision, and possession of property of the estate. This effort 
also failed, on appeal. 
Now, petitioners pose a challenge as to whether some of the 
attorney's fees herein are owed by the estates, or by the personal representative, 
personally. 
II 
It is provided, at ~15·3·720 I.e., that 
,I if any personal representative or person 
nominated as personal representative defends or 
prosecutes any proceeding in good faith, whether 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETtTlON FOR ACCOUNTINo-a 
P.03 
., I '\ 
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AU G-l 7-2009 01: 15 PM Cambr i d9 e Law Cent er 12085222516 
successful or not, he is entitled to receive from 
the estate his necessary expenses and disbursement 
including reasonable attorney's fees incurred." 
Here, the personal representative has, in good faith, successfully 
defended the estates, in repeated court actions. 
Following the argument of petitioners, even petitioning the court 
for his appointment would be considered "personal" to the one eventually 
appointed as personal representative. 
The personal representative received his appointment in order to 
continue his management, supervision, and possession of the property of the 
estate, which services he began prior to the death of his father. He then was 
forced to defend - ~ and did so successfully - - against petitioners' allegations of 
mismanagement: How can this be deemed to be "personal," and not in his 
capacity as personal representative? The estate is liable for all of the services of 
personal representative's attorney herein. 
In EUasen v. Fitzgerald', 105 Idaho 234, the Idaho Supreme Court, 
while stating that "services rendered must benefit the estate and cannot be 
incurred to protect personal interests," nevertheless upheld the statutory 
provision quoted above:§15-3-720 I.e. 
Stating that "[t] he district court also refused to affirm the 
magistrate's allowance of attorney's fees incurred by the personal 
representative in his efforts to remain the personal representative," the 
Supreme Court found "no abuse of discretion in the rulings of the magistrate 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR ACCOUNTlNG"4 
P.04 
AUG-17-21211219 1211: 15 PM ridge Law Center 
court," and reversed the decision of the district court which overtured the 
magistrate's award of fees. 
In so ruling, the Supreme Court gave ho guidance with regards to 
how to separate estate legal work from personal representative's legal work. 
III 
All legal work done on behalf of the personal representative was 
also on behalf of the estates, and benefitted the estates. 
Petitioners challenged his appointment, and later, sought his 
removal as personal representative. Attorney's fees incurred in obtaining and 
maintaining his appointment, benefitted the estates, and should be paid for by 
the estates. 
IV 
The personal representative's control, management, and 
supervision of property of the estates provided a direct benefit to the estates. 
Citing the applicable statute: 
"Except as otherwise provided by 
a decedent's will, every personal representative 
has a right to and shall take possession or 
control of the decedent's property [and] take 
all steps reasonably necessary for the . 
management, protection and preservation 
of, the estate in his possession." §15-3-709 I.e. 
the Idaho Supreme Court held that 
ClAn Idaho [personal representative] is 
entitled to possession of the estate in Idaho 
until the estate is settled or until the property 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR ACCOUNTINO-Ii 
P.12I5 
AUG -17-213139 131: 16 PM Cambr i d9 e Law Cent er 121385222516 
is delivered or otherwise disposed of pursuant 
to an order of the court." Peterson v. Neal (1972), 
94 Idaho 816, 819. 
v 
Here, the personal representative possessed, managed, supervised, 
and preserved the property of the estates, and successfully defended himself 
against all claims. All of such services benefitted the estates. There is no 
reasonable way to determine wh1ch'services benefitted the personal 
representative alone, and which, the estates. 
VI 
No accounting can properly be rued herein until these repeated 
challenges have ended, so that the fees of the personal representative and the 
attorney might be determined. 
VII 
ATTQRNEY'S FEES 
The petition having been brought and pursued frivolously, 
petitioners should be required tp pay the reasonable attorney'sfees incurred by 
personal representative herein. 
CONCLUSION 
The persona"l representative has acted in good faith, and is entitled 
to pay all of his attorney's fees incurred herein from estate funds, and he is 
entitled to an award of attorney's fees against petitioners, for their continuing 
frivolous attempts to prolong the within proceedings. 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR ACCOUNTING'6 
P.136 
AUG-17-2e09 el: 16 PM 
Cambridge Law Center 12e85222516 
The petition should be denied, with fees to the personal 
representative. 
Respectfully submitted, this August 17, 2009 
/~ 
R G ALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
rsonal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(0] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY Tb.at on this day I served the foregoing upon 
the designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
RESPONDENTS 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ .. , 
FAX 522.1277 
August 17, 2009 ~~ 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR ACCOUNTING'" 
p.e7 
SEP-16-09 10:10 AM .C" 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
Telephone 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 
Idaho State Bar No. 712 
2085222516 
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Attorneys for Personal Representative 
By REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
Our File 16338 
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affirms that in the pursuit of the representation of personal representative, h¢ 
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Drafted Application for Informal Probate 
Reviewed Written Statement from Landon Jamison 
Reviewed Written Statement from Brittany Jamison 
Reviewed Written Statement from Brian Farnsworh 
Phone conf. w / Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
Drafted Waiver of Notice 
Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
Conf. wi Mr. Orville Bailey 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
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01 Nov Reviewed Ltr. from Mr. Archibald 
02 Nov Ltr. to Mr. James Archibald 
10 Nov Reviewed Ltr. to Mr. Kim Bailey from Ms. Tammy Sipe 
Reviewed Ltr. to Mr. Kim Bailey from Kyle Bailey 
;;1 
16 Nov Ltr. to Mr. James Archibald ~ 
, Drafted Notice of Lodging of Will 
14 Nov Ltr. to Mr. James Archibald 
Phone Conf. wi Mr. Kim Bailey (secretary) 
20 Nov Reviewed First Call Jewel Invoice 
04 Dec Ltr. to Mr. Archibald 
05 Dec Drafted Letters Testamentary & Supporting Documents 
Drafted Acceptance of Appointment 
06 Dec Drafted Letters Testamentary 
Ltr. to Mr. James Archibald 
Drafted Statement of Informal Probate & Order Appt. Prs. 
Rep. 
Drafted Not. of Hearing & Informal Appnt. OfPers. Rep. 
14 Dec Reviewed Ltr. from Mr. Archibald 
t IS Dec Reviewed Idaho Irrigation District Bill 19 Dec Reviewed Notice of Hearing 
20 Dec Reviewed Statement from Mr. Kim Bailey 
ReViewed US Bank Statement 
03 Jan07 Drafted Interrogatories to Mr. Kyle Bailey 
Drafted Req. for Prod. of Doc. from Mr. Kyle Bailey 
04 Jan Drafted Req. for Prod. afDoc. by Mr. Kerry Bailey 
Drafted Interrogatories to Mr. Kerry Bailey 
05 Jan Drafted Req. for Prod. of Doc. by Tamara Sipe 
Drafted Interrogatories to Tamara Sipe 
Reviewed Ltr. from Mr. Archibald 
Reviewed Washington Mutual statement 
Reviewed US Bank statement 
12 Jan Phone Conf. wi Mr. Archibald's secretary (secretary) 
16 Jan Reviewed Order for Supervised Administration 
17 Jan Reviewed statement from Mr. Kim Bailey 
Reviewed Itemized Statement of Property 
19 Jan Reviewed Petition for Supervised Administration 
23 Jan Drafted Request for Admission offacts to Kyle Bailey 
Drafted Request for Admission of facts to Kerry Bailey 
Drafted Request for Admission offacts to Tamara Sipe 
Reviewed Ltr. from Mr. James Archibald 
Drafted Personal Representative Motion for Continuance 
Ltr. to Mr. Archibald 
24 Jan Reviewed Last Will and Testament 
Drafted Stipulation for Telephone Hearing 
Phone Conf. wi Mr. Archibald's secretary (secretary) -4j I 
26 Jan Reviewed File 
MEMORANDUM OF COST8-2 
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Drafted Notice of Compliance 
Reviewed text msg. from Mr. Kerry to Mr. Kim 
Reviewed Ltr to Ms. Bonnie Bailey from Tammy Sipe 
Reviewed Statement from Ms. Cristy Baier 
Drafted Order Denying Mot. for Supervised Admin. 
Reviewed Statement from Mr. Phil Jordin 
Reviewed Statement from Mr. Brent Preece 
Reviewed Statement from Ms. Renee Quinton 
Office Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
Drafted Estate Property document 
Reviewed State Farm Insurance Documents 
Reviewed Bonneville County Tax Document 
Reviewed Email Mr. Tom Lenderink to Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
Reviewed Statement from Mr. F. Kim Bailey 
Reviewed Estate Coin Appraisal 
Drafted Order Denying Mot. for Supervised Administration 
Drafted Not. of Mot. & Mot. to Compel Kyle Bailey's Resp. 
Drafted Not. of Mot. & Mot. to Compel Kerry Bailey's Resp. 
Drafted Not. of Mot. & Mot. to Compel Tamara Sipe's Resp. 
Drafted Not. of Mot. & Mot. to Compel Tamara Sipe's Answers 
Drafted Not. of Mot. & Mot. to Compel Kerry Bailey's Answer. 
Drafted Not. of Mot. & Mot. to Compel Kyle Bailey's Answers. 
Ltr. To Mr. Archibald 
Phone Conf. wi Mr. Kim Bailey 
Reviewed Notice of Substitution of Counsel 
Hearing Preparation 
Reviewed Affidavit of Kerry Bailey 
Reviewed Renewed Pet. for Supervised Admin. 
Reviewed Petition for Supervised Administrator 
Drafted Motion to Dismiss Renewed Petition 
Drafted Responding Affidavit to Affidavit of Mr. Bailey 
Research 
Court Hearingl Motion to Compel 
Reviewed Fax from Judge Riddoch 
Drafted Order Granting Motion to Compel 
Reviewed Notice of Substitution of Counsel 
Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
Ltr. to Judge Riddoch 
Drafted Order for Sanctions 
Phone Conf. wi Mr. Boyle 
Drafted Order Granting Motion to Compel 
Ltr. to Judge Riddoch 
Ltr. to Judge Riddoch 
Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
09 Apr Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
10 Apr Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
MEMOUANDUM OF COSTS-s 
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12 Apr Reviewed Phone Voice Messages 
13 Apr Phone Conf. wi Mr. Kim Bailey 
17 Apr Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
18 Apr Reviewed Affid. of Counsel in Support of Mot. for Prot Order 
19 Apr Reviewed note from Ms. Kim Bailey 
Reviewed Motion for Protective Orders 
20 Apr Reviewed Notice of Hearing 
Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
23 Apr Phone Conf. wi Clerk (secretary) 
24 Apr Phone Conf. wi Clerk (secretary) 
26 Apr Reviewed Ltr. from ReMax Realty 
30 Apr Drafted Motion to Strike Affidavit of Counsel 
Phone Conf. wi Mr. Boyle's secretary (secretary) 
19 Apr Reviewed Motion for Protection Orderlsupporting docs. 
02 May Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
03 May Phone Conf. wi Boyle's secretary (Pamela) 
07 May Motion for Sanctions 
Ltr to Mr. Boyle 
Reviewed Appraisal of Coins and Market Analysis 
Reviewed Ltr. from Mr. Boyle and Amended Not. of Hearing 
Phone Conf. wi Mr. Boyle 
14 May Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
16 May Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
21 May Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
22 May Drafted Notice of Motion. and Motion for Sanctions 
Drafted Subpoena Duces Tecum 
Phone conf. w / Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
23 May Reviewed Appraisal from Smith Jewelry and Coins 
Reviewed Appraisal 
24 May Phone Confwl Mr. Boyle's secretary (secretary) 
, Ltr. to Boyle t Phone Conf. wi Mr. Boyle's secretary (secretary) 
30 May Drafted Corrected Subpoena Duces Tecum 
Preparation for Hearing 
Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
04 June Reviewed Ltr. from Mr. Boyle 
Phone Conf. wi Mr. Kim Bailey 
05 June Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
Hearing Preparation 
Court Hearing (personal appearance) 
06 June Drafted Order for Continuance 
07 June Phone Conf. wi Mr. Bailey(secretary) 
08 June Drafted Order for Continuance 
12 June Conf. wi Mr. Bailey 
419 Reviewed Appraisal 
13 June Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
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Mailed Ltr to Mr. Kim Bailey 
Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
Telephone Conf. with the Court 
Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed Ltr. from Mr. Boyle 
Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
Reviewed Ltr. from Mr. Boyle and Order 
Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
Research 
Reviewed Ltr. from Mr. Boyle 
Research 
Drafted Proposed Order 
Reviewed Tamara Sipe's Responses to Kim Bailey's Interrog. 
Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
Phone Conf. wi Mr. Kim Bailey 
Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
COURT HEARINGI Motion Supervised Probate 
Phone Conf. wi Mr. Kim Bailey 
Reviewed Response to Objection to Proposed Order 
Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
Ltr. to Mr. Boyle 
Ltr. to Mr. Hahn 
Reviewed Order 
Review of File 
Letter and Notes from Court 
Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed Memo from Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed Discovery Answers from opposing parties 
Drafted Motion for Sanctions 
Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
Reviewed Mr. Kelsey's Statement 
Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
Reviewed Objection to Motion for Sanctions 
Reviewed Documents 
Research 
Phone Conf. wi Mr. Kim Bailey 
Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Phone Conf. wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Conf. w IOrland Bailey 
Phone conf. w IRoyce Lee 
Phone conf. w IMr. Bailey 
Reviewed Response to Tammy Sipes' Response to Interrogatories 
Phone confw/Ms. Bail~y (secretary) 
Reviewed Itr fr Boyle 

























COURT· MOTION FOR SANCTIONS 
Reviewed ltr w /text messages 
Reviewed Itr fr Boyle 
Drafted Second Motion To Compel Kyle Responses to Request For 
Production of Documents, Notice of Serving Personal 
Representative's Second Request for Production of Documents 
To Petitioner, Kyle Bailey, Second Motion to Compel Kyle 
Bailey's Answers to Interrogatories, Notice of Serving Personal 
Representative's Second Interrogatories to Kerry Bailey 
Drafted Itr to Mr. Kim Bailey 
Phone conf. w/Mr. Bailey 
Reviewed Kyle Bailey's Responses To Kim Bailey's 
Interrogatories and Request For Production of Documents 
Reviewed Notice of Service (Discovery Responses) and 
Affidavit of Kyle Bailey 
Drafted Motion to Strike Affidavit of Kyle Bailey 
Phone confw/Mr. Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed Notice of Issue and Request For Trial Setting 
RESEARCH 
Drafted Objection to Request for Trial Setting 
Reviewed Notice of Hearing 
Notice of Hearing Motion to Strike Affidavit of Kyle Bailey 
Phone confw/Mr. Bailey 
Reviewed fax fr Byron M. Adkins 
Drafted Inventory and Appraisement 
HEARING PREPARATION 
Reviewed Affidavit of Kyle Bailey 
Drafted Responding Affidavit to Affidavit of Kyle Bailey 
Drafted Motion to Strike Affidavit of Kyle Bailey 
Reviewed Objection to Motion to Strike Affidavit of Kyle Bailey 
PREPARATION FOR CONF 
COURT· STATUS CONF 
Phone conf. w/George Petersen 
Reviewed Notice of Issue and Request for Trial Setting 
Attempted phone call to Mr. Bailey (secretary) 
Drafted Response to Second Request for Trial Setting 
Attempted phone call to Mr. Bailey (secretary) 
Drafted Personal Representative's Third Request for 
Production of Documents by Kerry Bailey and Notice of 
Serving Attempted phone call to Mr. Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed Itr fr Boyle and Order 
Phone conf w IMr. Bailey 
Reviewed Motion for Temporary Orders, Amended Petition, 
Notice of Hearing 






























Reviewed Rule 16 Pre·Trial Setting Trial and other Dates, 
US Bank Statement 
Drafted Notice of Compliance 
Drafted Response to Amended Petition 
Drafted Response to Motion For Temporary Order 
Phone confwl Orland Bailey to advise 
Reviewed ltr fr Boyle 
COURT FOR TEMP ORDERS 
Drafted Objection to Proposed Order 
Phone conf w IMr. Bailey 
Phone confw/ Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Phone confwl Bonnie (secretary) 
Reviewed ltr fr Tammy 
Phone conf. w I Dwight Baker (secretary) 
Phone conf. w IBonnie, gave names of Appraisers 
Ltr to Judge Riddoch 
Drafted Notice of Compliance 
Phone confw/Dwight Baker's Sec. (secretary) 
Phone conf w IBonnie Bailey 
Phone conf. w IDwight Baker 
Reviewed ltr fr Dwight Baker to Judge Riddoch 
Drafted ltr to Dwight Baker 
Confw/Bailey's 
Reviewed ltr fr Judge Riddoch 
Reviewed ltr fr Dwight Baker 
Phone conf. w/Mr. Bailey, Reviewed Mediation 
Drafted ltr to Dwight Baker 
Reviewed ltr fr Dwight Baker 
Drafted Personal Representative's Confidential Position Paper. 
Phone conf. w IDwight Baker 
Phone conf. w IMr. Bailey 
Drafted ltr to Judge Riddoch 
Phone conf. w IMr. Bailey 
Phone conf. w/Dwight Baker's Sec. (secretary) 
Reviewed Order to Submit Nominations for Appraiser 
Phone conf w IBaUey's 
Reviewed email 
Drafted ltr to Dwight Baker 
Phone conf wi Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed ltr fr Dwight Baker 
Reviewed ltr fr Boyle w/Nominations for Appraiser 
Phone conf. w IBonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed ltr fr Delbert Lloyd wi Green Guard Lawn and Tree 
Reviewed Order Appoi~ting Appraiser 
Phone conf. wi Alice in Boam's office 
RESEARCH 
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Phone conf. w /Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Bonnie Bailey dropped off paperwork from Rent Master and Text 
messages received 
Confw/ Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
Drafted Notice of Compliance (witness list) 
Phone conf. w/Clerk (secretary) 
Phone conf. w /Ms. Bonpie Bailey 
Phone conf. w/Ms. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed Invoice fr Baker & Harris 
Dropped off paperwork to Court House for Judge Riddoch (secretaty) 
Reviewed appraisal fr Boam and Associates ; 
Phone conf. w/Mr. Bailey (secretary) 
Dropped off paperwork to Boyle's office (secretary) 
Faxed appraisal and Itr fr Remax 
Reviewed Memorandum of Facts and Law and Witness and 
Exhibit Lists 
COURT - PRE-TRIAL BY TELEPHONE 
Phone conr. w /Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
Conf wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey 
Reviewed emails , 
Reviewed Pre-Trial Conf. Minute Entry/Order from Judge Riddac~ 
Drafted Notice afNon-Compliance 
Reviewed Notice of Objection 
Reviewed file 
Phone conf. w/Ms. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Phone conf. w/Clerk 
Reviewed emails 
Phone confw/ Clerk, left VM (secretary) 
TRIAL PREPARATION 
Conf. w / Mr and Ms. Bailey 
Reviewed witness list and statements 
Reviewed Order Sustaining Objection to Personal Representative's 
Notice of Non-Compliance 
Drafted Itr to Judge Riddoch w/Minute and Order Entered 
on Apr 10 
Phone conf. w /Ms. Bonllie Bailey (secretary) 
Phone cOllf w / Clerk 
Phone conf. w/Mr. Bailey (secretary) 
COURT· TRIAL 
Phone conf. w IMr. Bailey 
Phone conf w /Orland Bailey 
Phone confw/Mr. Bailey (secretary) 
Phone confw/Boy1e's secretary left VM (secretary) 
Phone conf w /Boyle's secretary (secretary) 
) 
" ',"') i'j I Phone conf. w /Mr. Bailey (secretary ':t ... , J 
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Phone conf wi Mr. Bailey 
Reviewed bill from Baker & Harris 
Reviewed photos of Horses and misc. 
Phone confw. Baker's secretary (secretary) 
Phone confwl Ms. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Phone confw/Clerk 
Phone conf. w IMr. Bailey 
Phone conf w IMs. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed ltr fr Boyle and Post Trial Brief 
Drafted Affidavit Re Rent 
Phone conf wi Ms. Bonnie Bailey (secretary) 
Mr. Bailey in to sign Affidavit Re Rent 
Drafted Personal Representatives's Responding Memorandum 
Phone conf w IDebra wi Avery Financial 
Reviewed file 
Reviewed mediation bill 
Reviewed ltr fr Mr. Dwight E. Baker 
Drafted ltr to Mr. Baker 
Phone confwl Ms. Bailey 
Phone confwl Christie wi Avery Financial (secretary) 
Drafted ltr to Christie w I Avery Financial 
Phone confw/Clerk (vm) 
Phone confwl Linda, Clerk 
PhoneconfwlNffi.Bailey 
Drafted ltr to Hon. L. Mark Riddoch 
Phone confw/Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Phone conf w IMs. Bailey 
Drafted Interim Order' 
Phone confw/Mr. Boyle's former secretary 
Phone confwl Debra wi Avery Financial (secretary) 
Reviewed ltr fr Michael J. Whyte, Esq. 
Reviewed Minute Entry and Order 
Phone confw/Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Phone conf w IMs. Bailey (secretary) 
Phone conf wi A very Financial 
Reviewed Order 
RESEARCH 
Drafted ltr to Mr. Kim Bailey wi Settlement Check 
Phone conf w IShannin 
Drafted 1 tr to Mr. Whyte 
Confw/Mr. Bailey 
Reviewed Noticel Appeal 
Reviewed response to Order 
Drafted ltr to Mr. Kim Bailey 
Drafted Notice of Appeal 
Reviewed Notice of Assigned Judge and Case Number 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS·9 
P.12I9 









Reviewed Order re: Trqnscript on Appeal 
Reviewed Order re: Statement ofIssues 
Reviewed Estimate of Transcript Cost 
Reviewed ltr fr Mr. Whyte 
Drafted Notice of Compliance re: Statement of Issues 
Drafted ltr to Mr. Whyte 
Phone conf wi Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed Petition for Distribution 
Phone conf wi Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed Amended Petition for Distribution 
Reviewed Petition for Distribution 
Drafted Response to Petition for Distribution 
Phone confw/Clerk (secretary) 
Phone confw/Judge Tingey's Clerk (secretary) 
Reviewed ltr fr Mr. John Terrill wi T&T Reporting 
Phone confw/Mr. Terrill (secretary) 
Drafted Motion to Strike Amended Petition for Distribution 
Phone confw/Mr. David Marlow 
PhonA r.nnfw I Mr n::.nTirl M:lrlrmr (cof'robrt1\ 
P. 10 
h"- f"" " ~\ 
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280ct Drafted 1 tr to Mr. Whyte 
13Nov Reviewed Mr. Brown's Research 
18Nov Drafted Appellant's Brief 
3Dec Reviewed ltr fr Mr. Brown 
16Dec Reviewed Respondent's Brief 
17Dec Phone confw/Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Drafted Itr to Mr. Brown 
18Dec Reviewed Minute Entry 
19Dec Reviewed Itr fr Mr. Brown 
IJan09 Phone conf w IMs. Bailey (secretary) 
7Jan PREPARATION FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 
COURT· ORAL ARGUMENT ON APPEAL 
9Jan Reviewed Minute Entry 
13Jan Phone conf w IMr. Brown 
14Jan Reviewed ltr fr Mr. Brown 
20Jan Reviewed Decision on Appeal 
~ 23Jan Search file for Affidavit stating rental value 
~, 
27Jan Phone confwl Ms. Bailey (vm) (secretary) .' 
29Jan RESEARCH 
, SFeb Drafted Notice of Non-Compliance 
,~ 6Feb Reviewed Supplemental Decision on Appeal ~. 9Feb Conf w IMs. Bailey 
Drafted Motion for Disqualification of Judge 
Drafted Order Granting Motion of Disqualification and 
Order for Reference 
Drafted Order of Reference 
Drafted Post·Appeal Memorandum 
lOFeb Reviewed Notice for Status Conference 
17Feb Drafted ltr to Mr. Whyte 
Drafted Stipulation of Dismissal 
!. 23Feb Reviewed Order Denying Motion to Disqualify and Order 
': To Produce Proof of Evidence from the Record 
24Feb Phone confwl Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
3Mar Phone conf wi Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
SMar Phone conf wi Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Attempted to call Clerk (secretary) 
6Mar Phone conf wi Clerk (secretary) 
Phone confwl Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
lOMar Drafted Notice of Non·Compliance 
16Mar Reviewed Order Amending Prior Order 
Phone conf wi Ms. Bailey 
19Mar Reviewed Remittitur 
27Apr Reviewed Motion for Relief from Judgment 
Reviewed Notice of Hearing . '" 
l_!'¥< b 
~ i~_ 




























Phone confw/Joseph Brown, Esq. 
Reviewed Mr. Brown's Research 
Drafted Notice of Motion and Motion to Strike Motion 
For Relief from Judgment 
Drafted Itr to Mr. Brown 
Phone confw/Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Drafted Itr to Mr. Brown 
Phone confw/Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Conf w IMs. Bailey 
COURT· MOTION TO STRIKE MOTION FOR RELIEF 
FROM JUDGMENT 
Drafted Itr to Mr. Whyte 
Drafted Order Denying Motion to Strike and Motion for 
Relief from Judgment 
Phone confw/Mr. Whyte's Secretary (secretary) 
Phone confw/Mr. Whyte's Secretary (secretary) 
Phone confw/Mr. Whyte's Secretary (secretary) 
Phone confw/Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Phone confw/Mr. Whyte's Secretary (secretary) 
Phone confw/Mr. Whyte's Secretary (secretary) 
Reviewed Ltr fr Mr. Whyte 
Drafted First and Final Accounting and Petition for 
Distribution and Discharge 
Drafted Itr to Mr. Whyte 
Reviewed Petition for Accounting and Separation of Personal 
Representative's Attorney Fees from Estate Attorney Fees 
Phone confw/Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Reviewed Affidavit of Counsel 
P.02 
Drafted Response to Petition for Accounting . 
Drafted ltr to Mr. Brown . I 
Drafted Personal Representative Responding Affidavit on Petitioner's 
Affidavit 
RESEARCH 
Conr w IMr. Brown 
Phone conf w IMs. Bailey 
Reviewed Notice of Hearing 
Reviewed File 
Phone confw/Mr. Brown (secretary) 
Reviewed Mr. Brown's research 
Drafted Memorandum In Opposition To Petition For 
Accounting 
COURT· PETITION AND FEES 
Drafted Itr to Mr. Whyte 
Drafted Itr to Mr. Whyte 
! ... " ,,-,c,t 
i-l :.~ , 
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Court Costs and Suit Fee $ 
Research and Briefing Assistance (Joseph F. Brown, Esq.) $ 
Post-Register $ 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 








not hourly, but by contract with Personal 
Representative (see attached Retainer Agreement) 
Wages for Personal Representative (2days) 
$16,730.00 














affirms that to the best of his knowledge and belief the items herein are correqt, and 
such costs are in compliance with tQe provisions of IRCP 54(d)(5). 
2009. 
~,....J!L/~~ 
RE NALD R. REEVES, ESQ. i 
ersonal Representative's Attorney 
I 
Cambridge Law Center . 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 







Idaho Falls ID 83403 i 
J 
My Commission Expiresj 
August 10,2013 
SEP-16-09 10:20 AM .C n 2085222516 





I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served a copy of the foregoing uQon the 
designated parties, by faxing a copy to his attorney, as follows: 
RESPONDENTS' 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
Fax 522.1277 . 
~?).' A 
September 16, 2009 M.B~ 
SEP-16-09 10:21 AM .C" 
Reginald R. Reeves, Esq. 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
Dear Mr. Reeves: 
2085222516 
243 SOuth Water Ave 
Idaho Falls ID 83402 
October 4, 2006 
Confirming our conversation of October 4, 2006, when I : 
consulted you in your office, I hereby engage you to act on my behalf in 
the matter of Estates of Carol Bailey and FranCis A Bailey. . 
Ii 2.·'n.'\ Paid herewith is a non-refundable retainer in the amount Of 
$"1;fJOO-:BO, which retainer will be deemed earned, and will be kept 
regardless Of the outcome Of the case, or time involved therein. 
It is recognized that by accepting my case, you might be 
precluded from accepting other cases, due to the persons involved, or 
the time and effort required. 
I understand that you will keep me informed of the progress I 
oj my case, by forwarding copies Of documents and correspondence . 
sent and received. 
You are to use your best efforts on my behalf, jor which 1.wQl 
pay all expenses incurred, together with a fee to be detennined by yof.1, j 
based upon what you believe the services to be reasonably worth. andj 
not based upon an hourly basis. . 
You have allowed me 24 hours to consider whether to . 
engage you. upon these terms, and you have informed me that I have: 
the right to seek independent legal advice as to lvhether I should sign. ' 
Thank you for agreeing to assist me. 
(\ ') . 
f '. ~ ......t.·--.'t ~ ...... ';;). 
WItnessed at Jdaho Falls, Idaho 
this October 17 . 2006. 




SONNfYfU:£ COUNT Y 
IDAHO 
Zll8SEP '7 PH 3: 2. 
Michael 1. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE' 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) Case No. CV-06-6496 
) 
) 
) ORDER ON PETITIONER'S PETITION 
) FOR ACCOUNTING 
) 
) 
This matter came before the court on August 31, 2009 on petitioner's petition for an 
accounting. Present at that time was petitioner Kerry Bailey and his attorney of record Michael J. 
Whyte and the Personal Representative, Kim Bailey, and his attorney of record, Reginald R. Reeves. 
The court having heard argument of the parties, reviewed the pleadings and the file, orders as 
follows: 
1. The court denies petitioner's request for an accounting of the attorney fees. 
2. Personal Representative shall file a final accounting indicating all property, Lngome 
,_'''''~~ .. ,u~ ,,-~-
and expenses to date. 
1 - ORDER ON PETITIONER'S PETITION FOR ACCOUNTING 
.~ i~' ",: 
'.;;; •. .J. 
SEP-15-09 03;23 PM 
Sep III 2009 9: 03 , 
. C .. 
omsen Stephens L~w Orfi 
2085722516 
2 1277 
3. Personal Representa:ive shaJl file a memorandum of fees and costs refl~cling the 
work provided for the Personal Representative in this malter. 
4. Both the final accounting and the memorandum of fees and costs are due on or before 
2/ 
September 2e, 2009 (twenty-one (21) days following the hearing. 
5. Petitioner shall have 10 days to file its response to the accounting and memorandum 
of tees and costs. 
DATED this J1 day of September. 2009. 
1.. Mark Riddoch, Magislrate Judge 
APPROVED AS TO FOR\1 Af'.c-:D CONTENT: 
iL~ 
. Reeves, Esq. 
ey fOT Personal Representative 




/1 ~v-- hJ 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that I am the duly elected and qualified Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonneville; that I mailed [or delivered 
by courthouse box] a copy of the foregoing ORDER ON PETITIONER'S PETITION FOR 
ACCOUNTING to the following attorneys this ~ day of September, 2009. 
REGINALD R REEVES 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
MICHAEL J WHYTE ESQ 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
COURTHOUSE BOX 
Clerk 
BY:~c:::......-~ ___ _ 
Deputy Clerk 
MJW:clm 
6186\PLEADlNGS OURS\055 Ord-Accounting 
3 - ORDER ON PETITIONER'S PETITION FOR ACCOUNTING 
SEP-17-09 09:10 AM 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LA W CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
Telephone 522-2513 
FAX 522·2516 





REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
2085222516 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
III 





Case No. CV·06·6496 
PAROL BAILEY and } 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY} 
FIRST AND FINAL ACCOUNTING 
AND PETITION FOR 
DISTRIBUTION AND DISCHARGE 
Deceased. } 
KIM BAILEY. Personal Representative of the within estates, 
renders to the court his first and final account and presents herewith his 
petition for distribution and discharge. 




Gold Elgin Watch 
US Bank - Checking Account 
1999 Pontiac Grand Prix 
2 plots at Fielding Memorial 
Tools 
Interest on Estate Account 
Miscellaneous personal items 
16 foot Jewel R\T Trailer 














SEP-17-09 09:10 AM 
2085222516 
3D 06 Rifle 
1978 Chevrolet 4x4 Pickup 
Remington pump shotgun 
Shasta Tent Top Trailer 
J C Higgens 3D 60 Rifle 
Fishing Gear 
Revelation 22 Cal. Rifle 
Single Action Shotgun 
Total 
and is entitled to credits as follows: 
Food for Funeral 
Property Tax 
Safety Deposit Box Fee 
State Farm House Insurance 
B & B Coin Appraisal 
Estate Photos 



















81.20 Darrell's Plumbing 
Bonneville Tax Collector 






Zack Ward & Brothers-Tree removal $ 
Chainsaw Supplies, for tree removal $ 
T&T reporting $ 
Clerk, Notice of Appeal $ 
Idaho Irrigation District $ 
First Call Jewel Electric $ 
Chatterton Appraisals $ 
Storage Unit $ 
Mediation Fee to Dwight Baker, Esq. $ 
Attorney Fees paid to Mr. Reeves $ 
Miscellaneous Estate Supplies $ 
Closing Costs on House $ 
Taxes $ 















Personal Representative Fees 
Attorney's Fees 
Attorney's Fees (Appeal) 







1:'1O<:'l' ANn FINAL ACCOUNTING AND PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION AND D1STRJBUTION AND D1SCHARGE-2 
P_02 
SEP- 1 7-09 09: 11 AM • C" 2085222516 P.03 
TOTAL CREDITS $ 58,140.50 
which, when deducted from total charges, leaves 
which has been (or will be) distributed as follows: 
$104,077.98 
Francis Kim Bailey -
Miscellaneous personal items 
Cash in the sum of 
Kerry Lynn Bailey-
Miscellaneous personal items -
Cash in the amount of 
Kyle J. Bailey· 
Miscellaneous personal items 
Coin Collection 
Cash in the amount of 
Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe -
Misc. personal items 
1999 Pontiac Grand AM 
Elgin Gold Watch 
Cash in the amount of 
for a total distribution of 













$ 0.00 : 
All claims, expenses of administration, and taxes collectible 
against such estate have been paid, and the estate is in a condition to be finally 
settled. 
The petitioner is aware of no creditor or other claimant whose 
claims are neither paid nor barred. 
The next of kin and heirs at law (no minors) of such decent are: 
Francis Kim Bailey 
Kerry Lynn Bailey 
FIRST AND FINAL ACCOUNTING AND PETITION FOR DlSTHIBUTION AND DISTRIBUTION AND lJISCHAHGE-3 
SEP-17-139 139:11 AM .C" 21385222516 
Kyle J. Bailey 
Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
WHEREFORE Petitioner requests that such account be approved, 
allowed, and settled; that such distribution be approved; and that petitioner be: 
discharged from his trust. 
KIM BAILEY Affirms that he is the personal representative who 
made the foregoing account and petition; all of the statements therein made ar~ 
true; and the same contains a full and true statement of all charges against hini 
! 
and all credits to which he is entitled, on account of such estate. 
1 
P.134 






Idaho Falls, Idahoi 
My Commission E;Xpires: 
August 10, 2013 ' 
I'IRSl' ANn FINAL ACCOUNTING AND PETITION FOR OISTNIBUTION AND DISTRIBUTION AND D1SCHARGE-4 
SEP- 1 7-09 09: 11 AM • C" 2085222516 P.05 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(1)] 
1 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upon ~he 
designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
RESPONDENTS 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
Fax 522.1277 , 
t.h,R1<-zej 
September '7 ,2009 M. Biro 
FIHST AND FINAL ACCOUNTING AND PETITION FOR mSTHIIJUTION ANlJ DISTRIBUTION AND D1SCIlARGlN 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MA TIER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 







Case No. CV-06-6496 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
DET AIL AND SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTATION ON FIRST AND 
) FINAL ACCOUNTING AND PETITION 
) FOR DISTRIBUTION AND DISCHARGE 
, 
, I 
COME NOW petitioners, by and through their attorney of record, and request that the 
personal representati ve provide additional detail and supporting documentation to his First and Final 
Accounting and Petition for Distribution and Discharge filed on or about September 17, 2009. 
Specifically, petitioners request more detail and supporting documentation regarding the following: 
1. In the category "Inventory," petitioner lists a 1999 Pontiac Grand Prix and assesses 
a value of $6,700.00. Petitioners request information and documentation to support the value 
assessed. Petitioners believe the value of this vehicle to be somewhere between $1,700 and $4,575. 
1 - REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DETAIL AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION ON 
FIRST AND FINAL ACCOUNTING AND PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION AND 
DISCHARGE 
2. In the category "Inventory," personal representative lists US Bank account with a 
value of $2,625.12. Petitioners request all bank account records for this account. At the time of 
Francis Bailey's death, there was a US Bankjoint account with right of survivorship in Kyle Bailey. 
Any portion of said account should have passed outside the probate to Kyle Bailey at the time of 
Francis' death and should not be included in the estate. 
3. In the category "Inventory," personal representative lists "Miscellaneous personal 
items" and assesses a value of $14,435.40 to said items. Petitioners request further detail regarding 
the specific personal items that make up this category titled "Miscellaneous personal items" as well 
as the and supporting documentation for the values assessed to said items. 
4. In the category "Inventory," personal representative lists "Tools" and assesses a val ue 
of $2,615.96. Petitioners have been unable to review and evaluate the tools owned by decedents and 
• 
therefore request more detail regarding the specific tools appraised, the process of determining the 
tools value and supporting documentation. 
5. In the category "Inventory," personal representative lists" 1999 Pontiac Grand Prix" 
and assesses a value of $6,700.00. However, petitioners believe this vehicle should not be included 
as part of the estate in the Kyle Bailey was listed as an owner of the vehicle prior to Francis Bai ley's 
death. Additionally, petitioner's believe that is the vehicle is to be included in the estate, that the 
personal representative's assessed value is too high. See Affidavit of KelTY Bailey. 
6. Personal Representative lists several items under "credits" including "State Farm 
House Insurance" in the amount of $665.46; "Hot Water Tank (Lowe's)" in the amount of $347.66; 
"Advance Plumbing" in the amount of $45.00; "Darrell's Plumbing" in the amount of $81.20; 
2 - REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DETAIL AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION ON 
FIRST AND FINAL ACCOUNTING AND PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION AND 
DISCHARGE 
"Bonneville Tax Collector" in the amount of$561.01; "Delbert Lloyd Tree Inspector" in the amount 
of $50.00; "Johnson Landscaping Tree Removal: in the amount of $3,100.00; "Zack Ward & 
Brothers - Tree Removal" in the amount of $1,000.00; "Chainsaw supplies for tree removal" in the 
amount of $69.76; "Idaho Irrigation District" in the amount of $145.97; "First Call Jewel Electric" 
in the amount of $389.88. All these items pertain to repairs and ownership interest in the estate 
residence. Petitioners request additional information and supporting documentation for these 
expense items. Personal Representative purchased the estate residence pursuant to the April 2008 
agreement of the parties. Any household expenses incurred after this agreement would not be estate 
expenses and would be the responsibility of the Personal Representative personally. Petitioners 
request additional information to verify the claimed expenses and the dates those expenses were 
incun-ed. 
7. Personal Representative lists a category "Closing Costs on House" and an amount of 
$4,440.21. In the Settlement Statement prepared for the purchase of the estate residence by the 
personal representative, the personal representative directed'that his closing costs as the buyer be 
paid by the estate as the seller. See Affidavit of Kerry Bailey. Petitioners demand said closing costs 
be reimbursed by the personal representative. 
8. Personal Representative lists under "credits" a category titled "Cleaning and other 
miscellaneous services hired" and an amount of $11,801.88. Given the general listing and the 
substantial amount of this category, petitioners request more detail and supporting documentation 
to better evaluate this "credit" against the estate. 
3 REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DETAIL AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION ON 
FIRST AND FINAL ACCOUNTING AND PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION AND 
DISCHARGE 
9. Personal Representative lists under "credits" a category titled "Personal 
Representative Fees" andan amount of$1O,040.27. Petitioners request documentation verifying the 
personal representative's time and corresponding pay rate. 
10. Personal Representative lists under "credits" a category titled "Storage Unit" and an 
amount of $1 ,113.00. Petitioners request infOImation regarding the reasons for the storage unit and 
a list of items stored in said unit. It is petitioners' beliefthat the decedents did not own a storage unit 
at the time of their respective deaths and there was no need for a storage unit following their deaths. 
11. Personal Representative lists under "credits" a category titled "Safe Deposit Box Fee" 
and an amount of $400.00. Petitioners request additional information regarding what items where 
stored in said safe deposit boxes and the time period these costs were incurred. 
12. Personal Representati ve lists the four children and heirs of the decedent and proposed 
distribution to each child. Under each child's name, the Personal Representative attributes 
"miscellaneous personal items" and a corresponding value for said items to be delivered to said 
child. Specifically, the Personal Representative lists Francis Kim Bailey to receive miscellaneous 
personal items in the amount of $4,308.74; KelTY Lynn Bailey to receive miscellaneous personal 
items in the amount of $5,828.47; Kyle 1. Bailey to receive miscellaneous personal items in the 
amount of $12,905.74; and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe to receive miscellaneous personal items in the 
amount of $3,119.70. Petitioners request specific information listing the miscellaneous personal 
items are to be delivered to each individual and the corresponding values of said personal items 
making up the specific amounts listed. If the miscellaneous personal items were appraised, 
4 - REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DETAIL AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION ON 
FIRST AND FINAL ACCOUNTING AND PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION AND 
DISCHARGE 
4 
petitioners seek copies of the appraisals for said personal items. Lastly, if said items have already 
been delivered to the individuals, petitioners seek verification of said delivery. 
The evaluation of the additional information and supporting documentation sought as pan 
of this petition may result in a different distribution of the estate property than the proposed 
distribution filed by the Personal Representative. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this 29th day of September, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
5 - REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DETAIL AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION ON 
FIRST AND FINAL ACCOUNTING AND PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION AND 
DISCHARGE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 29th day of September, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DETAIL ON FIRST AND FINAL 
ACCOUNTING AND PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION AND DISCHARGE to be served upon 
the following persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the 
United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by 
facsimile as set forth below. 
rvIJW:cim 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
6186\056 Request for Additional Detail 
[x] Mail 
[ ] Hand Deli very 
[x] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
6 - REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DET AIL AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION ON 
FIRST AND FINAL ACCOUNTING AND PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION AND 
DISCHARGE 
Michael 1. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 








Case No. CV-06-6496 
AFFIDAVIT OF KERRY L. BAILEY 
Kerry L. Bailey, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am one ofthe petitioners and one of the heirs in this matter. I make this affidavit 
based on my information and belief. 
2. Attached as Exhibit A to this affidavit is a US Bank document for a bank account 
which was a joint account with right of survivorship between Francis Bailey, Kyle Bailey and 
1 - AFFIDAVIT OF KERRY L. BAILEY 
! 
/]. ~1 ~ 
- v 
myself. Also included as part of Exhibit A is a September 14, 2006 bank statement for this account 
reflecting a positive balance as of the time of Francis Bailey's death on September 22, 2006. 
3. Attached as Exhibit B to this affidavit, is a copy of the 1999 Pontiac Grand Prix title 
listing Francis Bailey or Kyle Bailey as the owner as of the time of Francis Bailey's death. Because 
Kyle is listed as an owner, the vehicle should not be included in the distribution of assets. 
4. If the court determines that the 1999 Pontiac Grand Prix should be included as part 
of the estate, attached as Exhibit C to this affidavit are Kelley' Blue Book and NADA Used Car 
Guide valuations for a 1999 Pontiac Grand Prix, similar to the 1999 Pontiac Grand Prix owned by 
my parents at the time of Francis Bailey's death. Kelley Blue Book values a 1999 Pontiac Grand 
Prix between $1,700.00 and $3,620.00. The NADA Used Car Guide values a1999 Pontiac Grand 
Prix between $2,025.00 and $4,575.00. This is the more accurate value for this vehicle. 
5. At the time of Francis Bailey'S death, he was not renting any storage units. It was 
only after his death that the Personal Representative began renting a storage unit; however, neither 
myself nor the other petitioners have any knowledge as to what the storage unit is for and what 
property was removed from the horne and placed in the storage unit after Francis Bailey's death. 
6. Neither myself nor the other petitioners have had the chance to meet with the Personal 
Representative to review the tools and place our own valuations on those tools. We have not 
obtained a specific list of the tools still in the Personal Representative's possession and therefore, 
we are unable to place our own values on said tools. 
7. Attached as Exhibit D is a copy of the Settlement Statement prepared by Alliance 
Title & Escrow Corporation with respect to the Personal Representative's purchase of the estate real 
property. This Exhibit reflects the agreed upon purchase price of $129,000.00. Line 514 of this 
2 - AFFIDAVIT OF KERRY L. BAILEY 
443 
Settlement Statement indicates that the Seller (estate) paid the Buyer's (personal representative's) 
closing costs in the amount of$4,355.68. This resulted in less of the purchase price going into the 
estate and directly benefitted the Personal Representative. Petitioners believe these closing costs 
which normally would be paid by the Buyer should have been paid by the Personal Representative 
in this matter and the Personal Representative should reimburse the estate for these expenses. 
8. I have reviewed the petition for additional information, and agree that petitioners are 
unable to evaluate the Personal Representative's claims and statements without this additional 
information. 
DATED this.2Q day of September, 2009. 
"'''''''''''''-''. RIB ED AND SWORN to on oath before me this;Z 9
1
.Lday of September, 2009. 
Residing at Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: _..=...".::......:..::......:.,t--..:...::.-~ __ _ 
3 - AFFIDA VIT OF KERRY L. BAILEY 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on theA qft, day of September, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF KERRY L. BAILEY to be served upon the following 
persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States 
mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set 
forth below. 
MJW:clm 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 




[ ] Hand Delivery 
[x] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LA W OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
4 - AFFIDAVIT OF KERRY L. BAILEY 
tmbank. 
U.S. Bank National Association 
Location n!-U6 9:/::tUd 
Customer ID N~ ___________ _ 
IDtype _______________________ _ 
CHECKING ACCOUNT INFORMATION 
The person initialing below agrees that the following information and all information on the application is true .• 
1. Have you had a transaction account at this or another financial institution within the past year? Yes No 
Name of Institution: 
2. Have you had a transaction account closed, without your consent, within the past year? Yes No 
Reason for closing: 
3. Have you had a criminal conviction, involving a check related offense, within the past two years? Yes No 
Datel Initials: 
*In MN'only, the above statements are made under oath and subject to pen-a-:-Ity--o""'f-p-e""rju-r-y-. --







Mailing Address _..,..,..""'"",...-.,,---,;-,,.-~~:--_______________ _ 
4673 S 15th W 
Branch # .~3f-"6,-=3,,-,0,,--_____ _ 
X Checking 
Idaho Falls ID 83402-5882 --Saving 
-- Certificate 
Authorized Signers ~ 
I 
/ 
Banker Name ___ ~~-.".-.,--.,..."...,,-::;:--________ _ 
Ae,,\.. m;  
Each person signing agrees that the account is 
subject to all of the Bank's rules governing 
bank accounts as may be amended from time 
to time and acknowledges receipt of a copy of 
those rules. Joint Accounts (JTWROS): This 
Account/Certificate of Deposit is jointly owned 
by the parties named hereon. Upon the death 
of any of them, ownership passes to the 
survivor(s). Joint tenancy intended. 
Date 
Center/Officer '--_. 
I HAVE RECEIVED AND READ AN INSTRUCTION SHEET BEFORE COMPLETING BELOW. UNDER PENALTIES OF PERJURY I 
C~YTHAT: 
A. HE NUMBER SHOWN ABOVE IS MY CORRECT TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER . 
. I AM NOT SUBJECT TO BACKUP WITHHOLDING AS A RESULT OF FAILURE TO REPORT ALL INTEREST 
OR DIVIDENDS SINCE I HAVE NOT BEEN NOTIFIED I AM SUBJECT TO OR HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED I AM 
NO LONGER SUBJECT TO BACKUP WITHHOLDING BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE. (IF YOU 
CANNOT CERTIFY THIS, CROSS OUT STATEMENT B.) 
C. I AM EXEMPT FROM REPORTING (TO CLAIM EXEMPTION YOU MUST CHECK THE BOX) 0 
Date 
EXHIBIT 
I A 44B 
PO Box 1BOO 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101-0BOO 
03630lMG 1436PRIP X ST01 T9 PO 
1111111111'11 •• 11111'111.111.111111.1'111111.111111 •• 11.111 •• 1 
FRANCIS A BAILEY 
OR KYLE J BAILEY 
OR KERRY BAILEY 
4673 S 15TH W 






Oct. 12, 200E 
Page 1 of ~ 




for the Deaf: 1-800-685-506: 
Internet: usbank.con 
NEWS FOR YOU 
Need access to your next direct deposit today? Checking Account Advance is now available via usbank.com and at U.S. 
Bank ATMs. You can also visit your local branch or call800-USBANKS (872-2657) for more details. 
Send cash in a flash with MoneyGram® money transfer services available at all U.S. Bank branch locations. 
Retirement? Marriage? College? Business Ownership? Plan for what's next in your life with a U.S. Bank Personal Banker 
today. 
Beginning November 12, 2006, a Continuous Negative Balance fee of $7 will be charged for each day the available balance 
is below zero beginning on the fourth calendar day. 
SILVER EUTE CHECKING 
Account Number  
us Bank National Association 
Account Summary 
Beginning Balance on Sep. 14 
Deposits f Credits 
Other Withdrawals 
Checks Paid 
Ending Balance on Oct. 12, 2006 
Deposits f Credits 
Date Description of Transaction 
Sep. 20 Electronic Deposit 
REF=20062623655912 N 
Oct. 3 Electronic Deposit 
REF=20062760200901 N 
Oct. 12 Interest Paid 
other Withdrawals 
Date Description of Transaction 
Sep. 19 Electronic Withdrawal 
REF=20062615104239 N 
Sep. 19 Electronic Withdrawal 
REF=20062615104252 N 








Annual Percentage Yield Earned 
Interest Earned this Period 
Interest Paid this Year 
Number of Days in Statement Period 
501.88 




From ADI COMPANY 
3034682439500010454 
From ADI COMPANY 
3034682439500010454 






















33 .. ( 
240.1 
SILVERELITEC .. IECKING·.·· 
Account Number 
other Withdrawals (continued) 
Date Description of Transaction 
Oct. 4 Electronic Withdrawal 
REF=20062774960232 N 
Oct. 11 Electronic Withdrawal 
REF=20062837327514 N 
Checks Presented Conventionally 
Check Date Ref Number 
6607 Sep. 19 3335690131 
6608 Sep. 21 3435568162 
alance Summary 
Date Ending Balance 
Sep. 19 2,559.12 
Sep. 20 2,592.12 
'Sep. 21 2,545.60 
----------------~--------
FRANCIS A BAILEY 
OR KYLE J BAILEY 
OR KERRY BAILEY 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402-5882 
From 800-252-2148 
DINS 0000281592 








Total Other Withdrawals 
Date Ref Number 
Sep. 27 3830577805 






Sep. 14, 200{ 
througl 
Oct. 12, 200! 
Page 2 of: 

















--1VoW;-tIs.€,-¥-,)J.JLclUtl~~IJJ:Ef.~rr1 up to a 25% cash reward or more with our NEW Premium Rewards program, 










IDAHO FALLS I 1D 83402 
ODOI\~ETER READING ~ Reading js actual uniess indicated otherwise. 
(NO EHTHS) ; OAT,, ; 
,-, 
U h E;lCeS:; of MeelwmcE:i L!rnils 
'S PRINTED NF,M E.(S) 
. I cel\ ii~. to !tle bBS\ O! nlV "flow!edge. thai thE' OG DmOier fiJ"dlllg rell~cl ,; itW actual 
miltlage unless o!herwi::e indlclHed. j also heretw release m y mlorest and trClnsier 




SIGNATURE RELEASING LIEN DATE 
YEAIl MAXf BODY MODEL D~SCRlf'T10N 
1999 PONT 4D GRA 
OnOMElHl REAOlw{; 
62789 ACTUAL 
KUlL b'JORStt>OWER PROPULSION 
Assignment of Title 
nwn,, !c~h ln of a motor vehicle . 
STATE. ZIP 
i! ! npply jCr~ ti tle in idallo , I mUSl d('! Sf} wll hlll ~~ i':' d,ws (It pV,Chil$f; 0' i;I S?i";.QO In!f; fUm£, mmaHv 
<'IIU also aware oi tne ODometer cerhh::::atiOr; m<.irl~ fJV nUl :~'l il C', 
SECOND LIEN 
SIGNATURE RE LEASING LIEN DA.TE 
NEW LIENHOLDER'S NAME 
STATE ZlP f 
$2.00 Fee NOTICE OF RELEASE OF LIABILITY 
PLEASE PRP;,,; T CLEARD' ALL I NFORMATJON MUST 1m COMPLETE - NOTWICATION BY SELLER/TR ANSFERO R is MANDATOr. 
Vehi cle or Hull Idcnt in....: ~lt ion Numbt.:r !VIN or !-IIN) j\.·lake Body Si:-.dc 
4D 
Title '\!Jrnt1t':i' 
A016007096  1999 PONT 
Sellel' 'siTransf'eror's Full Name: Phone l'; lIfIlb~T _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Addre ss : ___________ _ _ _ _______ __ City : ____ _ _ Slate: ___ l~I P: 
OdOl11etei" ___ __________ _ Sell in§; Price: 5; Dale DC!ivcrecilQ Pun.:haseriT rans feree : ____ _ 
Purchaser 's/Transferee's Full Name: -------------------
Address: State: ___ . Zip : _ _ __ _ 
lJwc herd')~· requesf rhat lht' id;"ltlfl Transpnration Department mark its records to indicate that the vehicie or vessel described abo ve h~I.'" been transferred. HOWCVjo .... IiI ••• IiIi •• ilil,-~ii .. I'. 
v .... ilJ remain in my/ourll Jme(s ) until a new idaho Certificate of Tille i;; appli ed fo r and issued. reco rding the name(s} u ( the new 0\ EXHIBIT 





P.O. BOX 7129 208/334-8000 
ITD-3339 (RIl'. t-ot) APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF TITLE 
I, the undersigned, certify that the vehicle/vessel described below is owned by me, and this vehicle/vessel will not be the subject of 
lien prior to receipt of the title unless indicated below. I further certify under penalty of law that all information contained herein 
is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief (I.e. 49-518). I hereby make application for a certificate of title for said 
!-< "'-1 vehicle/vessel, and authorize the new title to be issued in the name(s) shown in section 2. If I am applying for a duplicate title, it is 
Z ~ because the original has been lost unless otherwise indicated: 1 
23 ~ D 
::l z . 
Illegible D Mutilated. (please Attach). 
~ 
~ S2 ..:: V'J 
x 
The signature below is my true and legal signature . 
x Daytime Phone# 
THIS IS NOT A CERTIFICATE OF TITLE Receipt: 07DJ004549 
Type of Application 
NAME CHANGE -- REGULAR TITLE 2007 03 14 10 0 4 00 
Title Number Vehicle / Hull Identification Number PV Dealer Number I Seller's Permit Number Agency Type 
B016007096  MI Z 60033S COUNTY 
Z 
Previous Receipt Vehicle / Hull Identification Number 0 Q MI - Tax Exemption Purchase Date !-< I-< < 
/ / '""' ~ ;;;: 
Year, I Make Body Type Model -;;; 0 GROSS SALES PRICE 0.00 
Z"'-1 1999 PONT SEDAN, 4 DOOR GRA J.t. 
0 0 Z TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE 0.00 Description Color Top / Bottom Fuel Type ",--.... Zi>< 1-<"'-1 NET SALES PRICE 0.00 VV'J RED 0< ""V'J -I-< TAX PREPAID 0.00 V'J~ Weight )1 Length Width 1 Hull I Horsepower I. Propulsion I-<V'J V"" ..... 
000000 
"'-1 .... TAX DUE 0.00 
"'-1 V'J< V'J .... 
Odometer Reading Odometer Status I Odometer Reading Date 0 Trade Year Make Body Model v s: Z In "'-1 0062789 ACTUAL 07/28/02 < 
:> 
Previous I Previous State Brand I Previous State Title Number ;... Other Tax Information v State Z 
"'-1 
c:J 
~ Purchaser - Owner Name and Address i < Agency Name 
"" BAILEY, KYLE BONNEVILLE COUNTY ASSESSOR N~ I certify that I have PHYSICAU,Y INSPECTED the vehiclelvessel Dealer Control # 
Zo 
described in section 1, unless the following statement has been 01 C/O KERRY BAILEY ->t: checked. I further certify that the VIN/HIN and date of this 1-<"'-1 351 4TH ST VV'J application ore correct, and I have witnessed the signature(s) of the W..:: 83401-0000 V'J= IDAHO FALLS ID person(s) signing this application. 0 I DID NOT INSPECT THE VEHlCLElVESSEL U 
~ Authomed Sigll2ture X 
~ 
Recorded Date Recorded Time 
Primary Lien Holder 
03/14/07 15:36 NONE 




"'-1Z Secondary Lien Holder '" V'J"" '" '" ::l ... 
TITLE FEE SUBTOTAL 8.00 
License P'late # NI A Stock#N/A 
Sep 23, 2009 
Wholesale Lending/Retail Breakd-own ' 
Kelley Blue Book 
Effective dates: 9/18/2009-9/24/2009 
1999 Pontiac Grand \Prix SE Sedan 4D ................................................. . 
VIN: 
V6 3.1 Liter ................................................................... ' 
Automatic ............. : ...................................................... . 
FWD .......................................................................... . 
* * * Equipment * * * . 
Air Conditioning ..................... . 
Power Steering ...................... .. 
Power Windows ........................ . 
Power Door Locks .................... .. 
Tilt WheeL ....................... .. 
. No.Cruise ControL ................. . 
AM/FM Stereo ......................... . 
, Cassette ... : ......................... . 
. Dual F~ont Air Bags ................. .. 
.·ABS (4-\~heel) ........................ . 















Total Value withoiit mileage .................................................. : $1,825/$3,745 
<125> Mileage Adjustment(95000) miles .............................................. , 
***Total Wholesale Lending/Retail Value ..................................... :, ...... . $1,700/$3,620 
BA Wackerli Co 
9/18/2009-9/2412009 Kelley Blue Book® KARPOWER Onlil)e's(SM) values for Idaho. 
Values are subjective opinions. Kelley Blue Book assumes no liability for errors' or 
omissions as to values, manufacturer or dealer information. ~-__ IIIIIII!II!IIII~~_' 
©Copyright Kelley ,Blue Book 2009. All rights reserved. EXHIBIT 
Guide Edition: 
Vehicle Description: 
Vehicle Summary With NADA Values 
NADA Used 'Car Guide 
Wednesday, September '23,2009 
Mountain States Used Car Guide - August 2009 
1999 PONTIAC 
Grand Prix -V 6 Sedan 4 D S E 
VIN:  Weight: 3414 
Stock #: MSRP: 
, Rough Avg. Clean 
NADA Trade-In Trade-In Trade-In 
Base Values $1.400 $2,100 $2,675 
Mileage: 95000 $625 $625 $625 
Accessories $0 $0 $0 
NADA 
Adjusted Values $2,025 $2,725 $3,300 
Appraiser $0 $0 , SO 
Adjustment 




Accessories: Trade Loan Retail 
Appraiser Item: Value Appraiser Item: 
NADA assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions or 






















\. u.s. DEPAIU MENT Of I10llSING AND lIRBAN 
SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
:. N01E: -rhis fonn is Ihmished to give you a ,'liatemenl of actual settlemenl cosls. Amounts paid [0 and by the seHlement ngcnt arc shown. Hems 
rnarked "(p.a.c.)" were paid outside the closing; they flrc shown here for inlonnnlional purposes and nre not included in the toto Is, 
). NAME & ADDRESS 
or BORROWER: 
". NAME & ADDRESS 
OF SELLER: 
F. Kim Ilailey and Bonita G. Ilailey 
4673 S 15th W, Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Exhibit" A" Attacheu Hereto 
Firsl Horizon Home Loans NAME & ADDRESS 
OF LENDER: 1555 W. WalnulHili Ln H200 MC 6712, Irving, TX 75038 
J. PROPERTY LOCATION: 4673 S 15th W, Idaho Fails, ID 83402 
SETTL EMENT AGENT Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. 
PLACE OF SEHLEMENT: 1070 Riverwalk Dr., Suite 100, PO Ilox 50642, Idaho Falls, ID 83402 (208) 524-5600 
SETTLEMENT DATE' 7/151"008 Final -
r. SUl1lJuary of Borrower's Transaction K. Summary of Seller's Transaction 
100. Gross Amount Due From Borrower 400. Gross AmQunt One To Seller: 
01, Contract sales price 401. Contract sales priL'e 
02, Personal property 402. Personal property 




AdiustillCllts For Items raid Bv Seller In Advance: ~lIstmeuts Il'or Items I'aid U ' Seller III Advance: 
106. City/lown taxes 10 
107. County taXes 10 









120. Gross AlllOllUt I)nc From Borrower: 
100. Amnn Its I'oid ~v r luBehalf Of Borrower' 
2O!. Deposit or eamcs\ money 
102. Principal amount of new loao(s) 







Adjustments For Items Unpaid By Seller: 
210, City/town taxes to 
211. County taxes 10 








220. Toto' Paid fly/For 
Borro\vcr: 
300. Casl At Scttlem_cnt F!'omiTh Borrower: 
301. Gross amount due from horrowcr(line 120) 
302, Less nmount lJaid by/forhorrower (line 220) 
303. Cosh (DFROM) 
reVlOm EdItion Is Obsolete 
:mn No, i58 I 
'86 
OrO) florrower: 
406, City/town taxes 10 
407, County taxes 10 









420. Gross Amount Duc To Scller: 
SOO. Redn 'lio11S III AmoulII Due To Sellcr' 
501. Excess deposit (see instnlClions) 
502. Settlement chmges to seller (line 1400) 
503. Existing lonn(s) taken subject to 
504. PayolT 1 sl Mtg. Ln, 
505. PnyoJT 2nd MIg. Ln, 
506. Disbursements To Sener 
507. Disbursemenl<; To Seller 
508. Dishursements To Seller 
509. Property T:lx~2007 Sc-.:ond HaJrTaxes!good Ihm 7~lG-2 
Adjustments I'or Items Unpaid By Seller: 
510. Cityitown taxes 10 
511. County taxes 01101108 10 07115108 
512. Assessmcnts 10 
513. Gin ofEqnity 






520. Total Reductions 
In Amount Due Seller: 
600. Cash At Settlemenl From/To Selle .: 
601. Gross amount due to seiter (line 420) 
602. Less reductions in amount due seller (line 520) 
0.00 603. Cash ClIO) IDFROM) Sellcr: 



















SF1TI,li:l\mNT ('11 A 11 (; I!." FS"TOw'11l1IlRIR95ISC 
00. Total Sclles/Broker's COllunission: It Paid FnHu '11 Based On Price $ %= Borrower's \;;;i~n n r r""" .. : •• :,,,, Ilille';;OI)) As 1101l0ws: FUlids 
'n < 10 At 
Settlement 
'01 .~ 10 
'ill ("~n"ni"i" .. Mi,1 ,,' .elllemen. 
'04. 
;;;0;:: .~ p",,, ,I, WHO, " ... 
tnl ,,'" fep % 
tf)) r Mn 1>io""" .. ' % 
;n1 Annra',,,1 fo" '0' 
UM (';;cli' n·no.1 in' 
;0<;: 1~;le,." 'il1,oect;'~11 Iee 
~f"'1'-'HPe in~n"mee ,moli""I;on lee 10 















'00 H,,~< ·.,-:: .... :."'1 Ru 1 ... ,I.r Tn Re Po"l I.. • ....... 
m! Mprp"" fimn In c;,q I,"'v In ".1 
on; u~ ... ,,~o. in.nmn,,~~;;e;;;;~m for mn tn 
mi,i~;n~d i .. ~"''''w.e nreminm rm ." on4 ~~in';;;;:;;;;;:; ~,~emiUl~ for vrs, to 
Q(l'i 
9iJ~ 
;ru;;;- i>~<Prv •• l1onn.it ••• 1 With l.en.leI' 
Inll! Ih'7nnl ino""nee o months IiiJ ~ Onnner~, 
11ln? Mnr'pnoe in""nnee 11 months IiiJ ~ non ner ;11,,"th 
1 nm ri'" nrnnertv Inxes o months IiiJ ~ n nil ncr mnnth 
In04 ('nnn'v nrnnertv '"xes I) monlhs@ { o nil ner Inonl 11 
1(\(1<; AnHl,"1 () months IiiJ ~ o Iln ner ,;,nnlh 
"""; "'MHI i,,, .. nn,,e o mon,hs @ < o no ner Innnih 
1007 o monlh; @ < n IlO npr onnllli 
.nOR Aaorp. Ie ,", ,n' 
lOnG 
!tfir. Till" rJ. 
Ilnl S lor closing fee to Alli"nee Tille IV ""'mn, r,~;.,., ? IR SO / 
,'IO? 1\I,,'r>lel n. 'ille oc.re.h 'n 
II tn Ti'li, I to 
1104' Title insurance hindpr In 
i It" 1'1,""''''0''' nrrnamlinn 10 
1~. N,,'nr< rpe~ In 
1107 to 
(includes above item Numbers: i 
1108 Title insurance to Alli,",ce Title & Escrow Corp. 
(includes above item Numbers; \ 692.00 ( 
11 nQ 1 .endpr', """"",.,, .~ 
Ii 10 n;;;-;;c';;eoverape $ 129.000,00 Prcmiwll: ~o 
11" Me"»""e. Fee to Alliance Title & Escrow (:, ~ IS 00 
II i? D ,Fpc 'n A Iiiml{'.e Title & Escrow rnrn GROO / 
IiI1 
" 14 
1""0 . R".'" .. lihO .h.l Trnn,fer rh '"PO' 
Ion i R-;:;:;:;;:;ii;;;;- fee. 'Deed $ 0.00 :Mort£"oe$ '(1 Oil :Releases $ 0.00 
17m r;h,I"~H"h, : Deed $ () (10 :Morloape $ 0.00 
l'i01 State tax/St.,,""S· need $ I'"'' 'Mort"""" $ 0.1l0 1)(14 
IW~ 
nnJ\ "I."" ... I ro,.,,, .. 








1dllll Tnt:.1 roo fF,,'m' /,-", In< c::", ,m'; Ii,,, ,m~prli" .. n l)l)1 ,Il ( 
'onn No. 1582 Page 2 01 3 , ~ ~, SIl4 .538 000 I 
ATTACHMENTTOHUD I 
Settlement Date: 7/15/2008 
EXHIBIT A: 
Name & Address Of Seller: 
The Estate of Francis A, Bailey, deceased and The Estate of Carol Bailey, deceased 
Escrow No,: 
Title No,: 3()3081 
Page: 
• r ~ 
(i ~"~ "j 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 









Case No. CV-06-6496 
OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM 
OF COSTS 
, j 
COME NOW petitioners, by and through their attorney of record, Michael 1. Whyte, and file 
this objection to costs pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(b)(6). Said objection is based 
on the following: 
1. Personal Representative's attorney lists dates of claimed attorney services provided, 
but did not list an hourly rate nor number of hours involved in providing those services. Instead, 
Personal Representative's attorney merely states that the fees paid were pursuant to the contract and 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(a)(3)(A) per quantum meruit. 
1 - OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
2. Personal Representative's attorney references a retainer agreement. Said retainer 
agreement is a signed letter from Kim Bailey, Personal Representative, agreeing to pay Mr. Reeves 
an amount based upon what Mr. Reeves believes the services were reasonably worth. Without 
details of the time the attorney spent and with the fee arrangement agreed to by the personal 
representative, it is impossible to know what is a reasonable fee for the work provided to the estate. 
3. Petitioners further object to the following specific entries as listed in Personal 
Representati ve' s Memorandum of Costs: 
a. 26 Feb - "Drafted order denying motion for supervised visitation." This entry 
is a duplicate billing from February 12,2007. 
b. 4 Apr - Two entries for a letter to Judge Riddoch. Because there are two 
entIies both for a letter to Judge Riddoch, it is presumed that it is a duplicate billing. 
c. 22 Jun - Two separate entries for a letter to Mr. Boyle. Because there are two 
entries both for a letter to Mr. Boyle, it is presumed that it is a duplicate billing. 
d. 1 Oct - Entry references research but does not list the issue for which the 
research was requested. 
4. The following entries all relate to the personal representative's attorney's preparation 







Notation for drafting and responding affidavit to the affidavit of Kyle 
Bailey. 
Drafted motion to strike affidavit of Kyle Bialey. 
Reviewed objection to motion to strike affidavit of Kyle Bailey 
Preparation for conference 
Court status conference 
Reviewed a motion for temporary orders, amended petition and a 
notice of hearing 

































Phone conference with Dwight Baker's secretary 
Phone conference with Dwight Baker's secretary; phone conference 
with Dwight Baker and a review of letter from Dwight Bakerto Judge 
Riddoch 
Drafting a letter to Dwight Baker 
Conference with the Baileys 
Reviewed letter from Dwight Baker 
Phone conference with Mr. Bailey to review mediation; drafted letter 
to Dwight Baker; reviewed letter from Dwight Baker; drafted 
Personal Representative's confidential position paper 
Phone conference with Dwight Baker 
Phone conference with Dwight Baker's secretary 
Drafted letter to Dwight Baker 
Reviewed letter from Dwight Baker 
Drafted notice of compliance (witness list) 
Review memorandum of facts and law and witness and exhibit lists; 
pretrial by telephone 
Review pretrial conference minute entry/order from Judge Riddoch 
Draft notice of compliance 
Reviewed notice of objection; reviewed file 
Trial preparation; conference with Mr. and Mrs. Bailey; review 
witness list and statements 
Reviewed order sustaining objection to Personal Representative's 
notice of non-compliance; drafted letter to Judge Riddoch with 
minute and order entered on April 10; 
Court trial 
Phone conference with Baker's secretary 
Reviewed photos of horses and miscellaneous 
Phone conference with clerk 
Reviewed letter from Boyle and post-tlial brief 
Drafted affidavit re: rent 
Drafted Personal Representative's responding memorandum 
Reviewed mediation bill 
Reviewed letter from Dwight Baker 
Drafted a letter to Dwight Baker 
Phone conference with Kristy with Avery Financial 
Drafted letter to Kristy with A very Financial 
Drafted letter to Honorable L. Mark Riddoch 
Reviewed order; research. There is no reference as to the reason for 
the research. 
Drafted letter to Kim Bailey with settlement check. There is no 
reference as to what this settlement was for nor its purpose. 
3 - OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
21 Jul 
22 Jul 
Conference with Mr. Bailey; reviewed notice of appeal; reviewed 
response to order; drafted letter to Mr. Kim Bailey 
Drafted notice of appeal. 
In addition to this entry dealing with the tlial against the personal 
representative, this is also a duplicate from July 21 wherein reviewed notice/appeal 
24 Jul Reviewed notice of assigned judge and case number 

























1 Jan 09 
of issues; reviewed estimate of transcript cost 
Drafted notice of compliance re statement of issues; reviewed letter 
from Mr. Whyte; drafted letter to Mr. Whyte. 
Phone conference with Judge Tingey's clerk; reviewed letter from 
Mr. John Terrill with T&T Reporting; phone conference with Mr. 
Ten-ill (secretary) 
Phone conference with Mr. David Marlow; phone conference with 
David Marlow (secretary); phone conference with Mr. David Marlow; 
reviewed file for a list of hearing dates; 
Phone conference with Mr. Jack Fuller 
Phone conference with Ms. Bailey (secretary); phone conference with 
Mr. Jack Fuller; phone conference with Mr. Jack Fuller (secretary) 
Drafted letter to Mr. Jack Fuller 
Reviewed letter from Mr. Jack Fuller; reviewed COUIt reporter's 
motion for extension of time to lodge transcript 
Reviewed notice of healing 
Phone conference with Mr. Jack Fuller 
Phone conference with Mr. Jack Fuller (secretary); research; reviewed 
notice of lodging 
Reviewed transcript; phone conference with Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Phone conference with Kathy at the Post Register 
Reviewed notice of settling transcript on appeal and notice of time for 
oral argument 
Phone conference with Joseph Brown, Esq. 
Drafted letter to Mr. Whyte 
Reviewed proof of publication from The Post Register 
Drafted letter to Mr. Whyte 
Reviewed Mr. Brown's research 
Drafted Appellant's Brief 
Reviewed letter from Mr. Brown 
Reviewed Respondent's Blief 
Phone conference with Ms. Bailey (secretary); drafted letter to Mr. 
Brown 
Reviewed Minute Entry 
Reviewed letter from Mr. Brown 
Phone conference with Ms. Bailey (secretary) 






























Preparation for oral argument; court - oral argument on appeal 
Reviewed Minute Entry 
Phone conference with Mr. Brown 
Reviewed letter from Mr. Brown 
Reviewed Decision on Appeal 
Search file for affidavit stating rental value 
Phone conference with Ms. Bailey (vm) (secretary) 
Research 
Drafted notice of non-compliance 
Reviewed supplemental decision on appeal 
Conference with Ms. Bailey; drafted motion for disqualification of 
judge; drafted order granting motion of disqualification and order for 
reference; drafted order of reference; drafted post-appeal 
memorandum 
Reviewed notice for status conference 
Drafted letter to Mr. Whyte; drafted stipulation of dismissal 
Reviewed order denying motion to disqualify and order to produce 
proof of evidence from the record 
Phone conference with Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Phone conference with Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Phone conference with Ms. Bailey (secretary); attempted to call clerk 
(secretary) 
Phone conference with clerk (secretary); phone conference with Ms. 
Bailey (secretary) 
Drafted notice of non-compliance 
Reviewed order amending prior order; phone conference with Ms. 
Bailey 
Reviewed remittitur 
Reviewed motion for relief from judgment; reviewed notice of 
hearing 
Research; phone conference with Joseph Brown, Esq.; reviewed Mr. 
Brown's research 
Drafted notice of motion and motion to strike motion for relief from 
judgment; drafted letter to Mr. Brown 
Phone conference with Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Drafted letter to Mr. Brown 
Phone conference with Ms. Bailey (secretary) 
Conference with Ms. Bailey 
Court - motion to strike motion for relief from judgment; drafted 
letter to Mr. Whyte; drafted order denying motion to stlike and 
motion for relief from judgment 
5 - OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
1 { .... t .... (Ij 
All the previous items were expenses incuned in defending the personal representative 
personally against the claims of the beneficiaries of the estate. Idaho Code § 15-3-720 states that a 
if a personal representati ve defends or prosecutes a proceeding in good faith, whether successful or 
not, he is entitled to receive reasonable attorney fees incurred from the estate. However, the services 
rendered by the personal representative must benefit the estate and cannot be incurred to protect the 
personal interests of the personal interest of the personal representative. The aforementioned items 
were to protect the personal representative's personal interest in defending a claim that he should 
have processed the estate more diligently and should have paid ret to the estate for use of the estate 
residence. 
5. Petitioners object to the entry dated 26 Nov. The reference for the attomey services 
on this clate indicate a phone conference took place with George Petersen. George Petersen was not 
an attorney in this case and there is no reference as to the reasons why Attorney Reeves would be 
contacting George Peterson and what benefit it had to the estate. 
6. Petitioners object to the entry dated 22 May. The reference for the attorney services 
on this date indicate a phone conference took place with Debra with Avery Financial. There is no 
reference as to the reasons for the conference with the individual from Avery Financial or how it is 
beneficial to the estate. 
Oral Argument is requested. 
DATED this 29th day of September, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
6 - OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofIdaho, resident of and with 
my office In Idaho Fails, Idaho; that on the 29th day of September, 2009, I caused a true and con-ect 
copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF COSTS to be served upon the 
following persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the 
United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by 
facsimile as set forth below, 
MJW:cim 
REGIN ALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
61 86\PLEADINGS OURS\057 Obj to Costs Memo 
[x] Mail 
[ ] Hand Deli very 
[x] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
7 - OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
Michael 1. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
VILLE COUNTY. IDAHO 
- I Pri 4= 25 
Attomeys for KelTY L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 









Case No. CV-06-6496 
OBJECTION TO PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE'S NOTICE OF 
NON-COMPLIANCE 
FILED SEPTEMBER 30, 2009 
COMES NOW petitioners, by and through their attomey of record and files this objection 
to Personal Representative's Notice of Non-Compliance filed September 30,2009. This objection 
is filed for the following reasons: 
1. In said Notice of Non-Compliance, the Personal Representative requests the court to 
enter an order settling fees and costs pursuant to the September 17, 2009, memorandum. The basis 
of said claim is that petitioners failed to file any objection or motion to disallow costs within 10 days 
of the filing. 
1 - OBJECTION TO PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S "NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE" 
2. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(6) allows an objection to attorney fees to be 
made in the same manner as an objection to costs under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(6). 
That rule [54(d)(6)] allows an objection to be filed within 14 days of the service ofthe memorandum 
of costs. Petitioners timely fi led their objection to Personal Representati ve' s Memorandum of Costs 
on September 29,2009, within the 14 days allowed by rule. 
3. UPersonal Representative's Notice of Non-Compliance is also meant as a request that 
the c01ll1 approve the Personal Representative's final accounting filed on September 172009, there 
is no rule in the Uniform Probate Code which requires an objection to be filed within 10 days. Idaho 
Code § 15-3-100 1 addresses the closing of a fonnally probated estate states: 
"After notice to all interested parties and hearing, the court may enter an order or 
orders, on appropriate conditions, determining the persons entitled to distlibution of 
the estate, and as circumstances require, approving settlement and directing or 
approving distribution of the estate and discharging the personal representati ve from 
further claim or demand of any interested person." (Emphasis added.) 
4. Idaho Code § 15-3-102 addresses the closing of an informally probated will. Said 
section states, among other things: 
... after notice to all devisees and the personal representative and hearing, the court 
may enter an order or orders on appropriate conditions, determining the persons 
entitled to distribution of the estate under the will, and as circumstances require, 
approving distlibution of the estate and discharging the personal representati ve from 
further claims .... (Emphasis added.) 
5. The only other section which potentially could apply with respect to the closing an 
estate would be Idaho Code § 15-3-1003. This section allows the personal representative to close an 
estate by filing a sworn statement; however, the court must wait one year following the filing of that 
sworn statement before it can close the estate and terminate the personal representative's obligations 
and duties. 
2 - OBJECTION TO PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S "NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE" 
6. Under either formally probated or informally probated wills both §§lS-3-1001 and 
1 S-3-1002, a hearing is required prior to approval of the accounting filed by the Personal 
Representative. No hearing has been held. 
7. If the cOUlt determines that this matter could be closed under 1S-3-1003, no closing 
order may be entered discharging the personal representative for one year following his accounting 
filed on September 17, 2009. 
THEREFORE, if the Personal Representati ve' s Notice of Non -compliance was a request for 
authorization of attorney fees as listed in the Memorandum of Costs, the petitioners timely filed an 
objection and a hearing should be held prior to approval or denial of fees. If the Personal 
Representative's Notice of Non-compliance filing was a request that the court approve the 
accounting, that request should be denied. The court should further, after hearing, enter an order 
requiring the personal representative to provide the additional information requested by the 
petitioners because the accounting as filed, is incomplete. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this 1 st day of October, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
3 - OBJECTION TO PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S "NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE" 
46 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 1 st day of October, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing OBJECTION TO PERSONAL REPRESENT A TIVE'S "NOTICE OF NON. 
COMPLIANCE" to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names either 
by depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand 
delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 





[ ] Hand Deli very 
[x] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
4 - OBJECTION TO PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S "NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE" 
OC1:-01-139 139: 134 AM • C" 
DENMAN & REEVES 
A. TTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
Telephone 522-2513 
Fax 522-2516 
Idaho State Bar No. 712 
21385222516 
C'!ILLE COUNTY 





REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
In The Matter of the Estates of} 
, } 
CAROL BAILEY and } 
F~ANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, } 
Deceased.} 
III 
Civil No. CV -06-6496 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That as ordered by the court herein, 
personal representative, on September 16, 2009, filed a memorandum of fees and 
costs herein, and on September 17,2009, he filed a final accounting herein, 
in~icating all property, income, and expenses, to the date of such order. 
October 1, 2009 
NCYfICE OF COMPLIANCE 
~rl~/~ 
RE l ALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
ersonal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
P.0l 
OCT-01-09 09:04 AM _Coo 
2085222516 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(0] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upon 
the designated party, by faxing a copy to their attorney, a s follows: 
PETITIONER 
MJCHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
Fax 522-1277 
October 1, 2009 
JA .R:."o ~ 
M.B~ 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE-2 
P.02 
~EP-30-09 04:52 PM 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
Telephone 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 





REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
20852.22516 
"--, -.", i 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OFIDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
III 
In: The Matter of the Estates of} Civil No. CV -06-6496 
} 
} NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE 
CAROL BAILEY and } 




NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That more than 10 days have elapsed i 
I 
I 
since the filing of the accounting and memorandum of fees and costs herein, and 
i 
i 
p~titioners have failed to file any response thereto, within the time allowed by ! 
the order entered herein on September 17,2009, and no motion to disallow costs; 
has been flied. 
i 
WHEREFORE Personal Representative requests that the fees and! 
i 
costs herein be settled, pursuant to such memorandum. 
September 30, 2009 ~,£A-~'/~ 
RE ALD R. REEVES, ESQ i 
ersonal Representative's Attorney i 
Cambridge Law Center i 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
NOTICE OF NON·COMPLIANCE 
P.01 
a 7 r) _ ~ c. 
r~~!""S~ .. E_P_-_3~0_-.;.,0 9;;.....;0:..4:...:::.::5:.::2~P.:..:.M_. C .. _-.. _ 2085222516 P.02 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(1)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upon 
the designated party I by faxing a copy to their attorney, a s follows: 
PETITIONER 
MlCHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
Fax 522-1277 




NonCE OF COMPLIANCE-2 
OCT-06-09 03:15 PM .C" 
I DENMAN & REEVES 
AtTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
! CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
, BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
TELEPHONE 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 
IDAHO STATE BAR NO. 712 
2085222516 
BONNEVillE COUNTY. iDAHO 





REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
III 
Civil No. CV-06-6496 
In: the Matter of the Estates of } 
} 
CAROL BAILEY and } 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, } 
} 
Deceased. } 
REPLY TO OBJECTION TO 
NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE 
Personal Representative replies to petitioners' objection to notice of 
j 
non- compliance, by asserting that nowhere in such objection is there a 
i . 
CQntention that there was compliance with the order entered herein on 
, 
S~ptember 17,2009; and that this is not the first time that petitioners have faileq 
to comply with time constraints imposed by the court. 
WHEREFORE It is requested that the fees and costs be settled, 
pbrsuant to the memorandum of costs filed herein. 
I 
October 6, 2009 
RgPLY TO OBJECTION TO NOTICE OF NON·COMPLI ANCE 
/~ 
RE ALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
ersonal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
P.Ol 
OCT-136-139 133: 15 PM • C" 
21385222516 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(f)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upon 
the designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
P~TITIONERS 
Bpan L. Boyle, ESQ. 
F~X 522.1277 J,(~Ru' Jl 
O~tober 6, 2009 M. mRD---
REPLY TO OBJECTION TO NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE-2 
P.132 
OCT-07-09 09: 18 AM • C" 2085222516 P.0t 
LE COUNTY 
o 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
TELEPHONE 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 





REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
10: 30 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
III 
IIi the Matter of the Estates of } 
} 
CAROL BAILEY and } 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, } 
} 
Deceased. } 
Civil No. CV-06-6496 
REPLY TO OBJECTION TO 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
WITHOUT Waiving his claim that petitioners waived their 
o~jection to the memorandum of costs, by failure of compliance with the order of 
the court, personal representative replies to such objection, as follows: 
1. The memorandum of costs was pursuant to ICRP 54(e)(1) 
[nbt A], a copy of the agreement having been attached thereto. 
2. The reasonableness of the fee was a matter to be 
determined between attorney and client, and the client has not objected thereto. 
3.a. The order was submitted on February 12, 2007, and the 
si~ned copy returned by the court and reviewed on February 26, 2007. 
b. There were two letters to the judge on April 4, 2007. 
REPLY TO OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
OCT-07-139 139: 19 AM • C" 21385222516 
C. There is only on~ entry for a letter to Mr. Boyle, on June 
22,2007. 
d. The research was necessitated by the unfounded claim 
that petitioners were entitled to a jury trial. 
4. As stated in the objection (and repeatedly, by petitioners), 
the action and appeal related to the personal representative in his official 
capacity. 
5. The communication with Mr. Peterson was counsel's work 
ptoduct, relating to research in OPPOSition to petitioners' claim. 
6. Petitioners repeatedly reneged on their agreement to allow 
t~e personal representative to purchase the residence, and communication with 
the financial institution was necessary, resulting in funds to the estate, to 
benefit the estate and all parties. 
WHEREFORE Personal Representative requests that the costs be 
s~ttled, pursuant to the memorandum of costs. 
October 7,2009 uL!~ 
RE ALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
ersonal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 




REPLY TO OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF COSTS -2 
2085222516 
OCT-07-09 09:19 AM .. C If 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRep 5(f)} 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upon 
the designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
PETITIONERS 
Brian L. Boyle, ESQ. 
FAX 522.1277 ~. CPt -
October 7, 2009 M. BIRD 
REPJ.Y TO OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF COSTS-3 
P.03 
OCT-19-09 04:06 PM .C" 2085222516 P.01 
, 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
Telephone 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 











IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
In The Matter of the Estates of } 
} 
} 
CAROL BAILEY and } 





Civil No. CV-06-6496 
RESPONSE TO 
AFFIDA VIT OF KERRY BAILEY 
KIM BAILEY, Personal representative, responds to the affidavit of 
KERRY BAILEY, filed herein, by affirming that he admits, denies, or alleges, as 
follows: 
1. Denied, as to his information and belief. 
2. I understood that the account was to be frozen, and that I 
had no access to it, although it was agreed among the heirs that it was to be 
considered as an estate asset. 
3. Denied, as to the last sentence. 
RESPONSE TO AFFIDAVIT OF KERRY BAILEY 
OCT-19-09 04:07 PM .C" 2085222516 
4. Denied. The proper valuation is as of the date of death. 
5. The storage unit was rented after the death, for storage of 
property belonging to the personal representative. 
6. Denied. They saw the list at the time of mediation with 
Mr. Baker; when they walked through the home with Brent Preece; and at court, 
on April 28, 2008. 
7. The closing costs could be interpreted to be personal 
expenses, and therefore deleted. 
8. Denied. 
Personal Representa . 
Subscribed and affirmed before me, at Idaho Falls, Idaho, this 
October I g ,2009. 




Idaho Falls ID 83403 
My Commission Expires: 
August 10, 2013 
P.02 
OCT-19-B9 B4:B7 PM .C" 2B85222516 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l1RCP 5(f)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upon 
the designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
PETITIONERS 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
FAX 522-1277 
October 1'1 ,2009 







In The Matter Of The Estate Of Carol Bailey and Francis Bailey, Deceased 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 10/2112009 
Time: 3:37 pm 
Judge: L. Mark Riddoch 
Courtroom: 6 
Minutes Clerk: Linda Newton 
Party: F. Kim Bailey, Attorney: Reginald Reeves 
Party: Kerry Bailey, Attorney: Michael Whyte 
Party: Kyle Bailey, Attorney: Michael Whyte 
Party: Tarnra Bailey, Attorney: Michael Whyte 
Digital Recording Session: 1021 09PMRiddoch 
Time Case Proceedings 
3:37 J calls case. Reginald Reeves appears with Kim Bailey; Michael Whyte appears on 
behalf of Kerry Bailey, Kyle Bailey and Tamra Bailey. 
3:38 Mr. Whyte addresses Objection to the Accounting filed by the PR. 
3:47 Mr. Whyte addresses Objection to Attorney Fees. 
3:49 Mr. Reeves responds to Mr. Whyte's comments. 
3:51 Mr. Whyte responds to Mr. Reeve's argument that the objection was not timely filed. 
3:52 Mr. Reeves responds. 
3:53 J denies the objection based on the failure to file timely. 
3:54 Mr. Reeves continues his response to Mr. Whyte's comments. 
3:57 J denies Mr. Reeves' objection. 
COURT MINUTES 1 
J grants Mr. Whyte's motion on both objections. 
3:58 Mr. Whyte to prepare order. 
End of Record. 
COURT MINUTES 2 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 




V LE COUNTv 
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Atto1l1eys for KelTY L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 









Case No. CV-06-6496 
ORDER RE: REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL DETAIL ON 
FINAL ACCOUNTING 
AND OBJECTION TO 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
This matter, having come before the court for hearing on October 21, 2009, on petitioners 
Request for Additional Detail and Accounting and Objection to Memorandum of Costs,. Present 
at the hearing was the personal representative, his atto1l1ey of record, Reginald R. Reeves, and 
petitioners' atto1l1ey of record, Michael J. Whyte. The court having reviewed the pleadings and 
hearing argument of both parties, the Court finds as follows: 
l. The Personal Representative's First and Final Accounting and Petition for 
Distribution and Discharge is not adequate and lacks information sought by petitioners. 





2. The Memorandum of Costs is insufficient under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
54(e)(3) for the Court to determine whether the requested fees are reasonable and should be paid by 
the estate. 
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AS FOLLOWS: 
1. Personal Representative will provide additional documentation and verification of 
the categories outlined in his First and Final Accounting and Petition for Distribution and Discharge. 
Specifically, personal representative will provide additional information and substantiating 
documents for the following: 
a.. The Personal Representative will provide information and documentation to 
support the value assessed for a 1999 Pontiac Grand Prix. 
b. The Personal Representative will provide information and documentation 
regarding the particular property contained in the "Inventory," subcategory "Miscellaneous personal 
items" and the supporting information and documentation for the assessed value of $14,435.40. 
d. The Personal Representative will provide information and documentation 
regarding the particular property contained in the category "Inventory," subcategory "Tools" and the 
supporting infonnation and documentation for the assessed value of $2,615.96. 
e. The Personal Representative will provide information and supporting 
documentation regarding the category "credits", subcategories "State Farm House Insurance" in the 
amount of $665.46; "Hot Water Tank (Lowe's)" in the amount of $347.66; "Advance Plumbing" 
in the amount of $45.00; "Danell' s Plumbing" in the amount of $81.20; "Bonneville Tax Collector" 
in the amount of $561.01; " Delbert Lloyd Tree Inspector" in the amount of $50.00; "10hnson 
Landscaping Tree Removal: in the amount of $3,100.00; "Zack Ward & Brothers - Tree Removal" 
2 - ORDER 
in the amount of $1,000.00; "Chainsaw supplies for tree removal" in the amount of $69.76; "Idaho 
lITigation District" in the amount of $145.97; "First Call Jewel Electric" in the amount of $389.88. 
Supporting should include copies of all receipts for items purchased. 
f. The Personal Representative will provide information and supporting 
documentation regarding the category "credits", subcategory "Cleaning and other miscellaneous 
services hired" supporting the value claimed of $11,80l.88. Supporting documentation should 
Include a breakdown of miscellaneous services claimed, billing statements for said services and 
verification of payment. 
g. The Personal Representative will provide information and supporting 
documentation regarding the category "credits", subcategory "Personal Representative Fees" with 
a costs of $10,040.27. 
h. The Personal Representative will provide information regarding the items 
contained in the safe deposit Box and the costs of said safe deposit box. 
1. The Personal Representative will provide information and supporting 
documentation regarding the $4,308.74 "miscellaneous personal items" listed as delivered or to be 
delivered to Francis Kim Bailey; the $5,828.47 "miscellaneous personal items" delivered or to be 
delivered to KelTY Lynn Bailey; the $12,905.74 "miscellaneous personal items" delivered or to be 
delivered to Kyle J. Bailey; and the $3,119.70 "miscellaneous personal items" delivered or to be 
delivered to Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the memorandum of costs filed by personal 
representative's attomey be resubmitted to comport with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(3) to 
3 - ORDER 
,j8S 
specifically outline the basis for the claimed fees and specific information regarding the value of 
particular services provided. 
DATED this -11 day of November, 2009. 
Honorabl~ 
APPROVED AS TO FORM AND CONTENT: 
Reginald R. Reeves, Esq. 
Attorney for Personal Representative 
4 - ORDER 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that I am the duly elected and qualified Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonneville; that I mailed [or delivered 
by courthouse box] a copy of the foregoing ORDER to the following attorneys this J!f- day of 
November, 2009. 
REGINALD R REEVES 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
MICHAEL J WHYTE 




61861PLEADINGS OURSI062 Orel 
5 - ORDER 
NOV-24-139 11:32 AM .C" 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAw CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
TELEPHONE 522·2513 
FAX 522-2516 
IDAHO STATE BAR NO. 712 
21385222516 
BOHNF LLE COUNTY 
,l\HO 





REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
In the Matter of the Estates of 
CAROL BAILEY and 









Civil No. CV -06-6496 
NOTICE OF 
INABILITY TO COMPLY 
WITH ORDER RE COSTS 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That personal representative is unable 
to comply with the final paragraph of the Order entered herein on November 19, 
2009, for the reason that pursuant to the retainer agreement entered into herein 
(a copy of which has been submitted to the court), no time records were 
maintained, and therefore, no documentation of time spent on correspondence, 
conferences, court appearances, and other services herein can be provided, 
although details confirming the performance of each of such services have 
NOTICE OF INABILITY TO COMPLY WITH ORDER RE COSTS 
P.131 
NOV-24-09 11:33 AM 2085222516 
already been submitted to the court, and a determination should be made 
pursuant to IRCP 54(e)(3)(J) and (L). 
WHEREFORE It is requested that personal representative be relieved 
from the requirement to comply with such paragraph of such order. 
November 24, 2009 A f ~./ / , ,~, '~" 4 /.~ 
'-R ALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
, ersonal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(1)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing 
upon the designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
PETITIONERS 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
Fax 522.1277 
November 24, 2009 
viA l~" ~J 
M.~ 
NOTICE OF INABILITY TO COMPLY WITH ORDER HE- COSTS·2 
P.02 
08/25/2011 11:43 2085222516 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LA W CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS IDAHO 83403 
Telephone 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 
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Case No. CV-06-6496 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
[IRCP 11 (a)(2)(B)] 
Personal Representative hereby moves the court for 
PAGE 01/02 
reconsideration of the order entered herein on November 19,2009, for the reason 
that pursuant to the retainer agreement entered into herein (a copy of which has 
been submitted to the court), no time records were maintained, and therefore, 
no documentation of time spent on correspondence, conferences, court 
appearances, and other services herein can be provided, although details 
confirming the performance of each of such services have already been 
submitted to the court, and a determination should be made pursuant to IRCP 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERA'rION 
08/25/2011 11:43 2085222515 PAGE 02/02 
54(e)(3)(J) and (L). 
THIS MOTION Is based upon the record and file herein, and will be 
submitted with oral argument in support thereof, if desired or allowed by the 
court. 
December 1, 2009 ~~4:~ 
Personal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls ID 83403 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
EIRCP 5(1)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing 
upon the designated party, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
PETITIONERS 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
FAX 522.1277 
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ORDER DENYING MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION 
CASE NO. CV-2006-6496 
After review ofMr. Reeves' notice of inability to comply with order regarding costs and 
motion for reconsideration, the Court enters the following: 
Mr. Reeves filed his memorandum of costs on September 16,2009. On September 29, 
2009 Mr. Whyte on behalf of petitioners Kerry and Kyle Bailey and Tamara Sipe filed an 
objection to memorandum of costs. 
After hearing on October 21, 2009, on November 19, 2009, the Court entered its order re: 
request for additional detail on final accounting and objection to memorandum of costs, 
sustaining the objection to the memorandum of costs. In that order the Court ruled: "the 
memorandum of costs is insufficient under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54( e)(3) for the Court 
to determine whether the requested fees are reasonable and should be paid by the estate", page 2. 
The Court further ordered Mr. Reeves to resubmit the memorandum of costs to comport with that 
rule as set forth in the order. 
Thereafter Mr. Reeves filed a notice of inability to comply with order regarding costs and 
a motion for reconsideration. 
A case in point on this issue is Sun Valley Potato Growers, Inc. v. Texas Refinery 
Corporation, 139 Idaho 761, 86 P. 3d. 475 (2004). The Court held: 
We believe it is incumbent upon a paliy seeking attorney's fees to present sufficient 
information for the court to consider factors as they specifically relate to the prevailing party or 
parties seeking fees. In other words, a party seeking an award of attorney's fees can claim 
Bailey Order Denying Motion for 
Reconsideration 
privilege and not give up their time sheets, but it would foreclose an award of attorney's fees 
because it prevents the trial court from properly determining the amount ofthe award. 
In the instant case Mr. Reeves relied upon a retainer agreement with his client, Kim 
Bailey. On the basis of this agreement he stated " ... no time records were maintained, therefore, 
no documentation oftime spent on correspondence, conferences, court appearances and other 
services herein can be provided ... " Notice, page 1. The petitioner's herein who are heirs of the 
decedents were not a party to that retainer agreement. Moreover, Idaho Code § 15-3-720 
provides: 
If any personal representative or person nominated as personal representative defends or 
prosecutes any proceeding in good faith, whether successful or not, he is entitled to receive from 
the estate his necessary expenses and disbursements including reasonable attorney's fees 
incurred. (emphasis added) 
This section applies to Mr. Reeves claim for reimbursement for attorney's fees from the 
estate, which certainly affects the petitioner's interests. Hence, pursuant to § 15-3-720 Mr. 
Reeves must show that his attorney's fees incurred were reasonable. Absent compliance with the 
Court's order, requiring time records for the work performed, the Court cannot determine if the 
claimed attorney's fees are reasonable and cannot grant the request for such fees. 
Accordingly, the COUli affirms its order and denies the Motion for Reconsideration. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
December 16,2009. 
Bailey Order Denying Motion for 
Reconsideration 
L. Mark Riddoch, Magistrate 
2 
.1 n 
I .. I; ,,-,' ~_ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 12/16/2009, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document to the following by mailing, with correct postage thereon, by facsimile 
transmission, by delivery to the attorney's courthouse box, or by causing the same to be hand 
delivered. 
Reginald Reeves 
Cambridge Law Center 
PO Box 1841 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
Michael Whyte 
Thomsen Stephens 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Bailey Order Denying Motion for 
Reconsideration 
3 
o Courthouse Box 0us Mail 
o FAX o Hand Delivery 
0Courthouse Box US Mail 
FAX o Hand Delivery 
o Courthouse Box 0US Mail 
FAX o Hand DelivelY 
/\ 
1!A 
l)e ut p y Clerk 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
Telephone 522-2513 
Fax 522-2516 
Idaho State Bar No. 712 
Attorneys for Personal Representative 
By REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
Our File 16338 
iLLE COUNTY 
lAtiO 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
III 
In the Matter of the Estates of } 
} 
} 
CAROL BAILEY and } 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY } 
} 
Deceased.} 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That in compliance with the order 
lodged herein on November 19, 2009, personal representative has performed as 
follows: 
a. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
b. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
c. 
d. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
e. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3. 
f. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE 
g. Attached heret,o as Exhibit 5. 
h. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6. 




,/~ ~ :;[ /~~~ EGI~ REEVES, ESQ. 
Pe~sonal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(1)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upon 
hand delutfft'/ 
the designated party, by {meing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
PLAINTIFF 





Vehicle Pricing &. Information 
6/23/2007 
4-Door Sedan 
1999 Pon tiac Grand Prix-V6 Sedan 40 SE 
PRICING 
Low Retail Clean Retail Value High Retail 
Base Price 
$3,700 $4,800 $5,675 
Mileage 
91,435 miles $325 $325 $325 
TOTAL PRICE $4,025 $5,125* $6,000 
The free consumer values on nadaguides.com are based on the Consumer edition of the 
N.A.D.A. Official Used Car Guide ®, and should not be utilized for industry purposes. The 
consumer values may vary from the N.A.D.A. Official Used Car Guide values presented to 
you by insurance companies, banks, credit unions, government agencies and car dealers 
due to vehicle condition, regional market differences and frequency of updates 
Low Retail Value 
A low retail vehicle may have extensively visible wear and tear. The body may have dents 
and other blemishes. The buyer can expect to invest in bodywork and/or mechanical work. 
It is likely that the seats and carpets will have visible wear. The vehicle should be able to 
pass local inspection standards and be in safe running condition. Low retail vehicles 
usually are not found on dealer lots. 
Clean Retail Value 
A clean retail vehicle should be clean and without glaring defects. Tires and glass should 
be in good condition. The paint should match and have a good finish. The interior should 
have wear in relation to the age of the vehicle. Carpet and seat upholstery should be 
clean, and all power options should work. The mileage should be within the acceptable 
range for the model year. 
A Clean Retail vehicle oh a dealer lot may include a limited warranty or guarantee, and 
possibly a current safety and/or emission inspection (where applicable). 
High Retail Value 
A high retail vehicle should be in flawless rnnrliril'>n All ~,,~~~ --•• ,----.. _ ... _ •• J ....... -
functional. The paint should match and hi , 0 
upholstery should be clean and have mini~I\t..~ ___ D.r::D __ CnK.-_--.-. 
run smoothly. The tires should be like ne'-----···· -. • 
significantly below the acceptable mileagE ._" _ .. ___ .. _ ... __ .... _ .... ____ . .. __ .__ ._ .. _., ____ . __ ... _. u __ ." ••. 
A high retail vehicle on a dealer lot shoulc 
warranty, guarantee or manufacturer cen 
inspection (where applicable). 
f'i\(L£fJ6{s _ Af/E.K~lf¥n¥-Lfe1i1.5t=.D--jND-cr-~---
_____ ... " __ .. _ u .u. _ . _ . _ _ p__ . _ ...... __ . _. ____ ----=- .------- . -09J !j.35J It---.---.----. --
----- -- ---- -- ---- - -- -
http://www.nadaguides.comlprint.aspx? 
_.- ---_ .. - ----- -- - -- -- --- -- - - - - ----
~- - - .-- --------- ---- -------
Kelley Blue Book - Suggested Retail Pricing Report - Pontiac, Grand Prix 
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1999 Pontiac Grand Prix Sf Sedan 4D 
BLUE BOOK SUGGESTED RElAIL VALUE 
Vehicle Highlights 
Mileage: 91,435 
















Power Door Locks 
Tilt Wheel 
AM/FM Stereo 




Blue Book Suggested Retail Value 
The Kelley Blue Book Suggested Retail Value is representative of dealers' asking 
pri ces and IS the starting point for negotiation between a consumer and a dealer. 
This Suggested Retail Value assumes that the vehicle has been fully reconditioned 
and has a clean title h istory. This value also takes in to account tile dealers' profit, 
costs for advertising, sales com missions and oth er costs of doing business. The final 
sale price will likely be less depending on the vehi cle 's actual cond ition, popularity, 
type of warranty offered and loca l market conditions . 
Vehicle Condition Ratings 
Excellent 
$5,725 
"Excellent" condition means that the vehicle looks new, is in excellent 
mechanical condition and needs no reconditioning. This vehicle has never had 
any paint or body work and is free of rust. The vehicle has a clean title history 
and will pass a smog and safety inspection. The engine compartment is clean, 
with no fluid leaks and is free of any wear or visible defects. The vehicle also 
has complete and verifiable service records . Less tha n 5% of all used vehicles 
fall into th is category . 
~ Idaho 6/23/2007 
Close Window 
hnp:llwww.kbb.comJKBBlUsedCars/PricingReport.aspx?Manufacturerld=40&Yearld=19 ... 6/23/2007 
-
EXHIBIT 2 
Francis's Room Content 
I I I I 
Tall Dresser Content 
J I 
Top Left Drawer 
#ofltem Name/DescriptIon FIC Value Dispursement # of Item 
2 Owner's manuals F $0.00 Kyle 1 
1 • Gun Magazine· 1988 F $14.00 KYle 1 
3 Calendars $3.00 Kyle 1 
6 Church Pamphlets $0.00 Kyle 1 
1 Notebook of Drawings F $10.00 Kerry 
2 Pad of Paper $0.50 Kyle Totalltams: 
1 Construction Paper Booklet $0.50 Kyle 4 
4 Machine Instruction Papers F $0.00 Kyle 
1 Game Rules $4.00 Kyle 
#ofltem 
Total Items: Total Value: 1 
21 $32.00 8 
2 
!1 Top Left Second Drawer 2 
~ #ofltem Name/Description F/C Value Dispursement 1 
~ 3 Boxed Medals $12.00 Kyle 1 
2 Pin Medals $8.00 Kyle 6 
8 Baooed Medals $24.00 Kyle 59 
3 Medals· Glass Case $13.50 Kyle 1 
1 Pin $7.00 Kerry 1 
1 Stick~ $0.50 Kyle 3 
2 Sunglasses $0.50 Kyle 2 
1 Clip-on Sunglasses $4.00 Kyle 2 
1 Glasses Case $1.00 Kyle 1 
6 Collector's Spoons $32.00 Kyle 1 
1 Collector'S Knife/Case $6.00 Kyle 1 
1 Pocket Knife $2.00 Kyle 1 
5 Bow Ties $20.00 Kyle 4 
1 Armband $4.00 Kyle 3 
1 Combo Sewing Awl $1.00 Kyle 1 
1 Small Screwdriver $0.25 KellY 1 
3 Pens $1.00 Kvle 6 
2 Glass Vial of Church Oil $2.00 KvJe 5 
7 Belt Buckles $105.00 Kyle 20 
10 Misc. Pins $4.00 Kyle 3 
1 Tie Clip $4.00 Kerry 1 
1 Hair Clill $0.25 Kyle 1 
t~ 1 - ComQass Armband $2.00 KYle 1 , 1 Pen Stand $2.00 Kyle 1 
1 Rabbifs Foot Keychain $2.00 Kyle 
1 Toy Car $0.25 Kerry Total Items: 
1 Whistle $1.50 Kerry 140 
1 Laroe Baby Diaper Pin $0.50 Kerry 
1 Grizzly Bear Bell $2.00 Kerry 
1 Empty Ring Box $0.50 Kerry #ofltem 
1 Knife Pouch $0.50 Kerry 1 
2 Change Pouches $0.50 Kerry 18 
2 Shells $4.00 Kerry 8 
2 Wood Carvings $5.00 Kerry 1 
1 Hand Exercise Press $1.00 Kerry 1 
1 
Total Items: Total Value: 1 
76 $273.75 1 
1 
third Long Drawer 1 
# of Item Name/Description FIC Value Dlspursement 1 
232 Laminated & Unlaminated PhotosiPictures $232.00 Kyle , 
I 
Top Right Drawer 
Name/Description FIC 
• MinI Lane Cedar Box 
Big Rock Candy Mtn. Cedar Box 
Stack of Personal History Papers 
Stack of Family History Papers 
Top Long Drawer 
Name/Description F/C 
Misc. Personal Letters/Cards 
MotherhoodlExpecting Booklets 
Canada Decals 
Pray for Peace Pins 
Wolf Badge 
Fishing Merit Badge 
Misc. Pamphlets 
Vintaoe Unused Postcards 
The Three Bears Book 
The Story of Christmas Moo Pamphlet 
Unused Valentine Cutout cards 
Unused Baby Announcements 
Military LOS Booklets 
Dr. Grandy's Headache Booklet 
Mountain States Phone Booklet 
Card Folder with Gold LOS Social Sec. Card F 
Blonde Wallet with Misc Expired Cards F 
Immunization Record Card FIC 
Red Cross Cards FIC 
Blue Cross Card F 
• Disneyland Ticket Stub 
• Sante Fe & Disneyland RR Tickets/Stubs 
Coin Protection Glove Packaoes 
Coin Plastic Sleeves 
Empty Coin Tubes 
Hard Clear Coin Holder 
Driver's Licence C 
Land of The Free State Quarter Collection Booklet 
Safel\! Saving Account Booklet 
Second Long Drawer 
NamelOescription FIC 
Cartooning White Binder F 
Misc. CampinglT our Pamphlets 
Misc. Canada Alberta Maps/lnfo 
Wood Funeral Home Bag C 
Metal Recipe Box· Misc Recipes 
Los Angeles Street Map 
Safety Saving Account Booklet 
Forest Lawn MaplGuide 
The Story of Disneyland· 1955 Guide 
The Holy Temple Booklet 
San Francisco Guide/Map Booklet 












































































































1 Stack of Photooraphs F $40.00 Kyle 1 50 Blank Ruled Index Card Package $0.50 Kyle 
1 Our Temple Marriage Album $75.00 Tammy 1 Brown Leather Portfolio C $8.00 Kyle If 
4 Yearbooks - 1949 1950 1951 1952 F $80.00 Tammy 1 Aizhimers Care GuildlSource Book $0.00 Tamm"y' 
1 Kyle's Naval Yearbook - 1991 $0.00 Kyle 1 Savinas R...egister - 1983 FIC $0.00 Kyle 
1 Ammon School Binder with Some Drawinas - 1949 F $0.00 Tammy 1 When Love Gets Tough Book $2.00 Kyle 
1 Finger Plays Book $0.50 Kyle 1 Red CliQ.board $1.00 Kyle 
1 Bing Crosby Exclusive Recording 78 RPM $5.00 Kerrv 3 Blank Legal Laroe 8"xl0" Envelooes $0.50 Kyle 
1 Carpenter Certificate F $5.00 Kyle 4 Long Skinny Posters - Mailing Tube $12.00 Kyle 
5 Photo Frame Mat 11"x14" $7.50 Kyle 
2 Trimline Pictures Packaaes $5.00 Kyle Total Items: Total Value: 
1 Idaho Falls Temple Poster $0.00 Kvle 49 $266.50 
Total Items: Total Value: 
251 $450.00 
Total For Tall Dresser: 
541 
$1656.75 
I I I 
Misc. Content 
I I I I I 
Top of Mirror Dresser Francis's Closet , 
#ofltem Name/Description F/C Value Dispursement #ofltem Name/Description F/C Value Dispursement 
1 Box of Family Photos $75.00 Kerry 1 Electric Massage Body Pad $10.00 Kerry 
1 Box of Unused Cards & Envelopes Sale 1 Set of Crutches Sale 
1 Train Clock in Box - New $10.00 Kerry 4 New Blankets - In PackaQe $10.00 2-KimiSale 
1 "Iridescent Vintage Relish Tray - Indiana Glass Co. Sale 3 Qutlted Babysize Blanket $75.00 2-Kim l-Tammv 
1 5 Piece Aluminum Mess Kit - Unused $9.00 Kyle 2 Unused Fuzzy Blankets $5.00 l-TammvlSale 
12 Sliver Coasters $6.00 Kerry 1 Burgendy Satin Comforter $30.00 Kim 
1 Owl & 2 Baby Owl Kitchen Clock $12.00 Kerry 1 White Pink Flower Bedspread Sale 
2 " Plaster Owl on Branch $18.00 Kerry 1 Car Blanket with Fringe $2.50 Kyle 
3 Little Flying Plaster Owls $12.00 Kerrv 1 Blue Suitcase Donated 
1 " Corner Cob S&P - Made in Japan $15.00 Kyle 1 Yellow Suitcase Donated 
1 sap Carrots Shakers $10.00 Kyle 2 United States Armv Uniforms $200.00 Kyle 
1 Pepper Mushroom Shaker $5.50 Kyle 1 Ammon Letter Sweater $100.00 Kyle 
1 Orange Pumpkin Cup - Kerry on Bottom $0.00 Kerry 1 Jacket - Seven Steps to Hell $110.00 Kerrv 
1 Siamese Cats Ceramic $29.00 Kyle 5 Suit Jackets $10.00 2-Kerrv 
1 Ceramic Swan Vase $11.00 Kyle 4 Coats $20.00 Kerry 
1 Ceremic Vase with Flowers Donated 2 Shirts DIS 
2 Pocket Letter Holder Sale 3 New Dress Shirts $15.00 Kerry 
1 Green Glass Grape Bunch Salad Bowl $10.00 Kyle 1 New Pair of Runners $10.00 Kerry 
1 Copper Watermelon JeU-O Mold $3.50 Kyle 1 SPOrts Baa Sale 
2 Copper Elk & Moose Yellowstone Plaque $10.00 Kerry 1 Pair of Brown Slippers $3.00 Ken)' 
1 Train Clock- used $2.00 Kerry 1 Huge Christmas Wreath Sale , 1 Handmade Plaaue - Mosiah 2:17 $0.00 Kyle 1 Wreath with Gold Bells Donated 
1 " Blue Glass Candy Dish with Lid $35.00 Kyle 1 Let it Snow Wreath $5.00 Kim 
1 Art of Chokin 24 kt. sauerlstand -Made in Japan $12.00 Kyle 1 Wooden Spoon Reiarinder Donated 
1 Crystal Vase - Made in Germany $10.00 Tammy 1 " Sewmore SewinQ Machine Donated 
1 Rose Glass Stand - Dad Tribute $5.00 Kerry 1 " Dressmaker Sewina Machine $100.00 Kerry 
1 24% Lead Crystal Candy Dish $25.00 Tammv 1 Bell & Howell Slide Projector $40.00 Kerry. 
1 Green Pitcher & Saucer - Enesco $40.00 Kyle 1 Metal Slide Case - 12 Slide Trays of Slides $70.00 Kerry 
1 Green CeraniC Salt Shaker Frog • Japan $5.00 Kyle 1 Box with 6 Slide Trays of Slides $35.00 Kerry 
1 Swan 6" Ornament $4.00 Kyle 1 Bag with 17 Slide Trays of Slides $72.00 Keffi' 
1 Cat & Bunny Ceramic Holder $10.00 Kyle 1 " Radiant Projector Screen $36.00 KEl.11Y. 
1 Doe & Fawn Vase • Japan $15.00 Kyle 1 Box of 5 Photo Albums $5.00 KEl/1Y. 
1 Bald Eaale Ornament· China $1.00 Kyle 1 16"x25" Framed Painting· Coastal & Sel!Q..ulls $5.00 Kyle 
1 Mule 3" Ornament - Utah· Chipped Ear $1.00 Kyle 1 16"x25" Framed Painting· River & Mountain $5.00 Kyle 
1 Handpainted Fine Porcelain Pink Lady Omament· FBIA $8.00 Kyle 1 Electronic Calculator Canon P20·D Donated 
1 Handpainted Fine Porcelain Blue Boy Omament • FBIA $8.00 Kyle 2 Packages 8 Service Lasagne Melmac Dinnerware $40.00 l-Kerry_HSl1e 
2 • Wales Porcelain Martha & George Ornaments· Japan $45.00 Kyle 1 3 pee Bowl Sets & Lids· New Sale 
1 Blue Danish Porcelain Bell $4.00 Kyle 1 WhiteiBlue/PinklYellow Eyelet Lace Pillow Donated 
1 Crochet White High Heels With Pink Trim & Ribbon $4.00 Kyle 1 4 pee Moments-Small Bowls $5.00 Kyle 
1 Trinket Decorative Box· China $1.00 Kyle 1 4 pce-Moments·Goblets $6.00 Kyle 
I----.l Porcelain Trinket Box $3.00 KYle 1 Toastmaster Wide Slot Toaster - New Sale 
r 2 • German Beer Steins - Western Germany $30.00 KYle 1 Golden Glass Bulb Cover Donated 
I 1 Plaster Black/Gold Swan Wall Plaque $5.00 Kyle 1 Denver Bronco Windbreaker $15.00 Kyle 
1 Brown Box with Cutlery $8.00 Kyle 1 Straw Hat $0.50 Kerry 
I 8 Dinner Forks $0.80 Kyle 1 Cowboy Hat Small Ivory Sale 
i 4 Salad Forks $0.40 Kyle 1 Navy Beanie CaP Donated 
15 Small Spoons $1.50 KYle 1 Mens Temple Robes -In Box Donated 
1 Sugar Spoon $0.10 Kyle 1 12 ft Booster Cables - Plastic Case $10.00 Kerry 
1 Large Spoon $0.10 KYle 1 Focal Camera Cover Donated 
1 Butter Knife $0.10 KYle 1 What It Means to be a LOS - Book Donated 
8 Dinner Knives $0.80 Kvle 1 Living Our Religion Part 2 Donated 
1 • 1952 Romance- Holmes & Edwards Silverware/Box $325.00 Tammy 1 Pentax 35mm ZoomlWide/Flash - Brown Case Sale 
1 • Blue Box - Germany Silverware Set $325.00 Kim 1 20x60 Focal Binoculars & Case $20.00 Kerrv 
0 Dinner Forks Incl. 1 Party Time Instent Camera & Case Donated 
0 Dinner Knives Incl. 4 Dads High School Jeresy Tops $40.00 
0 Small Spoons Incl. 1 Brown Small Suitcase Donated 
0 Large Spoons Incl. 1 J. Fred Muggs Sqeaky Toy - Doesn't Squeak $20.00 KYle 
0 Cake Server Incl. 1 Red Derby Cub Car with 1 Wheel $1.50 Kerry 
0 Sugar Spoon Incl. 1 Old Fish Bath Toy $5.00 Kerry 
0 Meat Fork Incl. 1 Frog on Litv Pad Soap Holder $5.00 Kerry 
0 Knife Sharoener Incl. 1 Merry Christmas Plastic Clock - New Sale 
0 Meat Carver Knife Incl. 2 • Olld China Dolls in Box - Made in Japan $190.00 Kyle 
0 Salad Spoon Incl. 1 China Doll $40.00 Kyle 
0 Salad Fork Incl. 1 • German Shepherd Door Stop $10.00 Kerry 
0 Gravy Ladel Inef. 1 Pink BabY Blanket in Box $15.00 Tammy I 
0 Cake Slicer knife Incl. 1 Old German Helmet $105.00 Kerry 
0 Large Ladel Incl. 1 Book of Old 78's Lp's $20.00 Kerry 
0 Butter Spread Knife Incl. 1 Leather Purse - Mexico Sale 
0 Cheese Knife Spreader Incl. 1 Box of Misc. Cooking Products for Microwave $10.00 Kvle 
0 Silver Polishinq Cloth Incl. 
1 • Metal hHand Foraed Serving Trayw/ Sailina Ship $12.00 Kim Total Items: Total Value: 
1 White/Gold Swan Norcrest - Glued Tocether Donated 91 $1 531.50 
1 3 pce-Frog/Litv Pad Ceramic Omament - Chipped $10.00 KYle 
1 Cedar Hope Chest - 1952 Lane C $400.00 Tammy Loose Content 
1 Metal Ski Figure $1.00 Kyle 
1 China White/Gold with Poaisette Christmas Bell $3.00 Kyle #ofltem Name/Description Fie Value Dispursement 
1 Small White Bell with Holly Berries/Leaves $1.00 Kvle 1 • Vintage TV/Stereo Console -1970's Era $75.00 Kyle 
1 Bowiing Trophy $1.50 KYle 1 Stereo Stand $25.00 Kerry 
1 Green Wax Frog Cendle $2.00 Kyle 2 large Speakers $25.00 Kerry 
1 Grey with Red/Blue Turkey Salt Shaker $5.00 Kyle 1 Record PlaYer $25.00 Kerry 
1 Duel Cassette Player $10.00 Kerry 
1 CD Player $10.00 Ke~ 
Total Items: Total Value: 1 AMlFM Radio $10.00 K~ 
112 $1606.30 36 Albums $36.00 Kerry 
3 Cassettes $1.50 Keqy 
Hope Chest 1 Headphone $5.00 K~ 
1 Christmas Collecfion Cartoons VHS $1.00 Kerry 
#ofltem Name/Description FIC Value Dispursement 9 CD's DIS 
1 Needle Punch Tool Sa1 $5.00 Tammy 32 Wooden Frames 11"x14" $192.00 24-KerrylSale 
3 Bright Color Cafe Ring Packages $3.00 Tammy 1 • Ergometer Exercise Bike Donated 
1 Stripped Curtain $1.50 Tammy 2 Lamps Sale 
1 Group of Misc. Sewing Materials $4.00 Tammy 2 Suitcases - Blue Yellow Sale 
1 Calgarv Canada Pink Scarf Square $5.00 Tammy 1 Treasure Box Filled with Church Magazines Sale 
1 Misc. Babyclothes - Boys & Gins $15.00 Tammy 2 • 1960's Manual Typewriter Donated 
1 Group of Sewing Materials with Home/FarmfTrees $3.50 Tammy 1 Smith Corona Electric T~writer Donated 
1 Older Gin Clothing $4.00 Tammy 1 Large Wooden Wall Fork & Spoon $20.00 Kerry 
1 Youth Slip $5.00 Tammy 1 Old White Phone $20.00 Kerry 
1 Blue!RedlWhite Westem Rodeo Scarf $5.00 Tammv 1 Framed Set of Metals $150.00 Kyle 
1 Boy Scout of America Scarf $5.00 Tammy 3 Framed Senery Pictures $15.00 Kerry 
7 Beauty Make Up Items $1.00 Tammy 1 Framed Picture of Grandma & Grandma Weekes $2.00 Tammy 
1 White Tulle! White Satin Formal Dress $50.00 Tammy 3 Tall US Flaas on Poles $36.00 Kyle 
c."'4--1- BluelWhite Crochet Doilie $1.00 Tammy 1 Rechargeable Full Service Lantem in Box - Sears Donated 1 Misc. Women' Clothing $15.00 Tammy 1 PinkiRedlWhite/Green Umbrella $2.00 Tammy 
C; 2 -- __ .~lueIW-.hite. Crochetpoilie $1,00 Tammy 1 Carrom Gameboard - 46 Piece $35.00 Kyle 
7, , 
1 Wedding Dress in Plastic Bag $150.00 Tammy 1 • 3 in 1 Commode wtth Back Rest Sale 
1 Blue Baby Girl Dress $15.00 Tammv 1 Fan • lakewood Brand $7.00 Kyle 
1 PinklWhite Crocheted Doilie $1.00 Tammy 1 Boxed Brand New US Flag $30.00 Kyle 
1 Pink Baby Satin Jacket $12.00 Tammy 1 Packaged Flying Flaa Holiday $18.00 Kyle 
1 New Boxed DoHie $3.00 Tammy 1 Wrapping Paper RollIBirthday Roll $0.50 Kyle 
2 Sewina Containers C $5.00 Tammy 1 Package for Flaa Sale 
2 New White Pillowcases $2.00 Tammy 1 Box with 36"x60" TiUe of Liberty & Gromments $45.00 Kyle 
1 MintgreenlYellow Comforter $30.00 Tammy 1 Naw Cal Ranch Hat Donated I 
2 HislHers Pillowcases $18.00 Tammy 1 Box of Misc. Sewina Pattem & Supplies Sale 
2 Blue Embrod & Trim Pillowcases $22.00 Tammy 2 Package of Pipe Cleaners Sale 
2 Green Embrod & Trim Pillowcases $22.00 Tammy 1 3 Bulb Amber Hanging lamp Donated 
2 Blue Painted FlowerslBlue Trim Pillowcases $12.00 Tammy 28 Mise Pieces $10.00 Kerry 
2 Pink Embrod & Trim Pillowcases $22.00 Tammy 2 Family Pictures $10.00 Tammy 
2 Yellow & Yellow Flow Emb. Pillowcases $22.00 Tammy 1 Box of Misc. First Aid $12.00 Kyle 
1 Grandma Pillowcase· Signed by Kim's Kids $0.00 Kim 1 Misc. Bllg.Pictures $10.00 Tammy 
_.1 Table Cloth White/Brow Embrod Flowers $25.00 Tammy 6 Small Oranoe liahtbulbs $0.25 Tammy 
1 Packaged Omament Hangers $0.10 Tammy 
Total Items: Total Value: 1 Manual Typewriter· Black $50.00 Kerry 
49 $485.00 1 First Aid Kit AMA $7.50 Kyle 
1 US Flag $12.00 KyI_e 
Top of Tall Dresser 1 Car Window US Flag in Package $8.00 Kyle 
1 Flag Case in Box $40.00 K~ 
#ofltem NamelOescription F/C Value Dispursement 1 Sprinofonn Cake Pan $8.00 Kyle 
1 Underwriter lab. Inspec. Portable lamp No. 14547 E·24259 Sale 1 'Chest of 5 Drawers $175.00 Kvle 
1 MHk Glass lamp without Shade Sale 1 '8 Drawer Dresser $275.00 Kyle 
1 Dime Bird Clock Sale 1 'Bookcase Headboard $110.00 Kyle 
1 Black Glass Oil lamp $5.00 Kyle 1 'Footboard Rail & 2 Mattresses $140.00 Kyle 
1 lamp with Flower Base $5.00 Tammy 
1 Glass Oil lamp $5.00 Tammy Total Items: Total Value: 
1 Pink Doll lamp Donated 173 $1663.85 
1 Doll in Blue Dress with leg Broken Donated 
1 Sea Shell Sale 
Total Items: Total Value: 
9 $15.00 
Total For Mise: 
434 
$5301.65 
I I J I I I I I 
Mirror Dresser Content 
I I I I I 
Top Long Drawer Second Long Drawer 
#ofltem NamelOescription FIC Value Dispursement #ofltem NamelOescriptlon FIC Value Dlspursement 
1 Group of Mise. Jewelry $20.00 Kyle 1 Picture Frame Photo File $2.00 Kyle 
1 Bamboo Fan $1.00 Kyle 4 6"x9" Clasp Envelopes $0.50 Kyle 
1 Wooden Jewelrv Box Craved 6x5x3· Made in Philippines $8.00 Kyle 3 9"x12" Clasp Envelopes $0.50 Kvle 
1 6·Sided 3·Section Black JewelrY Box· Made in Hong Kong $5.00 Kyle 1 Sunvalley Decorative Mallerd Duck Tile $3.00 Kyle 
2 Fold Out Fans· Flower Design $6.00 Kyle 1 Abstract Blue/Red/Grev/BlacklWhite Decorative Tile $3.00 Kyle 
1 Empty Picture Locket in Box $10.00 Kyle 1 Overseas Comm. Box· Serv. Ribbon $2.00 Kyle 
1 Set lady Eve Pearls with Certificate in Box $100.00 Kyle 1 US Anmy Serv. Comm. Box 1775·2000 • Mtl & Rlbn $5.00 Kyle 
5 Misc. loose Jewetrv Pieces $2.50 Kyle 1 Mini Metal Anmed Forces Servo in Package $3.00 K~e 
1 Blue laced Weddino Guarder $8.00 Kyle 1 History Channel Club 1776 Coin in Package $1.00 Kyle 
1 Black Chinese Hair Pin $1.00 Kyle 1 Vanjluard Mini Metal National Defense in Packaoe $1.00 Kyle 
1 Box of Misc. Necklaces $5.00 Kvie 1 Duty to God Trail Pin in Blue Box $1.00 Kyle 
1 • Pink Avon Pearls & Lace Perfume Talc $10.00 Kyle 1 Red Cross Pin on Card $2.00 Kyle 
1 Black Polynesien Jade Talc Cylinder $5.00 Kyle 1 Vanguard Ribbon Unit· Anmv Overseas $0.55 Kyle 
1 Near Empty 2.5 Oz. Stetson Cologne Spray Bottle $2.00 Kve 1 Vanguard Ribbon Unit· Anmy Service $0.55 Kyle 
1 4 Oz. lucky Tiger Rose Hair Dressing Bottle $2.00 Kve 1 Star 114 Pin $2.00 Kyle 
( 
1 Near Empty Unnamed Perfume Vial $0.50 Kye 1 Challenjle 25 Pin $1.00 Kyle 
1 Seaforth's Men's Talc Bottle $5.00 Kye 1 Ribbon Bars with Pins· Empty $1.50 Kyt.e 
1 Empty Avon Ruby Bud Vase Somewhere Cologne $6.00 Kye 1 Fonman Family Aluminum Platter in Bag $10.00 Kyle 
n 
-
1 Avon Charisma Cologne Mist $4.00 Kyle 1 Oval Mirror 10 Diam. with Gold Laced Metal Ridoe $32.00 Kyle 
1 Tabu Spray Cologne 1.5 Oz. $1.00 Kyle 1 2-Way Standing Swivel 5 Diam. Mirror $27.00 Kyle 
1 Aviance Night Musk Perfume $2.00 Kyle 1 5"x14" Rectangle Mirror with Laced Brass Ridge $38.00 Kyle 
2 Misc. Makel.lP $0.00 Kyle 1 Vampire Bat 4ft Plastic Kit Hi-FLyer in Package $2.00 Kyle 
1 Great Perfumes Collection #27200 Version of Chane I no. 5 $6.00 Kyle 1 Large Electric Glue Gun $5.00 Kv\e 
1 Empty Perfume Vial $0.25 Kvle 3 White 3ft-5ft Extension Cords $3.00 Kvle 
1 Blue Grass Flower Mist $15.00 Kvle 1 Metal Plater - For House Cupboard $4.00 Kyle 
1 Tabu Skin Perfume Oil $2.00 Kyle 
1 Emotion Perfume $2.00 Kyle Total Items; Total Value: 
1 Wild Country Cologne $2.00 Kyle 32 $150.60 
1 Price Matchabelli Colohne $2.00 Kyle 
1 Aviance Night Musk Spray Perfume $4.00 Kyle Top Left Drawer 
1 Seaside Treasures Perfumed Guest Soaps & Soapdish $4.00 Kyle 
1 Rectangle 7"x5" Mirror Tray $19.00 Kyle #ofltem NamelDescription FIC Value Dispursement • 
1 2-Sided Circular 8" Diameter Mirror $20.00 Kyle 10 Pair of New Med. Rocky Mountain Velvet Lined Glov. DIS 
1 Wicked Wahine Hawaiian Peart Essence $10.00 Kvle 1 Pair of XL Wells Lamont Waterproof Black Gloves Sale 
Total Items: Total Value: Total Items; Total Value; 
40 $290.25 11 $0.00 
Middle Left Drawer Bottom Left Drawer 
i 
! # of Item Name/Description F/C Value Dispursement #ofltem NamelDescrlDtlon FIC Value Dispursement 
1 Bag of Marbles $2.00 Kerry 1 Clock with WhitelGoldlFlower Vases - Made in China $4.00 Kyle 
1 Jointed Cardboard Halloween Witch $0.00 Kyle 1 Mini Black Boom Box - Made in China $1.00 Kyle 
1 Parker Bros. Donkey Party Game Box $35.00 Kyle 1 Chicken Basket - Bread & Egg Warmer in Package $4.00 Kyle 
1 Chicken Basket - Bread & EQ9.Warmer in Package $4.00 Kyle 1 Ratchet Socket Wrench Set - Made in Hong Kong $1.00 Kyle 
1 72"x27" Heavy Duty Vinyl Construction Air Mattress $4.00 Kyle 5 Kitchen Knives wood Handles in Box - Made in Taiwan $10.00 Kyle 
1 Used Softball $4.00 Kyle 1 Christmas Decorative Tile $2.00 Kvle 
1 Wilson Offic. NW League Leather Baseball Signed Jack Cam $20.00 Kyle 2 Texas Decorative Tiles $4.00 Kyle 
1 Old Used Baseball $4.00 Kyle 2 Other Decorative THea $4.00 Kyle 
1 Silver Baseball Lighter $15.00 Kyle 1 Panorama Camera - Made in China $1.00 Kyle 
6 Badminton Birds in Bag $3.00 Kyle 8 Black Sharp Knives in White Box $16.00 Kyle 
1 Li-ion Recgargable Battery Pack with ACIDC Adapter $3.00 Kyle 
Total Items: Total Value: 3 Gift Wrapped Emergency Light Boxes $3.00 Kyle 
15 $91.00 3 Gift Wrapped Flip Calculator Boxes $3.00 Kvle 
2 Gift Wrapped Flip Binoculors Boxes $2.00 Kyle 
Top Right Drawer 2 Gift Wrapped Flip Men's Wallet Boxes $2.00 Kyle 
3 Men's Wallets in Gift Boxes $3.00 Kyle 
#ofltem NamelDescriDtion FIC Value Dispursement 1 Flip Calculator in Gift Box $1.00 Kyle 
1 Eastern Idaho Reaional Med. Center Mug with Lid/Straw $1.00 Kyle 1 Sport Watch in Gift Box $1.00 Kvle 
2 7.5 Oz. Metaeuca Great Hair Condition Rinse $4.00 Kvle 2 Binoculors in Gift Boxes $2.00 Kyle 
1 10.5 Oz. Melaleuca Antibacterial LiQuid SoaP $2.00 Kyle 3 Travel Clock in Gift Boxes $3.00 K'IIe 
3 4 Oz. Aloe Vesta Bodywash & ShampOO Botties 0.75 Kyle 2 Emergency Flashlights in Gift Boxes $2.00 Kyle 
1 4 Oz. Aloe Vesta Skin Conitioner Bottie 0.25 Kyle 1 Wortd Time Clock & Calculator in Gift Box $1.00 Kyle 
1 4 Oz. Fresh Moment Mouthwash 0.25 Kyle 
1 2 Oz. Fresh Mome~t Hand & Body Lotion $0.25 Kyle Total Items: Total Value: 
1 2 Oz. Fresh Moment Baby Shampoo $0.25 Kyle 47 $73.00 
1 4 Oz. Soothe & Cool Botly Lotion Bottie 0.25 Kyle 
1 4.25 Oz. Old Spice After Shave Bottie $5.00 Kyle Middle Right Drawer 
1 Near Empty Vaseline Hair Tonic 5.5 Oz. Bottle 0.25 Kyle 
1 Contact Bottle with Chamber for Contacts $0.00 Kyle # of Item Name/Description FIC Value Dlspursement 
1 Turtluoise with SHver Flower & Cowboy Boots Belt Buckle $15.00 Kyle 1 Book of Mormon on 1 a Cassettes $10.00 Kerry 
1 Gold Colored YM or Primary Bracelet With 2 Stones $1.00 Kvle 1 1978 Favorite Thing Collection Decorated Notepads $1.00 Kyle 
4 Different American Flag Pins $4.00 Kyle 2 White/Pink Fabric Corsages with Pins $2.00 Kyle 
1 Half-FUll Consecrated OH Glass Vail $0.50 Kyle 1 Blue Tithing Box $0.50 Kyle 
1 Small Orange handled Scissors $0.50 Kyle 1 Pair of Francis's Old Glasses $0.00 Kerry 
1 Fuji Audio Cassette Tape $1.00 Kyle 1 Embroidery Dual Hoop $2.00 Kyle 
1 Red Handled Multi-Pocket Knife $5.00 Kyle 1 Scout Badae $1.00 Kyle 
1 Bag of Hearing Aid Devices & Multi Packages of Batteries $10.00 Kyle 1 Black Compass on Neckcord $12.00 Kvle 
1 Idaho Graoevine JulY 1960 $4.00 Kyle 
C,.;"1otal Items: Total Value: 1 Kyle's Skyline HS Grizzlies Certificate $0.00 Kyle 
(_ 26 $51.25 1 Pennevs Dre~~rru4kAr TrQrJnn POl"'\a,r ctl:.l\n V • .J_ 
1 Singer Sewina Machine Needles $5.00 Kvle 
Bottom RIQht Drawer 1 Letter from Senator Stan Hawtains - To Bailey Family $0.00 Kyle 
6 Small Screwdrivers in Broken Case $1.00 Kerrv 
#ofltem NamelOescriptJon FIC Value Dispursement 1 Lona Yellow Handled Screwdriver $0.25 Kerrv 
1 2 in 1 French Leather Men's Coloone/Men's Aftershave $15.00 Kyle 3 Screwdrivers in Pouch $2.00 KerrY 
1 6" Red Flashlioht - Made in China $1.00 Kerry 1 Kvle's Operation Irao Freedom Patch March 2003 $0.00 Kvle 
1 Silver Everreadv Eneraizer Flashliaht $0.50 Kerry 1 Unimount5R $1.35 KvkI 
1 Metal Black Mea-Lite $15.00 Kerrv 1 Unimount9R $1.70 KvkI 
1 Black Waterproof Garrity Flashlioht $1.00 Kerrv 2 Vaflguard Base Bar Brass Metals Pin in Packaae $1.50 Kyle 
1 Sears Recharoeable Emerllencv Rashliaht $10.00 Kerry 
1 Neck Brace from Earlv 1960's $40.00 Kyle Total Items: Total Value: 
1 White Cunina Brush Iron $2.00 Kyle 29 $50.30 I 
1 Windamere Curiina Iron $2.00 Kyle I 
1 Old General Mills Heavv Iron - No Steam $65.00 Kyle 
1 Vinta~e Scientific I Oster Massaaer model 126-01 $20.00 Kerry 
I 1 Vintaae Wahl Electric Vibrator in Box $12.00 Kyle 
! 1 Vintaae Reminaton 300 Electic Shaver - Boxed Case $5.00 Kyle 
1 Vintage Remington 3 Electic Shaver - Boxed Case $5.00 Kyle 
1 Vintaoe Lemos Permagon Hair EleCtric Zolises Black Case $10.00 Kyle 
1 Ninoka PlastiC Camera - Made in Taiwan $6.00 Kyle 
1 Vintaae Greist Sewina Machine Attachments Soecial Set $10.00 Kyle 
1 Vintaae Sunset Model 500 BC Bounce Gun in Box $26.00 K~le 
1 Vintaae Black Brownie Camera Kodak Flash Hawkeve Model $15.00 Kvie 
1 Vintaae Black/Silver Brownie Camera Kodak Buli's-Eye $25.00 Kyle 
1 Kodak koda Lite Flashholder Lumaeled Reflector Attachment $5.00 Kerry 
3 ACIDC Adaoter Units $2.00 Kyle 
Total Items: Total Value: 
24 $292.50 





#ofltem NamelDescriDtlon FIe Value Disoursement 
6 Blue Dish Cloths Donated 
11 Blue Medium Towels Sale 
6 Pink Dish Clothes Donated 
4 Pink Dish Towels Donated 
7 Pink Medium Towels Sale 
3 Orange Dish Clothes Donated 
2 Orange Laroe Towels $8.00 Kim 
Total Items: Total Value: 
39 $8.00 







Total For Kitchen 
Livi Room Content 
Room 
Hall Drawers Content 
Total For Hall Drawers 
u irs Bedroom Content 
Downstairs Content 
I J I I 1 I I I 
, Downstairs Bedroom Content 
I I I I I I I 
Closet Content Furniture i 
#ofltem NamelOescription FIC Value Dispursement # of Item NamelDescription FIC Value Dispursement 
30 Kerry's Hats $0.00 Kerry 1 25" TV Console Donated 
1 Kerry's Camo Shirt & Pants $0.00 Kerry 1 6 Drawer Dresser 29.5x48.5x16 $15.00 Kim 
22 Kerry's Books $0.00 Kerry 1 5 Drawer Chest 30x44x16 $10.00 Kim 
1 Kerry's Box of Loose Paper $0.00 Kerry 1 Fullsize Bed Frame $20.00 Kim 
3 Kerry's Folders With Paper $0.00 Kerry 1 Mattress $10.00 Kim 
17 Kerry's Stapled Paper Packets $0.00 Kerry 2 Shelves $2.00 Kim 
12 Kerry's Nintendo Game Boxes $0.00 Kerry 1 Deer Picture Rug $5.00 Kim 
1 Kerry's Box of Newspapers $0.00 Kerry 
=C] 3 Kerry's Toy Guns $0.00 Kerry Total Items: Total Value: 
1 Kerry's Toy Gun Holster $0.00 Kerry 8 $62.00 
4 Kerrv's Balls $0.00 Kerry 
1 Kerry's Harmonica $0.00 Kenv 
2 Kerry's Hair Bands with Ears $0.00 Kenv 
1 Kenv's Hand Game $0.00 Kerry 
10 Kerry's Tov CarsfModels $0.00 Kerry 
2 Kenv's Car Model Boxes $0.00 Kenv 
41 Kel1)"s Odd T ovs $0.00 Kerry 
5 Kerry's Toy Tires $0.00 Kerry 
147 Kerry's Army Men $0.00 Kerry 
1 Kerry's Airbrush with Box $0.00 Kerry 
9 Kim's Road Signs $10.00 Kenv 
34 Kerry's Comics and Magazines $0.00 Kenv 
4 Kenv's Posters $0.00 Kerry 
20 Envelopes $0.50 Kerry 
9 Stickers/Pamphlets $2.50 Kerry 
1 Kerry's Index Cards Package $0.00 Kenv 
2 Kerry'_s Boardaame Boards $0.00 Kenv 
1 Kerrv's Wall Hanaer Horse $0.00 Keny 
1 Kerry's Horse Figure $0.00 Kerry IA 
1 Kerry's Lamp Base $0.00 Kerry 
, 
1 Vase $8.00 Kerry 
2 Kerry's Handled Razors $0,00 Kerry 
2 Kerry's Bottles of Metal Blades $0.00 Kerry 
1 Kenv's Polaroid Color Film Box - Full $0.00 Kenv 
2 Kerry's Badminton Rackets $0.00 Kerry 
1 Kerry's Airwick Air Freshener $0.00 Kerry 
1 Sleeping Bag $5.00 ~ 
1 Bike Pump $4.00 Kerry 
1 Kerry's Bell Pin $0.00 Kerry 
1 Kerry's Picture & Frame $0.00 Kerry 
1 Kenv's Crank Trigger Kit $0.00 Kerry 
1 Kerry's Box with Plaque $0.00 Kerry 
1 Kerry's Art Bear Plate $0.00 Kerry 
2 Kel!Y's Drawer Boards $0.00 Kerry 
1 Kerry's Small Rope $0.00 Kerry 
1 Blue Ground Mat $2.00 Kerry 
3 Car Parts $0.00 Kerry 
'--




1 Alarm Clock $3.00 Kerry 
Total Items: Total Value: 
412 $45.00 





Laundry Room Content Familv Room Content 
i 
~f~tem Name/Description FIC Value Dispursement # of Item Name/Description F/C Value Dispursement Old Whirlpool Dryer '$0.00 House 1 3 Bulb Standino lamo - No Light Covers $0.00 House 
I 1 Old Mavtag Washer $0.00 House 1 Bobcat Rug $400.00 Kim 
I 1 Old White Westinahouse Chest Freezer $75.00 Kenv 1 Old Maiestic BIW TV - Not Working Donated 
~ 1 Old True Gold Uprioht Freezer $35.00 Kyle 1 Grandma Bailey's Old Wooden Chair $65.00 Kyle 
1 Old General Uprioht Freezer $75.00 Kim 1 Maroon Loveseat Sale 
1 Box of Christmas LiohtslWreath wI Lights Donated 1 10 Drawer Birch Chest 49x61 x25 - Made by Dad $150.00 Kim 
1 Hamilton Beach Food Processor Donated 1 Built in Cioset with 4 Drawers $0.00 House 
1 Laroe Picnic Basketl Sale 2 Old Broken Up Gun Cabinets $100.00 Kyle 
1 Box Christmas GarlandlWreathlliohts Donated 1 Kerosene Lamp 18" $5.00 Tammy 
3 Boxes Christmas Boxed Ornaments Donated 
1 Bag of Cotten Fluff Donated Total Items: Total Value: 
3 Hurricane Lamps Sale 10 $720.00 
1 Waffle Iron Donated 
1 Kitchen Steam Juicer in Box Sale Above Stair Storage Content (Now in Francis's Room) 
5 Glass Gallon Jugs in Box DIS 
1 Box of Misc Christmas Lights Donated # of Item Name/Description FIC Value Dispursement 
1 Box Christmas Garland & Decore Donated 1 Christmas Bag wI Batting & Crystal GreentreelGarland Donated 
1 Pressure COOker wI Lid & Steam Top Sale 2 Snowman Stuffed Ornaments $2.00 Kim 
1 Warring Push ButtonBlender Sale 1 Santa Stuffed Ornaments $1.00 Kim 
1 Mirro Speed Pressure Cooker Sale 1 pleg of Gold Ornament Donated 
1 Box w/ Tissue covered Glasses $8.00 Tammy 3 35 Light Boxes Donated 
I 6 Small Paint Cans in Box Donated 6 Pink Ornaments in Box Donated 
1 Unused Dazey Donut Factory Donated 13 Ornament Balls in Box Donated 
I 1 Unopened Chelby Cobra 427 sIc Model Kit Sale 16 Ornament Balls in Box Donated • 1 Sewinfl Machine Brown Case Donated 20 Small Ornament Balls in Box Donated :~ 
1 Box 13 Piece Misc Paints & Thinners Donated 1 Bag of Gold Garland Donated 
1 16 Peice Box Misc. Paintl Soravl Calking Donated 1 Baa of Gold Garland & Multi-Color Ribbon Donated 
1 Cast Alum. Meat Grinderl Sausaoe Stuffer Sale 1 150 Swag Christmas Liohts Box $1.50 Kim 
1 Vita Mix Mixer in Box $25.00 Kim 1 50 Mini Lights Box Donated 
I 1 Peeling Wand in Box Sale 1 Roll of Packing Tape $0.00 Estate Use , 
1 Vita Mix Whole Grain Wheat in Box Sale 1 New Santa FiQure 12" Tall Sale 
1 12 Cans Ajax or Cornel Cleanser Sale 2 Candle Ornament Tops Sale 
1 Icing Gun Sale 1 Bag of Garland Sleigh & Battina Donated 
1 Strainer Sale 1 Creche wi Electric Lioht & Figurines $12.00 Kim 
1 Glass Gal. Jar w/ Lid Sale 1 White Plastic Reindeer on Sled wI Ribbon Paper Donated 
1 Bud Vase Donated 1 Lighted House Donated 
1 Box of Misc. Hardware Items Donated 2 Unlighted Houses Donated 
1 Lighted Santa Claus Sale 
Total Items: Total Value: 1 Unlighted Santa Clause Sale 
50 $218.00 1 Garland wI Lights Donated 







2 Tree Toooers - Green Wreath Candle Center/Gold Star 
3 Box 12 Christmas Balls 
1 Box 15 Christmas Balls 
1 Box 8 Christmas Balls 
1 Baa Scarecrow 1987 Miniature 
1 Sliver wI Red Plllg in Tree TODoer - Does Not Work 
2 Red Valentine Chocolate Boxes 
2 Pillar Nativity Candles 
5 Deer Miniature 
2 Santa Claus 
1 Snowman wI Tree in Head 
1 Knit Snowman 
3 Plastic Trees 
2 Maaazines - Hot RodlModern Maturitv 
Total Items: 
108 
Total For Mise: 
168 
$954.50 





















Under Patio Loose Content 
• of Item Name/Descriptlon FIC Value Olspursement • of Item Name/Description FIC Value Olspursement 
1 Mastercraft 38" 12hp Riding Lawn Mower - Not Working Donated 1 Rectangular Picnic Table $50.00 Kim 
1 ·Craftsman 25hp 22" Push Mower with Bag $50.00 Kim 1 Round Picnic Table $50.00 Kerry 
1 Craftsman 20" 4hp Push Snowblower - Not Working Donated 1 "Louisville Red Alum. 8ft Ladder ~100.oo Kim 
1 Mastercraft 3hp B & S Portable Pump $55.00 Kim 2 Wheelbarrows $70.00 Kim 
1 Bricket BarbeQue Donated 3 Round-Nose Shovels $9.00 Kim - 1 Bench Seat $20.00 Kim 2 Push Brooms $6.00 Kim 
1 Sears Trailer Woodslide $100.00 ~yle 1 Hoe $3.00 Kim 
1 Misc. Group ofTaros $65.00 Kim 2 4ft Saw Horses $20.00 All 
1 Misc. Group of Junk Donated 1 6.5ft Saw Horse $12.00 All 
18 Wood shelving Pieces Donated 1 1999 Pontiac Grand Prix $6700.00 Tammy 
.~ 1 MTD 5hp Rototiller - Not Workina Donated 2 Bench Steps $10.00 All 
1 5ft Green Wood Stepladder Donated 2 Old Wood Chairs DIS 
1 2 Gal. Sprayer Donated 8 700x15 Traction Tires on Rims $320.00 Kerry 
3 Rakes $9.00 Kim 4 Kyle's Truck Wheels $0.00 Kyle 
3 Snowshovels $15.00 Kim 3 Pickup Box Trailers $300.00 1-Kim 1-Kyle 10 
1 Axe $5.00 Kim 
1 Sledge Hammer $12.00 Kim Total Items: Total Value: 
2 9.5" Masonarv Trowels $25.00 All 34 $7650.00 
Total Items: Total Value: Jewel Trailer (Now in Francls's Room & Shed) 
40 $356.00 
#ofltem NamelDescrlJ)tlon FIC Value Olspursement 
Shed Content 5 UnoPfln Blanket Packages $25.00 2-Tammy/3-Kim 
5 Sleepina Bags $10.00 2-Kerry/D/S 
# of Item Name/Oescrljltion FIC Value Oispursement 2 New Unopened Packages of Full Fitted Sheets $8.00 Tammy 
1 Antiaue Trunk $50.00 Kyle 2 New Unopened Packages of Full Flat Sheets $8.00 Tammy 
1 Large Cooler Sale 1 6 Pack Unused Dish Towels $4.00 Kim 
1 Small Cooler $3.00 Kim 2 Gingerbread Handtowles $2.00 Kim 
I 1 Realist/David White Instruments Transite $100.00 All 1 Unused Comforter - Light BluelBlue Flowers Sale 
1 5' Tripod for Transit $50.00 All 15 Fuzzy Used Blankets $24.00 5-Kerry3-KimIDIS 
! 1 Folding Clothing Rack Donated 1 Foam Mattress Pad - Mouse Chewed Comer Donated 
I 1 Croquet Lawn Game Sale 1 Green Foam Mattress Pad Donated 
1 Hammock $20.00 Kim 1 Unused Kinasize Yellow Comforter $15.00 Kim 
1 Sears Craftsman Routertable Ail 1 Pink Kingsize FuzzylSatiny Comforter Sale 
r 1 Cool Air Conditioner $30.00 Kim 1 4 Piece Satiny Pink Set Sale 
i 1 Hair Drver Donated 1 Fullsize Unused Blue Comforter - bm/wh F1wrs Sale 
1 Box Chimney Flue Brushes $0.00 House 1 Fullsize Used Pink Comforter - pinklwhlgrnlylw Flwrs Sale 
i 1 Milk Can $20.00 Kim 1 Underwood Five Manual Tvpewriter wi Cover Donated 
3 Campina Water JUgS Donated 2 Afgahn's pinklwhllbrn/om Knit Blanket $20.00 1-Kerry/1-KYIe 
1 Fan Sale 1 Full sized Unused green Comforter Donated 
1 Kerosene Heater $15.00 Kim 1 Used Brown Checkered Pillow Donated 
1 New 40 Piece Stoneware $35.00 Kim 1 Foam-backed Spread Cover - Floral yJw/gmlbm Donated 
2 Power Saws ~ All ~ 1 Fuzzy Bright Yeliow Material/Blanket Size Donated 
1 Drill ~ All 27 Men's Shirts DIS 
4 Christmas Candle Lights Donated 1 Pair of Trousers Donated 
1 Christmas Santa Liaht Sale 1 Suit Jacket Donated 
~ Little Chief Smoker $15.00 Kim 1 Coat wI Liner Donated q Seat Pads Sale 1 Blue wI White Polka Cliet Apron Donated Box Fan Sale 1 White Dress Donated 8('1 Folding Camping Table $10.00 Kim 3 Red Komo-style Jackets $12.00 Tammv 
~ ~""'" Foldina Card Tables $10.00 Kim 1 Green/OranaelBrown F acecloth $0.50 Kyle .A .... ..Ih.1"I"\ CI.it~O~o. 'I:? no Kim 8 New & Used Dishtowels $4.00 2-K~le 
. I Donated I 1 Box of Kids Clothes $0.00 Tammv I 1 I Yellow Flowered Long Reel. Bench Cushioh I 
una \';usn!ons Donated 1 1 Can of Prestone Windshield Washing Fluid $2.00 Kim I 3 J Rou . - .. 
1 Gallon Plastic Gas Can $1.00 Kim i 1 . Lawn Chair Bed Mattress Briaht Yellow/Floral Front Donated 











I 1 Box of ceilino Fixture Lamo Covers - 1 Broken Donated 
Total Value: 2 Hurricane LamD ManUes Donated 
$1418.00 1 15 Pack 9" Yellow Plastic Plates Donated 
3 JA Bomschaft Aluminum Pots/Pans Set Sale 
18 Paner Plates Holders Donated 
5 Briaht Yellow Plates - Melmac Tvoe $2.50' Kim 
4 Ivorv TuoDerware Cereal Bowls '$2.00 Kim 
2 White Plastic Mixina Bowls Donated 
2 Ivorv Salad Forks TUDDerware Sale 
1 26 Peice Assorted Silverware Sa\$> 
. 1 Cake Too Tupperware Donated 
1 16 Peice p.@stic R"ud , lates/Sallcers/Cups Set Sale 
A Green Plastic Moo w Handle Donated -
3 Yellow Plastic Mug w Handle $0.75 Kim 
2 Orange Plastic Mug w Handle Donated 
5 Stoneware Blue/Brown Flower Pots Donated 
5 Small Ught Blue Dessert Melmac Bowls Sale 
1 Can Opener Sale 
1 Glass 10" Pyrex Pie plate Donated 
1 Plastic Container w/ Blue Lid Donated 
1 Coleman Fuel Funnel Donated 
4 White & Clear Bud Vase Donated 
1 Laroe Glass White/Clear Vase Donated 
1 Extra Large Pedestal White Fruit Goblet Sale 
1 18 Piece Stoneware Set Sale 






#ofltem ",. . , ..... ....... +;"' .. FIe Vl:itlle Dispu, ........ v". 
1 Wood 5.5ft ~h>nl::l(irl"'r Donatee' 
1 Columbia Yellow Aluminum 6ft .... $60.00 Kim 
1 * Craftsmar 10" 3hp I $4?!'i 00 AU 1}r 
1 OldT needs rewired Du"a":;:,, 
1 New 6.5ft Clearprelite Christmas Tree in Box $125.00 Kerry 
1 Old l-lall::>lIlal Chain Saw $110.00 Kim 
1 Cr cifb",a, Router 5/8 hp w/metal box wfmisc $50.00 All ft-
1 Makita 3/8 Drill $20.00 All ik 
1 Old Tent & Poles $20.00 Kyle 
1 Old Cot $5.00 Kyle 
1 MTD Roto Tiller 5hp 'l:?&;n nn Kim 
2 Weed Ti II 1111."' • .;;) DIS 
1 Old Screen Door '"' L./UllalC' 
1 28 Wood Door Inframe $0.00 House 
1 Old 7' l-rlll.,U"CO'" Tree Tarped wI 2000 our lights $50.00 Kim 
1 C' .. A~ .11 $4.00 K.Elrry ,",V.LUQII 
Total For Garage 
17 
$1.119.00 
Christmas Content In Francis's Room 
#ofltem Namel FIe Value .... II~LI"'" "VIIL 
18 Boxes of Dc,""" aLlVI • ., DIS 
5 Single De\..u, .. tions Don",.",,,, 
2 Blue Mini Lites Boxes $3.00 Kim 
3 Green CIIII::>Ulld::> Liahts Boxes Domnec 
1 Red/Greer Mini Lights Box DoncHeu 
5 Red Mini Lites Boxes DOf'lcm:::u 
3 Purple Mini Lites Boxes Donated 
1 Yellow Mini Lites Box $1.50 Kim 
3 Clear Lights Box $3.00 Kim 
1 IQi~le Liahts box DVI.alc" 
1 C7 FLame Bulbs Box DOfoa";:,,, 




#ofltem t.I. . , .... ... , . FIe VallJ~ niCl:nll I.I-"'U', 
1 r-j CU Iv'.;;) Bailey::> Coin r.nllection F $5,681.15 Kyle 





, .... .cription FIe Value Dispur .. vllIVIIL 
2 Fielding M",,,,vrial Cer""""" y Burial Plots F .00 .. • Rln'l -Jt 
Uft~t &-a.o c;:-~:..,., 11tn~~ 







Total For Tools: 
Items Removed Content List 
#of Item Name/Description Fie Value Dispursement 
1 Old China Dishes Set $200.00 Tammy 
1 Gold Locket Pin $150.00 Tammy 
1 Jewellry Box $10.00 Tammy 
5 Books $10.00 Tammy 
6 Towels $12.00 Tammy 
1 Package of Batting $1.00 Tammy 
2 Patchwork Quilt Tops $30.00 Tammy 
1 Bag of Polyester Fill $1.00 Tammy 
6 Large Fabric Pieces $18.00 Tammy 
1 Baby Quilt $5.00 Tammy 
1 Skein of Yarn $0.50 Tammy 
5 Silver Coasters from Germany $25.00 Tammy 
2 Wooden Picture Plaques $4.00 Tammy 
1 Group of Oak/Birch/Other Lumber Peices $150.00 Kerry 
5 Blankets $20.00 Kerry 
1 Framed Picture Of Jesus Christ $15.00 Tammy 
1 Misc. JewelLry in Box execpt Gold Locket Pin $20.00 Tammy 
1 Assorted Mens ClothinQ $5.00 Kyle 
6 Hand Towels $3.00 Kyle 
4 Towels $8.00 Kyle 
1 New Sleeping Bag $25.00 Kyle 
1 Can of Loose Change $58.76 Ke/KylTa 
















State Farm Insurance Companies 
RECEIPT OF PAYMENT 
PAYMENT DATE: 
TOTAL AMOUNT PAID: $ 
01-16-2007 
433.00 
FRANCIS A BAILEY 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402-5882 
POLICY DESCRIPTION / POLICY NUMBER 
HO - HOMEOWNERS 
 
GREGORY DORNFELD INS AGC 
251 S WOODRUFF AVE 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 
83401 
(208) 529-0652 




Thank you for your payment on the above policy(ies) . ~t:)u Payments are .--L=-




£ ~~ n ... n ' .... M STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES® 
INSURANCE A RECEIPT OF PAYMENT (~) 
INSU .... NCI y. FOR SFPP ACCOUNT  
ACCOUNTHOLDER(S) 
BAILEY, FRANCIS A 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS, 1083402-5882 




251 S WOODRUFF AVENUE 
IDAHO FALLS, 1083401-4320 
(208) 529-0652 








THANK YOU FOR YOUR PAYMENT. PAYMENTS ARE RECEIVED SUBJECT TO COLLECTION 
AND POLICY PROVISIONS. WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS. 
29171026243037161411111518 
STATE FARM PAYMENT PLAN 
PO Box 2746 
JacksonVille FL 32232·2746 
ATl 1062·9185·15 
016018 
BAILEY, FRANCIS A 
4673 S 15TH W 
1272·F467 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402-5882 
11 •• 111.11 •• 1111111111.1.1.1.1.1111.1 •• 1'111.11 ••• 11111.11'111 











.'tV I Iv&:. vr .. "" I ••• A- •• I ...., __ 
 
** BILLING SUMMARY ** 
Downpayment Required 





Total Amount Due 







Changes completed after 3-21-08 will appear on 
the next notice. 
We appreciate the way you consistently pay you 
account. 
This premium notice is the only one you will 
receive. Please pay by the due date. 
tI--z 57 4867 6986 
STATE FARM PAYMENT PLAN 
PO Box 2746 
Jaokaonville FL 32232-2746 
ATl 1062-9185-15 
015959 
BAILEY, FRANCIS A 
4673 S 15TH W 
1272-F467 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402-5882 
11 .. 1 i •• 1111111111111111.111.1.1111.11111111111'111 .. 111111111 
HOMEOWNERS 
 





H BILLING SUMMARY ** 
Last Amount Billed 
Last Amount Paid 




Total Amount Due 







Changes completed after 6-20-08 will appear on 
the next notice. 
We appreciate the way you consistently pay your 
account. 
This premium notice is the only one you will 
receive. Please pay by the due date. 
(,8sn qons 101 8/5(,8f1W APf88M 8/5('1811(' 8ql SI1('qM '.S8A. S/18MSU(' 84111 
ON 0 sa A 0 t100W)S/J(JOM WOlJ pu(' 01 U811UP 8/0/q811 841 51 
(A/UO 819P/OI.[AO!lOd oln\f, 
(lua6e uue::l elelS mOA ees aseeld) a6uelp UOl)lJOOl 0 
ON 0 seA 0 i,sseJppe snolJ\(,Jd mo" 01 wn\eJ 01 UCld noA 00 i,S~UOUI AUlJW MOlj 'AieJodwalll AieJodwa.L 0 
SIIWIlI\)J:) eplslno 0 S\IW!lI\)J:) aplSUI 0 Nuno:) 
ON auo4d sseuIsn8 epo:) lelsodldlZ 
Iuauew.lad 0 :a6ullllO s 
dI4SUMO_ 
'eNIMOllO:! 3Hl3l31dWOO 3SV31d 'lN3IN3J\NOO lON SI SIHl.:Jl·lN3DV unOA lOVlNOO 3SV31d '03J\OW 3J\VH noK.:1I ',,' 
APRIL 25, 2008 
SFPP Account Status 
 
QUARTERLY 
H phone: (208) 522-2595 
BAILEY f FRANCIS A 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402-5882 
Payment History 
Current Billing Info 
Due date: APR-17-08 
Amt due: 0.00 
Acct bal: 227.54 
Status: PAID 













Last Amount Paid 
JAN 17, 2008 
Difference 
Current Installment 
SFPP Notice of Payment Due 
Due date: APR-17-08 
** POLICIES ON ACCOUNT ** 








STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES 
State Farm Fire and Casualty CO 
PO Box 5000 
Dupont, WA 98327-5000 
M-15-1272-F467 H 
BAILEY> FRANCIS A F 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402-5882 
1'11'111,111'11,,11111111'.1.'111111' •• 11 •• '."1111111'111111' 
ocation: Same as Mailing Address 
Iportant Message(s) 
"Jent GREGORY DORNFELD INS AGCY INC 
1iephone (208) 529-0652 
MOVING? PLEASE SEE REVERSE SIDE. 
INSURED 
tsALANGt:. DUt:. NU 11(,;1:: 
M-1272-F467 
4--3: 56 3804 2931 
See reverse side for address changes. 
Please keep this part for your record. 
Prepared DEC 04 2006 
PLEASE RETURN THIS PART WITH YOUR 
CHECK MADE PAYABLE TO STATE FARM. 
DATE DUE PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT 
 HO • HOMEOWNERS JAN 182007 $433.00 
FleE USE ONLY 
0433 M 1131 2016 
red: DEC 04 2006 
E9,G2 
Please contact your State Farm Agent if you 
have any questions about your policy. 
150970301+ 1 
Insurance Support Center 
P.O. Box 680001 
Dallas, TX 75368-0001 
1',111.,.1,1111 •• 1',1111'.11 ••• '111.1111,,1."",,11 •• '1'.,III 
REB FIRE BAL DUE $433.00 
200706300043300 012412246352401515> 
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company 
PO Box 5000 
Dupont, WA 98327-5000 
M-15- 1272-F467 F H 
BAILEY, FRANCIS A 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402-5882 
11 •• 11111111111111111 •• 1.1.1.1.1111.1 •• 111.1.11'111 •• 11.11'111 
Location: Same as Mailing Addre:ss 
Loss Settlement Provisions (See Policy) 
A 1 Replacement Cost - Similar Construction 
B 1 Limited Replacement Cost - Coverage B 
Forms, Options, and Endorsements 
Homeowners Policy 
Increase Dwlg up to $27 460 
Ordinance/Law 10%/ $13,730 
Jewelry and Furs $1 ,5001$2,500 
Amendatory Endorsement 
Back-Up Dwell/Listed Property 
Policy Endorsement 
Fungus (Including Mold) Excl 
Motor Vehicle Endorsement 
Telecommuter Coverage 
















B Personal Property 
C Loss of Use 
Deductibles - Section I 
All Lonses 
Section II 
L Personal Liability 
Up To 
Damage to Property of Others 






Claim Free Discount 














~ NOTICE: Information concerning changes in your policy language is included, PIE;ase call your agent if 
~ you have any questions. 
~ 
(k6 r dttilrjt4f~F' ~O/J~();(J< f/;1(f}tut1f~~. 
1131 201B I Agetlt ~GREGORY'DORNFELD INS AGCY INC 
E * E9,G2 Telephone (208) 529-0652 
If you have moved, please contact your agen 
See reverse side for important information. 
REB Prepared DEC 04 200E 
" 
"~"7 '3:02t'M ARR 571 S?:Lc 




:(t. P3j'n:errt f rOln Pri;'rF:lri A(CD~U'lt :1.\: 
r\CE !~.EWH~~~!::) tt ~ (fijf.;CGl-t5~j'? 
LOUE'S HIll, INC. 
925 E 17TH $ fREEf 
IOAHO FALLS. 10 83404 
(208) 542-9030 
-SRLE-
SALES ~; $1906B61 847536 04-06-07 
SUBTOTAL: 327.98 
TAX 38421 : 19.68 
INVOICE 12837 TOTAL: 347.66 
BALANCE DUE: 347.66 
VISA: 347.66 
VISA XXXXXXXXXXXX7196 05117A 
AMOUNT: 
1906 TERMINAL: 12 04/06/07 10:55:25 
# OF ITEMS PURCHASED: 2 
eXCLUDES FEES. SERVICES AND SPECIAL ORDER ITEMS 
THANK YOU 
FOR SHOPPING LOlJE'S 
RECEli < t'( lil' IRED FOR CASH REFUND. 
CHm :'U: Sil~E R£;:lIi:r:3 EE~J'r(,-
f· .. 
' ~" 1241DesertRock Drive 
' ;' , Rexburg, 10 8344·0 
, Aexburg208-356-0322 
. Blackfoot ,208-785-0692 
Idaho Falls 208-542-9666 
:Island Park.208-558-9155 ' 
Rigby 208-745-9406 
; Fax 208-359-9409 
.... -..• ',,; ;i" 
ORIGINAL REASON FOR THE CAll: 
'. ' 
'.< ,': .;., 
E-MAIL ADDRESS 
. . , 
i , ~ ~ 
\. 
SUM~Y: ____ ~~ ____________ ~ ____________ ~~ __ ~~ ______________ ----__ --__ --____ --____ -----
. ! ., l , .. :' :', ~.<~", t';" o See Summary of Findings sheet 
. . for additional information 
WOR I. the undersigned; am owner/authorized representative/tenant of the premises at which the work above is being done, I hereby authorize you to 
perf9rm tilll.abqve recnmmendation.and ta use such Jabor and p1aterials as you. deem .advisable;Unless· prior.authorizati~n for billing. payment for all Work' done is due upon :, ... 
to/ripJetion (CQ;[).).All0.QO:Jllll.ING.CHARGE is duethereilfter.Anoffice/lillingclwQe ;lndlor finance charge of .1 :75% per month. (21. % per "nnum) will be.added after 10,days-":. 
past due. I agree to pay reasonable attorney's fees. court costs and collection fees in the event of legal action, I have read this contract, induding the terms imd conditions on the 
reverse side hereof and 'agree to be bound by all the terms contained herein. All old parts will be removed from premises 'and discarded; unless otherwise'specifi!!d herein. ' ~ 
I HEREBY·.AUTHORIZE YOU ,':: ·.bi ' " ' .' ., . . :' .... :',;,", ; ! ::.;,;> ",; ,; . ; ·· ~: :.(;··'i'i:;:;. .. : :: '.:' "''' ::,.,:.q,d , "" ,.~: '~" .' · I .:t,;." " i :':;", ." . .' -: ";~ : ' ,,"'::::' ::, /" .f.A·',,~CJ;· 
TOPROC~EOWlTt-I ,THE·A60YE : .\,! -:' :; H~I .' L .' i~:'l";1 .:. :'~!:. ..',", ,.' . 
WORK AT THE UPFRONT FEE OF $ ' Signature: ' 
\:.,<._.---
. -,':~ ,~ '::':.:'.: " ..;, 
'.-1 ": ." 
:".' " : " ( , ~ , 
':.,.: .. --," ; .. " 
WANT TO PAY LESS. 
-.....-..--------- My~ Ttdv)ldan pme'mId me wi1li ... ~ 
Card #: ' . " . Partner~-Mdtxplained1htbelM!tIts<='" 
PAYMENT2 ') "" >' Cash '0 Check [J '3) Check#!\', ,',', ,' ·' ;·,' i ; l'WMItfO.gwmoneyMJd t 
. MC 0 ' Visa 0 Disc 0 AmEx 0 Auth.#: !' " :;:;.",. (I', b.aJITIU'~I!MtnMI, 
Card #: ? ' ;. Exp: IMIMIIYIVI Atthls~/decIirIt~. 
ACCEPTANCrOfWO~j(PE~FORMED: ' " ia'kn~\\Iledge sati~factory cQmpletio~ 0(,' 
the .above deScribed .workand \hat \he premises has been left in satisfactory coridition.'.1 :. ': ', ' 
. understand that if my check doeS not clear, lam liable for the check and any charges from the 
bilnk. I agree top,ay1 . 75% per mon·th for past due contracts (minimum charge SIS). In the 
event that collection efforts are' initiated againstme;1 shall pay for all .associated fees at the 
pOsted rates as \Veil as' all cost of collection· fees and, reasonable atlorneyfees; I agree that the 
amount set forth in the space marked "TOTAL COST" is the total flat price I have agreed to.' i, : 
./ 












Mailing Address O,n.ly: I 392 Masters Drive, Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
1/ , ,) U '--.j 'I-.' /1 -; 
Name: 1\ \ \1\\ \.-~ L·A....>-"\. i Date: L ~ l' lj , 
Address: ______ 0...!.l...!.(-, ___ -·.,;..7_~"'_I,_(_'':)_' __ t_(_)_: _ _''''C''".{"c..*_c.:..' _t_" ___ .--_-=-_l _____ _ 
Desc. '-1- /1'1'-" l,..", 111", I i'Yi' ,r- '" 
Phone: _______ +-__ ,,--____ of Work: I fJ_) I\..J~,(!}( l.1U~J-t --' 
( 0 cA:;,,- )f\Q/f '-trt ,. 
" 1 
"","" 
CASH I CHARGE ON ACCOUNT I MOSE. RETURNED 
_n • .... "'f ... :1 :Jr •• • • ttl: 1_,',') • 
~) ~/I /, i; '" --('iff C{J/I iV e' /C'"r ::;;. ( ~l Cf, 
, 
/l 
/i/ /.~ 't7Zl:7'L 
I . (i.', ( J ~" \..;1 
I J, 
,-- Jr, 




I flOd the above work and material satisfactory and agree to pay for same by the 10th,of the following TOTAL :;C e.G month. I understand that this account becomes delinquent after said period and unless otherwise agreed MATERIAL 
upon wUl be subject to collection. ' 
( A FINANCE CHARGE is oomputed on a periodic rate of 1 112 % PER MONTH which is ANNUAL TAX )C . PERCENTAGE RATE Dt 18".4 on any pervious balance not paid within 30 days. Minimum billing $1.00. 
SIGNED BY: X LABOR 6['J C(~ 
2230 WORK ~I '" DONE BY: TOTAL ~C) 
BONNEVILLE 
Mark Hansen, Tax Collector 
605 N. Capital Ave. 




Rea I Property 
Description 
Bill Number: 187462 
Bill Year: 2007 
PIN: RP02N37E366219 
Primary Owner: BAILEY FRANCIS 
A 
Property Addr: 4673 S 15TH W 
Property Desc: .86 A SW1/4 





Page 1 of 
Received By: NG Receipt Number: U07.293 
200 
12/13/200' 
Location: Bonneville County Receipt Year: 
Session: JHUNTING-Till 04-12132007-4594 Date Received: 
Fees/Late Current Current Balance 
Balance Net Tax Interest Charges Due Paid Remaining 
1.122.02 561.01 0.00 0.00 561.01 561.01 561.01 
1.122.02 561.01 0.00 0.00 561.01 561.01 561.01 
Charge Summary: 
561.01 Real Property 561.01 
561.01 Total Charges 561.01 
Bonneville 605 N. Capital Ave. Idaho Falls, 1083402 
By Whom Paid: 
BAILEY FRANCIS A 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS 10 83402 













605 N. Capital Ave. 




BAILEY FRANCIS A 
4673S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 

















Code-Area: 011-0000 Last Payment: I ..... Due ." A SW' ,. SW, ,.. '" ". T >N. • " 
location: 4673 S 15TH W IDAHO FALLS 
Mortgage: 
* * *** ***** *** ****** *'" * Il'vlPORTANT ***** ********* 'l'***** 
PLEASE READ BOTH BACK Ai':D FRONT 
PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY WILL BE APPLIED TO THE 
OLDEST DELINQUENT TAX YEAR. TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS 
MUST BE RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE. 
Vl'lues Continued :':' ;: , "Acres' "" : Amount • '.-., E;xem..!l!!9!!!a_~_f!r8d1tJl " :~'£" ;'Amount;: ~~,.:' ;,;, 
Total Taxable 108,310 
# 91 SCHOOL 0,0009731100 $105.40 LANDFILL 36,70 
41,00 # 91 SCHOOL BOND 0,0005021690 $54,38 LIBRARY 

















$123,681-_____ ,..-,..-,..-_!-..,. ____ -+,..-,..-,..-,..-_i-: ____ --/ 
$0.66 Urban Renewaf:: :,,,' ;", ~t·i·:.;,', 'Phone! ';-,. ,'. :..;(. Rate ,;;<,,::,-:-::., ::"Total 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0,00 $0,00 $0,00 
"FoR;PRClPERCREOIT,REroRN ,'rs:rs·S'r1}B:mTs' Pi\: 
:"PERS<?~."!;;~!':.c:::l(s...:,~.c:.~~"!'!;;_~,_:r,£,~,;f~~ 
BAILEY FRANCIS A 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 






I,> r.,) FULL !\MOUNT·' • ·.···1 
$1,122.02 
"MONTHLY PAYMENTS ARE ACCEPTED" June 20, 2008 
DEliNQUENT IF NOT PAID BY 
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: 
BO~EVILLE COUNTY 
MARPC HANSEN TAX COLLECTOR 
605 N CAPITAL AV 






ID~O FALLS ID 83402 
l.ST HALF DUE 2ND HALF DUE 









BAILEY FRANCIS A 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
.86 A SW1/4 SW1/4, 
SEC 36, T 2N, R 37 
4673 S 015TH W 
DELINQUENTS 
RP 44800 2005 
* * * IMPORTANT * * * 
83402 
PLEASE READ BOTH FRONT AND BACK *** MONTHLY PAYMENTS ARE ACCEPTED *** 
TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS MUST BE 
RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE. 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
FOR PROPER CREDIT THIS STUB MUST BE RETURNED WITH PAYMENT 
PERSONAL CHECKS ARE SUBJECT TO BANK CLEARANCE. 

































TAXING DISTRICT RATE 
STATE '.000000000 
COUNTY .004246505 
GEN SCHOOL .000000000 
# 91 SCHOOL .004521858 
FIRE # 1 .001241347 
FLOOD .000006252 
AMBULANCE .000324330 






















41. 0 1 
43.0' 
FOR PROPER CREDIT THIS STUB MUST BE RETURNED WITH PAYMENT 
PERSONAL CHECKS ARE SUBJECT TO BANK CLEARANCE. 





I 1ST HALF FULL 
11111111111111 
AMOUNT DUE 21. 52 43.0' 




DELINQUENT IF NOT PAID ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 20 I :?,QQ.6 • 
DATE PAID CHECK # r:'- ,~ . 
pZl.Tn "RY CASH .) 'oF J 
~ CHECK PAYABLE TO: 
BO~EVILLE COUNTY 




MARK HANSEN TAX COLLECTOR 
605 N CAPITAL AV 
CODE AREA 11-0000 L 14,000 
100,857 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 











BAILEY FRANCIS A 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS 
.86 A SW1/4 SW1/4, 
SEC 36, T 2N, R 37 
21. 52 
ID 83402 
4673 S 015TH W 83402 
~ ... ;nTQUB!T~ 1_ J 
R., HSOO ~8e5 '90. at;.\- /51 ~ 
* * * IMPORTANT * * * 
PLEASE READ BOTH FRONT AND BACK 
*** MONTHLY PAYMENTS ARE ACCEPTED *** 
TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS MUST BE 





TAXING DISTRICT RATE 
STATE .000000000 
COUNTY .004246505 
GEN SCHOOL .000000000 
# 91 SCHOOL .004521858 
FIRE # 1 .001241347 
FLOOD .000006252 
AMBULANCE .000324330 























PRO RENTALS g SAl.ES 
5162 S YS!.J.0WSTON£ HWY 
I ~LLS 10 83402 
208-552-9771 
Sales, .Inc. 
5162 S. Yellowstone Hwy. 
Idaho Falls. 10 83402 











~~ __________ ~O~penCon~t~ra~c~t~ ____ ~~~~~~ ____ ~~~~~~-, Merchant 10: 000003208603 Term ID: 00330815 Ref»: 0005 
Sale 
nn~nnm9G63 






Inv U: e0~B05 Appr Code: 04971A ~i' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Apprvd: Online Batch": 000145 
Cu.tomer COpy 
PROMPT RETURN OF YOUR RENTALS 
SAVES YOU MONEY. ALL TIME IS 
,CHARGED INCLUDING SATURDAV,., 
SUNDAYAND HOLIDAYS. 
REPAIRS/SERVICE: Lessee agrees equip-
ment is now in good repair and condition, 
will be properly housed and protected, and 
",returned In as good condition as received, 
. ordinary wear and tear expected. Neces-
sary .repairs or service on return will be 
, billed to Lessee. '. 
;i;;!~ave read and understand the terms anq conditions on both sides of this agreement and 
,',certifY that those printed on the other side are, agreed to as if printed allove my 
,~l, signature. There are no oral or other representations not included herein. I have received 
,: il copy of this agreement. Purchase options are not incluc:lec;! in the rental contract unless 
. Irpeclfically requested and recorded. ' ., .; . '.' . . , 
<.}: '" ;,' 
I A~~AA'S Sianature' 
The above prices are an 
estimate. The final amount 
will be calculated upon 
rental return. Thank you. 
r 
rROIA-ROSE 
395 Ladino Drive 





T-44e p,DOI/aOZ F-2 15 
Cos! 
i;-; ~Q~:J. :\ ~l~}:~~·.:Span~' ;4Wfi.;:Ai:~on ,~~ :~:;}. ; :>= .. ~ .. :"'2;~'~ :'~:.' .. ·~:1~ ;. ;:S··~,t."·.~:: ~I~ :'/:,:";' . ;.:. ~ . .. ~. ~ .. ': .: ~.::.l} .. ·.,:t:;./ , : ' ~: . . .: .. ) :~~~ "\ ~.\:.: _:· ·~ .;~';;i.~:!.~:' J~'r. .... : .. '::-'.;:.\.'~: ~ ;~' :, '!::: 
Q L02 Lawn Insect ControJ 
:J L04 Sprin2 Fertili2Mian Sq. Fr. 
o L06 Fall Fcrtiliwion Sq. Fe. 
,~!·J~i.~f ":W~~~:~S~~~~O~pL~,~\~~:.~' ~:. " <~?,I ~J;:3':~ ,( ~ .. ~·~~(·~i,, :~'li~ ·:·:·.t:l/~·~· ;1~:.~~: ~,Fe;;~·~,:".!, ' ;:~:." \':.' . ::: ~::::;.{~ . ~·~.r~;/~ :\,;\:~ ;:,-"~.: ~ ~;,;, ~'; :~~ ~ '-. 
(J LOS Surmnet Lawn Weed Control Sq. Fe. 
o LtO Preemergenl Weed Control Sg. Ft. 
'.~ ~; 'Q::~·fm;!'·F~~3.1i.[t~~~Dtr6]r!"'{~!.I~~:~ ' :'l.l ?·:)-:<;$·I ' ~:~~:\~'r~~~\::~t'~7 ~ ,'; :.~ 'i h :~ ' ~;l':' ~,: :~~~ :~::~~,~~~~~ , ''"~:::t'l~:.\~' ~~t~··;;~· ?/~ i , ::~, .. ': ·'~':':' ~r··;~:~i; :':': f':~~'.I:~ ,:.;.::./ ;:.:~~ .. .. ', 
o Ll2 Micro ~utrient Application 
o Ll4 Thi~tle SJXlt Spray 
TREE AND SHRUB SERVICES 
, , iT(J 1 .. t'rmriftJ!' , ' Spti~ : '- ~ '- .;; 
TIn Spticg or l"all · [(.}If ueaan~ 
.~; .: ~j~~illJY;_· .: t . 0l-":f,iOCdtrlJ~:~~~·;'::l«";;1~;~~~;.!.j.:;\:~ .~~~.::-! it:. · .• ":~ ;,," : '~\'; .~~ .• ,:-~ r~', ,':': ,:)."C~; .. ·~,~i:;:: :":;. ~:':';.' p ' • • ~.~ • .i.:' ~: '~,":.': ~ .. r'!!·l(;' ~· .f ~' !. ' ;)!' .... . :~\ :i· 1. .. . 
lJ4 lIn:r 
.' Til First limed Insecticide $pr:lY 
"". , ,~.:' ,;.j.a:z " I:i::i!ie.cOzli:!"flmi;!l1I~CI<lcC:;':;J)(li}'''~' ~ ;~':;'i; :,.,.:< .. ,:~';, :,' ::'r ; ." '~·f,,' ,:" .~" .,.:" , ~,. ,:, ~'.,:'~ . :' ,,, " • ."::,: ' "~ I:"~, /' " "~.".,,,.,', .:" ,,,:,,,,,,: .,.': 
T l~_ ". Thlf(nUll«t lnsecaCt(18 .:spray , , 
-:; Tlo SenousNutrient Deficiencies 
~ : , i': ~':I~ ·.d:;t'a:io!Wc: S~,j;IIi."':':' : \:.~. ': :'~, : ):,~';. ; ." ,': :': , ~"{ 'c,~l : .,:"" ,: - ''':., ':",: t:,.:'· \ ,'::,'i .' ; ::,.:iQ. rt:·.,:" ,;,', ,);:,t '\-.: ," ' " :~ ;;." .. , .:: " , .. ,,;;:.:, 
TI3 Bare-Ground Ver,etatiOll CO/lifO! SQ. Ft. 
Term: NET 10 DAY:> IIlllc~£ ctIJ:f\I<il>C spcciUGaJ.ly pto~i.lcd. In· 
lmst iII 1 112~ I&t mouth (lS't per )'C;lr) 1lII1II\ JllUI due {'ccoulll.ti. 
In the e-ventllf dcrAIIlt, me ?un:h:l£er lliTCCS 1o PlY all ~II!itSCif eDUce· Authorized SignatUl'e -...Ig::JV..¥.l~'::"'..L._~~~~_;"" __ -_ 
lion Illcludins 1I :=.;onable cnCltl\ey's fee. '., 
~P.-18-Z00a 05:39~ FRO~ROSE CEMETERY T-44S POOZ/002 F-21~ 
Dear Baileys,. 
Upon reviewing ~ condition of the Colozado Blue and Green Sprw:;e on the property aI 
4673 S. 15th West I found many oftbem to be infested, dead aruJJ or threatened with 
:fu:tun: dama.&e from Spruce 1PS beetle. The large Austrian Pme on the sou'th:\IIrlest oorner 
of the pEoperty apparently has been killed by a fimgi that .bas stopped water and nutrient 
flow upward through the tree?s vascular system. The over-eompetition (trees planted 100 
close) coupled with tile outbreak: of Spruce IPS beetle in the area has been a. biological 
recipe for ~ for the ~ on your pwperty. In other words this was bound to 
happen as nemre~s way of thinning aU! ~ and tigbtly planted trees. The adjacent 
conals and manure have also damaged trees by inaeasing the soluble salts in the root 
:z.o:.ae of many of the sick/dead Spmc:e trees. There are however some trees 'WOI1h saving 
by applying a systemic chemical. This chemical is absorbed via the roots of live trees and 
will preveut further insect attack with 80% efficiency. Topieal spraying will also be 
:required. to ~ly reduce beetle pressure. As l.mc:otioned the 50.00 consult fee will 
be waived if wozk is ordered within two weeks of our last visit, 3-10-08. Worked to be 
performed for the 320.00 quoted will be treatment for the Weepmg Birch aDd other 
reroainwg live Spruce trees. This will iuclude 80 cumulative irlcJ.1es af'kee t.ru:nk 
diameter. !fyou choose not to have the work pe:rfOmled I will need to bill you for the 
consult as wentioued. 
If yon need any:tbrtlw questions aDS\Wred I would be happy to help you out. 
~ 
, Delbert lloyd 
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.. 
O\fKj{ c~d ~ -
R0 feb:~9/d~ 
My overall Bid is $ HdltDr) ._. If I wish to have an itemized list I 
may ask for one and one shall be given to me. I Understand that the date 
given to me may not be definate and that it may change due to weather 
conditions or Jobs before me that are not yet finished. The bid that was 
given includes ONL Y for what is specified on the first page. Any thing 
else added adds more to the bid. Once we have given you a bid and you ,.. 
agree to have us do the job, the price we agreed on does not ~ iRy charge ) itYOtL 
~t are unhappy with our work please let us know and we will make 
it right. 
Shawn Johnson 
~t4- dA+e- by 
~ bL ~~tJ'd 
f\1~J\J '-1-d 2'-b rs 
4ul~ 
sO ~~ 
f~ ~j"'L +~t-e-$ 
~ b tlcfh itt e e-j 
~ tfARlD~ ~fCVvJ t +1LtR.S 
~ L~::::;i'!: 
• Rototilling • Painting • General Clean-up \ 
• Power Raking • Fencing • Tree Removal 
• Pruning • Lawn Care • Sheet Rocking 
Sh 
. Senior Discount 2...00 i '-fJ;r 
awn Johnson ..-%88 ,ns I CeH 
Client#· 125897 32SHAJOHN 
ACORD'M CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE I OATE (MMlDDfYY) 04/21/2008 
PROOUCER THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION 
Idaho Falls - CL ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE 
PO Box 1816 
HOLDER. THIS CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AMEND, EXTEND OR 
ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES BELOW. 
Idaho Falls, 10 83403 
208 522-3800 INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE NAIC# 
INSUREO INSURER A: United Fire & Casualty Co 
Shawn Johnson 
INSURERB: 
4264 E 100 North 
INSURERC: 




THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING 
ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR 
MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS, EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH 
POLICIES. AGGREGATE LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS. 
I~.f: ~?J TYPE OF INSURANCE POLICY NUMBER PJ>}i~Y EFFECTIVE "g~fl EXPIRATION LIMITS 
A ~ERAL LIABIUTY BINOER939901 04/21/08 04/21/09 EACH OCCURRENCE $300000 
~ COMMERCIAl GENERAl LIABILITY ~~~~~J9r=~ENTED $50000 
i--tJ ClAIMS MADE ~ OCCUR MED EX? (Anyone person) $5000 
PERSONAl & ADV INJURY s300000 -
GENERAl AGGREGATE s300000 -
GEN'L AGGRnE LIMIT APPLIES PER: 
II POLICY ~t;'/?T n LOC 
PRODUCTS· COMP/OP AGG $300000 
~OMOBILIE LIABILITY COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT $ 
ANY AUTO (Ea accident) -
- AlL OWNED AUTOS BODILY INJURY 
(Per person) $ SCHEDULED AUTOS 
~ 
!--
HIRED AUTOS BODILY INJURY 
(Per accident) $ NON-OWNED AUTOS 
i--
~ PROPERTY DAMAGE $ (Per accident) 
gGE LIABILITY AUTO ONLY· EA ACCIDENT $ 
ANY AUTO OTHER THAN EAACC S 
AUTO ONLY: AGG $ 
i3ESSIUMBRELLA L1ABlLlTY EACH OCCURRENCE $ 
OCCUR 0 ClAIMS MADE AGGREGATE $ 
$ 
==i DEDUCTIBLE S 
RETENTION $ $ 
WORKERS COMPENSATION ANO IT~~N;';1;'is1 IOJ~' 
EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY 
E.L. EACH ACCIDENT $ 
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED? E.L. DISEASE· EA EMPLOYEE $ 
II yes, describe under 
SPECiAl PROVISIONS below E.L. DISEASE· POLICY LIMIT $ 
OTHER 
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS I L.OCA TIONS I VEHICLIES I EXCLUSIONS ADOED BY ENOORSEMENT I SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
f"':c ," ,,'1 
~ ,{ j . . 
r·., -






/- 9. /) 
1-- JP 
Low ~ 
",,·s 'OM' CENTERS. "c. ')1'\ ,qq 
925 E 17TH STRfrr 
IDAHO FALLS. Il' 
(20S)542-90JU 
9 H;:' ;,':J2 ROIJNO 2PK tILE 23575 4.46 
14".: IB' CHAIN FOR ECHQ 33SL-7 21.96 'dfo.t-{{ 
147970 S"CIRCLItlE KITe Ii TH T9FL 6.98 ~, 
147971 12"CIRC KIrCH BATH T9 FLU 0.98 ~rz. C[9 
SUBTOTAL: 40.38 
TAX: "1 
'vIer 10720 fOTAL: 
, JUE: 42.81 
DEBIT: 4U1 
DEBIT :XXXXXXXXXX 045~ flliTtil 
~, 'O'~, " ~8::: snCK i uTAl OfBIT 
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Description 
_ l.ac TR SW4W4 




Assess#: 1269 TOTAL DUE: 
Taxes are due and become delinquent on December 20, 2006. If one half of the taxes are paid on or before 
December 20, 2006, the balance will not become delinquent until June 20, 2007. If the first part is not paid as 
specified on or before December 20, 2006, 2% penalty and interest at the rate of 1 % per month or 12% per annum 
will be added on the full amount of taxes from January 1, 2007. 
DUE AS OF DECEMBER 20, 2006 SECOND HALF DUE JUNE 20, 2007 












r:!g.!:!:.§!!~pq~r~perty'<¥USTbe rep()rted to, the treasurer. Receipt Not Good Until Your Check Has Been Cashed by the Bank 
Second Half Payment STUB 
FRANCES BAILEY ESTATE 
4673 S. 15th W. 
% KIM BAILEY 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
Assess#: 1269 









Idaho Irrigation District 
496 East 14th Street Idaho Falls, ID. 83404 (208)522-2356 
FRANCES BAILEY ESTATE 
4673 S. 15th W. Date That Interest is Calculated For: 
% KIM BAILEY 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
- -5/1/2008 
Please return with Payment 
Amount PAID: _______ _ 
----------------------~--------------------------------------------------_r-------ASSESSMENT FOR CURRENT YEAR ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
Year Assess # Description 
Section I TWP 




Int Pen Redeem 
Amt of Tax 
2007 1268 Lac TR SW4W4 70.00 $74.97 36/2N I 37 / 1 
3.57 1.40 0.00 
TQTALDUE: 
mAD CAREFULLY 
raxes are due and become delinquent on December 20, 2007 of year. If one half ofthe taxes are paid on or before 
>ecember 20th, the balance will not become delinquent until June 20, 2008 of the next year. If the first part is not 
laid as specified on or before December 20th of current year a 2% penalty and interest at the rate of 1 % per 
nonth or 12% per annum will be added on the full amount of taxes from January 1st, 2008. 
DUE AS OF DECEMBER 20th, 2007 
SECOND JIALF DUE JUNE 20th, 2008 












Plumbing· Duct Cleaning 
www.firstcalljewel.com 
310 Northgate Mi 
Idaho Falls, ID 83L 
I.F. (208)522-777 
Pac. (208) 234-12 
Fax (208)529·27~ 
CUSTOMER DATE: HOME PHONE WORK PHONE JOB NAME I LOCATION JOB# 
J "2J) Db i ' ' :~: .. 55 
OTHER INFORMATION: 
WORK DONE: 
PO NUMBER TAKEN BY 
AUTHORIZATION # ORDERED BY 
, 
1 • .1: I.'" 
WORK REQUESTED: 
I, 
\ -' (" ( " .-~, 
, I I 
1' "," !A / ,' , __ - 1/ \. j ! / 





)/ '}, \ 
I 
,::t" i i ) "~ .,j t I' " ' / I I , 
J 
'\ , r I 
L ; IH',... -, !' ,,'J " '" ( i ,./)/:1. r'\) ",_ ,~. 
I I I 
I, ,) '_" 
OTY REPAIR NUMBER DESCRIPTION .J 
;! Ill ,' ,' 
.II • , 
- 'f , . ' 
1===~======~==========~====~========;r==============================~SUBTOTAL 
CASH $ AMOUNT CREDIT 0 VISA 0 AMEX ACCOUNT NUMBER 
PAIDt--__ --I 
BY CHECK I 




--~-~~~Make ________ _ 
11/, JIll.. DATE 
REO. M# ____ _ 
T.S. S# ------
~ P.O. Eq# 
·-----~~~I8ru~~RN~ ------
I HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO ORDER THE ABOVE WORK AND DO SO ORDER SERVICE CALL 
AS OUTLINED ABOVE. I AGREE TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON THE 
BACK OF THIS INVOICE, AND WILL PAY FOR THE ABOVE WORK AS 
DESCRIBED. ,;..\ :>OQ 
AUTHORIZED TOTAL DUE 'ti :.JOI 
SIGNATURE: X 
THE ABOVE WORK HAS BEEN COMPLETED AND I ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF MY COPY, I HAVE READ AND AI 
TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON THE BACK OF THIS INVOICE. 
AUTHORIZED 
SIGNATURE: X 
" I . } .. I 
54.: 6 




End of April • Total Hours: Total Spent: .- 33 ~~fi4 ~ti 
Amount Due 
q:':la~ nn 
Date: ... -' . HOlJrSof~ Money Spent OoP: 
2 May 2007 ..... ,aH'" Unit Cost Paid 0 $53.00 
7 May 2007 Cleanina Up Junk ()lItc;:.irl., - Bonnie 3 $0.00 
9May 2007 Cleaning/Gathering Dead BiclII~1 ~::o - Brittcmy 2 $0.00 
Clt::anu .~ nn!= Dead '31 allch~l) - Landon 2 $0.00 
26 May 2007 Extensi\t~ Lawn Care/Garbage R~lIIuvaj - Bonnie 4 $0.00 
J::v+onsive Lawn Carer~"'rh",,,,,, ,.., I - Landon ".''G/va,ualofc """"UVd' 4 $0.00 
Extt:!n::Olv~ Lawn Care/Garbage RClI'VYdl - Brittany 2.5 $0.00 




Date: Description Hours of Cieanll1g; Money Spent OOP: 
4 June 2007 "' .. ,aH'" Unit Cost Paid 0 $53.00 
18 June 2007 'va""",,:: - Key Cut 0 $4.06 
30 June 2007 Clean Up Outside ~'VI..ICIl' - Bonnie 1.5 $0.00 
Clean Up Outside '"' UI..I~Ily' - Brittany 1.5 $0.00 
Clean Up Outside '"'ivl..lclly' - Landon 1.5 $0.00 




Date: Description: Hours ofcfeanlna: Money Spent OoP: 
7 Julv 2007 Clean Out Kitcner r.. u::o/Drawers - Move to Boxes 3 $0.00 
"' .. 'a!-l'" Unit Cost Paid 0 $53.00 
End of July Total Hours: Total Spent: 
3 $53.00 
A_ ._. Due 
$36.00 
Date: DelScnl..luu" Hours of Cleaning: Money Spent OOP 
1 Aug. 2007 "'.~ Unit Cost Paid 0 $53.00 
10 Aug. 2007 CleanlThaw ~, from Downstairs -'~~£~'l) 3 $0.00 
11 Aua. 2007 CleanlThaw t":!. from D"yy" ...... II ....... , ~"'£~I::' 3 $0.00 




Date: Hours of Money Spent OoP: 
1 Sept. 2007 "'.~ Unit Cost Paid 0 $53.00 




Date: .... Hours ofCleaninQ; Money Spent OoP: 
2 Oct. 2007 N~"ClH'G Unit Cost Paid 0 $53.00 
13 Oct 2007 Clean Dad's Bedroom - Bonnie 6 $0.00 
Clean Dad's B~uluu, 1- Landon 6 $0.00 
Clean Dad's Bt::ul UUI ,- BrittallY 6 $0.00 
27 Oct. 2007 Clean n. irs'" ~£~I::O - Bonnie 4 $0.00 
ClearllllY - Landon 2 $0.00 




Date: .... Hours of A ' Money Spent OoP: 
2 Nov. 2007 Storaae Unit Cost Paid 0 $53.00 
End of Total Hours: Total Spent: 
'/'i""~ - r" 








End of 2007 




Current Running Total Amount Due: 
$31,842.15 
Total Amount Due For 2006: 
$4,164.24 
Total Amount Due For 2007: 
$13,611.01 
Total Amount Due For 2008: 
$13,928.54·i ,'-4 )'37(, ,'lY 
Total Amount Due For 2009 So Far: 




















Total Miles: Total Cleaning Hours: Total Spent OoP: 
998.1 188.49" 6 $10,729.23 
Amount Due: Amount Due: 
$399.24 $2.261.88 
6' ,2,°0 
:l 3 ~ -=$ ,'31$ 
Total Miles: Total Cleaning Hours: Total Spent OoP: 
121.4 45.83 $2,002.92 
Amount Due: Amount Due: 
$48.56 $549.96 
Total Miles: Total Cleaning Hours: Total Spent OoP: 
497.8 142.66 $2,493.97 
Amount Due: Amount Due: 
$199.12 $1,711.92 
Total Miles: Total Hours: Total Spent OoP: 
358.5 ;e ~ $6,232.34 
Amount Due: Amount Due: + 22.0.2.0 
$143.40 ~ t-,. til l+.TN; , St{-
'lit:, ,00 
Total Miles: Total Hours: Total Spent OoP: 
20.4 0 $0.00 





Amount Due: 5 121.4 I 
$1,611.36 
2 Jan. 2007 
3Jan.~ 
4 Jan. 2007 
5 Jan 2007 
-.13 Jan. 2007 
-.15 Jan. 2007 
-
16 Jan 2007 
17 Jan. 2007 
18 Jan 2007 
Went ~_ ::~ Kerry _~ Office 1 0 10.2 
USR""'OW 0 0 
Ref''''' ",..,. : & Other n",.., _ Reeves' ~= _ _ 1 0 10.2 ,., CMS'"' _ ~ 117 3.8 -
-R';;'", <JO~ eMs" ~, ';ummary Notice 0.17 0 10.2 
PhiC • Coc.ri'~ S,mm'N No'.. 0.17 0 0 
.".:.~o "n . to O"e' Ree,,,,,' Offi~ 0.75 Q 
0 .. "_ • I nte"",atorie:I,e Cro" <0"'_- 0~7 ~ 0 
to Slate Fam> 1 0 0 
22 Jan. 2007 ffl&1 AXA <_ .. " ~ Co. o. 1 0 0 
23 Jao. 2007 oPhiC . Ho;; •• '~,",""-.= nem 0.17 0 10 
Re-" .~ n... A",,,"",, t ... , 0.17 0 0 
24Jao'.2007 PhiC .~PC of"- ~ N 0.33 0 0 
Oo~. >li:nement - Reeves 0 I Deot. of' l' ~~ 0 \IVoI-k on ... rans Affairs N. ~.:~ 0 
0.. «"~.." Ree'e' U." 0 ~tit;'" foe ~ .. __ •• _ Adm;n 2.R7 0 0 w';~~: 0< oem lett.. 1 0 0 -
..... ~ Jao. ?007 .On_,,'- OfTelePhO~~ oem 0.17 0 0 
26 Jao2007 Compui .. E,late EotrY Woek . R~~' n.17 0 0 
End of '"" ... _ PO lette, .-N~;i;:;; of ~, • R;:;; 1 0 0 nee _ \/.,,,' Office 1 0 5.4 
A_. . Due: 0 60 I 
TO~I~~Urs Total DavS: 10.2 
LO.U4 Total M~ 
o 
$500 80 A'llount~ 
$24.00 
Total I!.~~ nt Due For Jal 
$524.80 muary_~Oo7: 
Date: n,..-
~L'~ ,... •• A "', .n. ur 1"'nI~ _ vl\/ll'\ nrouqh _ Jeremy Snell Hours of P.R Work: Work 
-
2 Fph 2007 . Ph/C _~ A t to ~ Office 11 0 l' ~ ~ 
PhIC ':.'~"Ou, of Town] . R;;-,,', Co;", <P.L 




~ ~.) j 
r:: (~ ! 






Date: r : I Hours of P.R. Work: Work Davs Lost: Miles Traveled: 
1 AUQ,2008 R~~e: Tr .~~~.;~. on Aooeal fA 0 0 4 Aug, 2008 Write for Partial Reimbur:'clI":"'l 0 0 6 Aug, 2008 ~ "qCl>IJVllu Letters Reeves to Whyte. Whyte to Reeves 0 0 
12 AUQ, 2008 Paid Reeves for Probate Account fr~rn Estate Account 1.17 0 10.3 
Paid T& T R<:!pv, from Estate Account 0.17 0 0 
14 AUQ. 2008 '" Petition for D. _'L • Whyte 0.17 0 0 I 
n Reeves 0, , to Petition'fof Distribution 0.17 0 0 
PhlC -Reeves 0.17 0 0 
19 Aua. 2008 Computer Estate Entrv Work 7 0 0 
20 AUQ, 2008 Computer Estate Entrv Work 12 0 0 
21 AUQ.2008 (' .... ""n"t ... Estate Entrv Work 3 0 0 
Ena of Auaust Total Hours: Total Days: Total Miles: 
24.52 0 10.3 
Amount Due: A .... " .. ~ •. Due: 
$490.40 $4.12 
Total A""" .. n~ Due For Auaust 2008 
$494.52 
Date n, Hours of P.R. Work: Work Davs Lost: -MileS T I dV ..... U 
12 Sept. 2008 ~ I Court RClJvllc,' tv1Qtion for Ext. of Time to Lodge Transcript 0.33 0 0 
18 Sept. 2008 OOH;", .,0N Notice of Hearing on Oct 9th 0.17 0 0 
20 Sept. 2008 0. ,N Notice of ,ear .. to Strike 0.17 0 0 
Enclof Total Hours: Total Davs: Total Miles: 
0.67 0 0 
Due: A .... " .. n~ Due: 
$13.40 $0.00 
Total Amount Due For 2008 
$13.40 
Date: Hours of P.R. Work: Work Davs Lost: Miles 
9 Oct. 2008 Court Date wI Judoe Tinoev 0.57 1 6 
10 Oct. 2008 R, II i::IlI::it;IIUl::i 6 0 0 
21 Oct. 2008 D. Minute Entry 0.33 0 0 
22 Oct. 2008 D, ,,; ,,-I Letter from to Mr. Whyte 0.17 0 0 
29 Oct 2008 D. I Al10jher Letter from n to Mr. Whyte 0.17 0 0 
End of Total Hours: Total Days: Total Miles: 
7.24 1 6 
Amount Due: Amount Due 
$144.80 $2.40 
Total Amount Due For Ocrooer 2008~ 
$147.20 
Date: DescriPtion: Hours of P.R. Work Work Davsl..ost: Miles raveleo 
12 Dec. 2008 Go to U$ Barli< to Pay forSatetV BOXeS 0.5 0 5,4 
18 Dec. 2008 Picked UP ReslJund","ts Brief at ~t::t::vt::~ , Office 1 0 10.2 
End of Total Hours: Total Davs: TOtal Miles: 
1.5 0 15.6 
Amount Due: A .... " .. n. Due: 
$30.00 $6.24 
Total Am,,"nt Due For - '2008 
$36.24 
End of 2008 Total Hours: Total [)ays: Total Miles 
377.64 11 358.5 
Amount Due: ~rnuu"r: Due: 
$7.552.80 $143.40 
Total A .... ", .n., Due For 2008: 
$7,696.20 
Date: Description Hours of P.R. Work Work Davs Lost: Miles ravele( 
22 Jan 2009 I"'> Decision onAPDeal 0.33 0 0 
End of January Total Hours: , Total oays:' , Total Miles: 
0.33 0 0 
Amount Due: A .... ""nt, Due: 
$6.60 $0.00 
Total Amount Due For January 2009: 
$6.60 
Date: Description Hours of P.R. Work: Work.p~sLoSt: MileS (.ay ..... u. 
10Feb 2009 ... ~, ~I- on Appeal 0.33 0 0 
18 Feb. 2009 Picked UP Documents to Review - Reeves' Office 1.17 0 10.2 
24 Feb" 2009 q"m", ... ::;u Order Denying motion to -n~,<tfifV and others 0.17 0 0 
End of February Total Hours: 
I 
Total Days . "fm,.I"Miles: 
1.67 o ~ "",~.2--' 
.. )~" .J 
Am. Amount Due: 
Total Amn~ rebruar" 2009: $4.08 
$37.48 
Date: Hours OtP.R. Work: Work Davs LOst: Miles 
22~rch2009 o :- .-~ Order ,",1I1t::IIUIII~ PriorC:5fCief Q:17 0 0 
27 March 2009 Ph/C -E: ~nd Bills Update - R"'''''/''''' 6.17 0 0 
End of March Total Hours: Total Days: Total Miles: 
0.34 0 0 
A_~, .ft~ Due: Amount Due: 
'$6.80 $0.00 
Total .& .... " .. n+ Due For March 2009: 
$6.80 
-Date: ... Hours otP:R~ Work: Work Days Lost: MilesT 
9 April 2009 Ph/C - ..... and Bills Update - Reeyes 0.17 0 0 
Computer Estate Entry Work "=ir .. " .<, of - and Bills 3 0 0 
10April2009 -Take D >A, to Reeves;Offi;'; 1 0 10.2 
APrifSo Far Total Hours: Total Days' Total-Miles: 
4.17 0 10.2 
Amount Due: Amount Due: 
$83.40 $4.08 
Total A...,,, .. ft~ Due For April 2009 So Far: 
$87.48 
2009 So Far Total Hours: Total Days: Total Miles: 
6.51 0 -2M 
Amount Due: AI .-~ Due: 
$130.20 $8.16 
Total A .... ,,"n~ Due For 2009 So Far: 
$13Sj6 
Total So Far Total Hours, Total Days: Total Miles: 
922.59 19 998.1 
: Due: 1'\" : Due: 
$18,451.80 <t':l.OO ') .. 
Total Amount Due So Far: 
$18.851.04 
56J 
lOWE' S ~w .th rER~ INC. 
925 f '7TH STRtET 
IDAHO FHU' 10 8~~04 
(208):';42-9030 
-SIlLE-
SALES #; S1906RB1 13 03-17-08 
263025 120W PAR 38 FLOOD 2PK 23.96 
2@ 11.98 
,39600 180 MA 2PAR BRl !,l/lFSS SE 46.98 
:!03213 8 1/2" CLAMP LlGil r 6.95 
SUBTOTAL: 77 .89 
TRX: 4.68 
INVOICE 10888 TOTRL: 62.57 
BALANCE DUE: G 
MERCH/GIFT CARDS : 14.82 
DEBIT; 67.75 







DEBIT:XXXXXXXXXX 0453 AUTHCODE 
PURCHASE CASH BACK ~OTAL DEBIT 
67.75 0.00 67.75 
1906 TERMINAL: 10 03/17/08 2Q:49:43 
# OF ITEMS PURCHASED: 4 
EXCLUDES FEES. SERVICES AND SPECIAL ORDER ITEMS 
'I illil :I~I 'III 'II !1~lliillllllillli~lllllil!ililllllll 
THANK VOU 
FOR SHOPPING LOWE'S 
SECUR\ 1'/ c..AaEefl ~~-rEIf z) 
d- Gb SO COld ~!f.;}?<g, 
WAL" MARTi",f 
Save mone>,. ~.I"Je better." 
LlAL'J!Mnl (i' 
WE SELL til/I: I:SS 
MANAGER SHrINE )]/ SPAIN 
( 208 ) 5~8' 8735 
Sri 5191 OPI 00001 b~12' ::1 65 TRI O:',"!89 
SEC CAM SYST 071506!5~;"! j 1'>' .", )( 
SEC CAM SYST 071506!!r,'!" 13" ,a )( 
KDK 2GB SD 0650!.i'J;;·: ,I, I; 1 ') ': )( 
suni lUlL 20'J i 'J 
** VOIDED ENTRY *~ 
SEC CAM SYST 071506 di~;,'· Ii 
SEC CAM SYST 07150(j diiL' ,!i 
SULII IlL 
TAl( 1 6 '-JOo,; 
1~ '1"1-)( 





CHANliI: iilJE d1tiP , . 
EFT DEBIT PAY FWI:: PRIMARY 
ACCOUNT : O'Hi3 
216.08 TOTAL PUHUIIi:;~ 
REF I 808000155907 
NETWORK ID. 0081 APl'fl I ;·)lJE "/3599/ 
03120/08 1-1 -10: 03 
# ITEMS sr)LD 3 
TCI 0612 2188 (H8'1 \~86 1559 3 
llllllllllli~ 11111111111111111111111111111 ii' illllllllllllllllllli:lll:Iiillllllllllill 
New prod's. Ld I t!:" I 1'011 backs, 
S1sn I f W .. l"IIU'i (;olll/elllal1 
O~· 18 \4 40:06 
Save money. Live better." 
WAL*HART 
WE SELL FOR LESS 
MANAGER SHANE DESPAIN 
( 208 ) 528 - 8735 
STI 5191 oPt 00001878 TE. 16 TR. 03162 
61l DIETGRAP 003120020157 F 2.76 X 
POWERADE 001900001623 F 0.88 X 
POWERADE 001900001623 F 0.88 X 
PEPSI CF 2LT 001200000192 F 1.33 X 
DR P/ 7UP 007800006116 F 1 .33 X 
STW/BAN YGRT 007871236930 F 0.38 T 
HSY HILK 003100007036 F 3.91 X 
WRIG XTR PLE 002200000093 F 0.88 X 
GUH 002200000091 F 0.88 X 
1r SPRAY PAINT 072160103102 3.91 Xfj I ~ ~~~t~gH~~~ ~~~~~~~~t~~~ ~: ~+ ~ "'!~&' 
~ROV AA8 001280016036 1.26 X 
1(ROV AA8 001280016036 1.26 X JD~ 
ELEC C BAG 002316911921 3.82 X I 
SWIRLS CHSE 001171681602 F 6.31 T~ 
OAT TO GO 003000013833 F 2.76 X ~ 
GV WHITE BRD 007871228612 Fl. 26 T .1:{;. 
GV WHITE BRD 007871228610 F 0.86 T 
BANANA 000000001011KF 
3.191b @ 1 lb /0.67 
CLEHENTINES 003338311616 F 
RIBBED 2FOR 061011063011 
WAS 6.00 YOU SAVED 2.60 
WS LEGGING 078101322180 
WAS 3.00 YOU SAVED 1.60 
AW L/S TEE 880633623811 






AW L/S TEE 880633623806 2.50 T 
WAS 6. 00 YOU SAVED 2. 60 . 
NB WVN SHIRT 060536521126 1.50 T 
WAS 3.00 YOU SAVED 1.50 
NB L/S TEE 070330111868 
WAS 3.00 YOU SAVED 1.60 
SUBTOTAL 










EFT DEBIT PAY FROM PRIMARY 
ACCOUNT : 9120 
70.12 TOTAL PURCHASE 
REF. 808100029015 
NETWORK ID. 0066 APPR CODE 810186 
03/20/08 23:10:11 
# ITEMS SOLD 21 
TC. 3061 0819 0519 ~321 7709 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111III1 11111111111 III 111II III! 
New product •. Lat •• t rollback •. 
Sign UP at Wallllart.colll/elllall 
03/20/08 '1,1n.1~ 
Save mOnl!y. Live bettE:!'." 
LJAl:*:,mti 
WE SELL I' OI~ ; I:SS 
HANAGER SHI1NE lJL~PAIN 
( 208 ) 528 .. 8736 
ST. 5191 OPt 000015·,2 II lj 65 TR. O!\;'.91 
SPRAY PAINT 072150 q(f) lO2 :) . ')-1 X 
SPRAY PAINT 072'1l)u'10:) lu2 ::: 'pj )( 
SLEEPNPLAY 07160"l?) /)Wi I 2. :,(] T 
WAS 5.00 YOU SAVEll / 50 
CREEPER 0/3 080366()O:?I,ll 
LICS SET 0766281 8"1/ I~~ 
POSTED NO TR 00'l58~1'J3b(H:! 








;{~ !:H )( 
8 (~ )( 
o HL ~ 
0.1\2 X 
o. 'Fr )( 






EFT DEBIl PA't FI~II' PRIMARY 
ACCOUNT . ., ~o 
27. 11 TOTAL PlIIllll t: • 
REF • 808000833253 
NETWORK In. 0056 APi'll t :nilE 311116 
03120/08 H42:12 ~17 1I 
m~~ .:2c:»'&ICo'i?;' - dl w 
l r' EMS SOLD 9 
TCII JF 7 1 5317 512f. \ ')39 1106 
I II!l1I1II1I illlllll/IIIIIIIIIIIII":llf illill li!11 11111111111111111 ~lljl; III illl III I11I 
,oJ products. L'iIU!i. t t·ollbacks. 
S1gn UP at Wi:ll.m'! GOIII/elllail 
03/20/08 1~ 42:16 
~tft-r£- ~P.pLfEs 
BIGflOTS 
Jubilee Market 101939 
1530 East 17th S1. 
Idaho Falls, 10 83404 
(208)523-2288 ~5 
0~~0?5.400'6 '1:06.1'1 ~t1~? 
Trans.: 0340 Store' 01939 
Re9.: 002 Ti II ·ko.Jo 




REPORT COVER CLEAR 6CT 










ID 6% Taxable 
ID 6% Ta.'>: 






@ 1 .00 
















Auth: U95185.90791660 (A) 
Total Tender 
Change Due 
Thank YOU for shoPPln9 at BI9 Lots' 
ViHlt us on the web at 
www.bi910ts.col.l 
Returns with orl9inal receipt 












MANAGER SHANE DESPAIN 
( 208 ) 528 - 8135 
ST# 5494 OP# 00009041 TE# 41 TR# 05275 
GV FF MILK 007814235189 F 3.08 T 
CD !'lOPK SL oo3470101~~L '" ..•. 2.96 X 
\'1 (-120 lAB oo25il,)95075~"((94~X;# 
T -120 . T AS ....... 002521595075 ,'-~-.:' 0 :94 X~';;;;fJf 
I EX. 11 073464687899 2L2T)C"'J 
'. SUPPORT~ WRAP' 007467661831H" 4:1TX-
EO ANTIDIARR 068113113145H 5.94 X 
JET ALERT 002307480320 2.92 )( 
Ea TAMPON 060538850388 3.77 )( 
EQUATE MAXI 068113186481 3.34 )( 
SUBTOTAL 49.33 
TAX 1 6.000 X 2.96 
TOTAL 52.29 
DEBIT TEND 52.29 
DEBIT CASH BACK 20.00 
TOTAL DEBIT PURCt~SE 72.29 
CHANGE DUE 20.00 
;}'7~htZ 
EFT DEBIT PAY FROM PRIMARY ~~) 
ACCOUNT : 9120 ~ 
52.29 PURCHASE 
20.00 CASH BACK h ;L,-, -,~ I 
72.29 TOTAL PURCHASE eJV ~-J /07) 
REF # 805700293027 
NETWORK !D. 0056 APPR CODE 742784 
02/25/08 17:21:11 '-!"'r--__ 
# ITEMS SOLD 10 
TC# 7874 0613 0799 4223 6739 
Buy any electronics today? 





" WL SElL jlJH I LSS 
\ 
HANAGER JASOI, Nf V H t l 
( 2(J~ ) 52> 070'1 
• AMMON. I Lllllill 
SH 1:102 OPt OQO(I!,]jl l~iI JI 
DDRITO NCHO 0028-10(". ((/! .. h F 
l AY S 002f'1QOv,lIf,j r 
COpy PAPER (.03650009396 
,NVt AN [$ FU 0074' 70:ll r"~ 
FQ SKN ClNSlh{l308697ol0671 
r '\-il GHLIGHTER 0791860!i2263 
'( Sf~ PINEAPPLE 00787'12:/3180 F 
'i PW POPCORN (101166 71]26(15 ~ .. 
~ B I OSAt:UOSTRA t'07?820e 1 (OZ ~ 
~AA iii, 2QPk (.071 1-12·1J.S:',1 I r 
~.':~ ;:.1''1 BUN!,!""jO'78':;12;28S~,.t I 
IGV I~t.r.d BU"'S 0078MLi8f}~I'r 
~;c ~f;,X BeER 00787'12).268 I l-
'.;: GrlAPE 0078742:126~IS F 
~. CBINS RG TB OO"l0600;121;"~ ~ 
~.v VlT n HLK 00787'12]5186 I-
'; WAS 3.37 YOU SAVEll (). 39 
'; SUI!l.nAt 
,I ,TAX 1 6,rlt'() ", 
" 
\ Jt (;Hl U«()I.I ,~'O',~'i' )"',;; ',/': I , 
f r' ::IU,) /\,11,( 
I TAX ,I 6.0CO; 
TOln, 
DESIr THE, 
DEBl1 CASI, SIXI<' 
IUIAL OfBI I PUIiCHtl';! 
{' r,NL~, ill)f 
/till .), .,; 
.; (11,..;', 
l ~o X, ..1.. 
2,9r ':' ~. 
5. ! ~ ;.: 
!i !)6 II 
Q.S,4 :x 
o 61 )( 
'I8r" '.; 
f' l!~ 1 
{ kl! ,.. 
I I-I 
1 1'1,', 
() " ;'l i, / 
'1,:' 
~I ~, I '/ 
I' '.:\ 
4,1),(':;. .'_ , 
:';!J ' 
)~ 
,~'; "')l.: t. 








Jubilee Market #01939 
1530 East 17th St, 







12:35:47 PM MST 
Store: 01939 
Till:VIRG 
Sa 1 es: 1290750 
111111111111111111111111111" 11111111111 
01939001183320080229 
Sub-T eta I 
ID 6% Taxable 
ID 6% Tax 





Total _ I ,~- --~ 
Cash t'eb dfI/ O~ t~'~,':', .~ r-
Total Tender {/ ~~)!3" 
Change Due 3 . \ ~ ":1. 85 
E:.-~f:rTA-{£ 
Thank YOU for shopping at Bi9 Lots l 
CVappl{[5 
Visit us on the web at 
www.bi910ts.coill 
Retu"ri5 with original receipt 
Within 30 da~s of purchase. 
Custoiller Cop\:! 
PONTIAC • GMC • BUICK • CADILLAC 
· 1363 NORTH HOLMES AVE. 
P.O. BOX 50857 
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83405 
PHONE (208) 522·6060 
(208) 524·4554 
(208) 524-4701 
ALL CLAIMS AND RETURNED GOODS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY THIS INVOICE. 
NO RETURNS ON ELECTRICAL OR SPECIAL ORDER PARTS. 
NO RETURNS AFTER 30 DAYS. 10% RE-STOCK CHARGE ON ALL RETURNED PARTS 
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES 
Any warranties on the product sold hereby are those made by the manufacturer. The seller hereby expressly disclaims all warranties. 
either express or implied. including any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. and the seller neither 
assumes nor authorizes any person to assume for it any liability in connection with t~e sale of said products. 







YOUR'ORDER'NO;<\: DATE:SHI~PEq:.;t;>; INVQICE ~PATgt~4i'i~;\ INVOiCE ......... ,;: 










OP PHOTO I 'ID,. ... :;;,c:::1.I 
Of' PHOTO l 
CO $30 ORO 




REFit : 000000 
PURCHASE : 37 10 
CASH BA CK . 0.00 .... " ... " 
TOTAL : 37.10 
Debit 
CHANGE 
rOTAL NUMBER OF 
.12/08/07 01 : 15p 
AI, .. 










IDAHO FALLS ID 
10--1 939 001 
U46~~i~:5;1::-~~~~ 
~' 
',1825Z001049.99 ':3].1 ) 
~TATIONERY ' 1$2 "9"' HiO/r::Ir;IOll/i~I§J\f~ • 
tt 1 f),JO\.i ·,:Ui -.J I 
HBC "" "" 1$1;00 
Ittl061200668540 
tlBC "- i.$1. 99 
~ • • L c:311 01 i 05744 
FOOD SNACK ~i$1.00 
g,10311 00B03943 








PLEASE COME AGAIN! 
PHONE 208-523-2288 
VISIT US ON THE WEB 
WWW.BIGLOT5.COM 
r ..... r .f1 :"; 
J ;; J 
-
date J D ...!.-...!..-/ c~ No. 067778 
Reginald R. Reeues, Esq. 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
Dear Mr. Reeues: 
received from I(~ ","~?;1~,.I':\2j5it 6() 
amount II II Ml ~M ,ID ld ~o rJ.-, ~rffuQ 1: c;fCh=:: 
forpaymentoffe.;tGine .. r: ") Por-±ta I 





balance " I sig 
" ...l 
""" 
Confirming our conuersation Of October 4, ~UUb, wnen 1 
consulted you in your Office, I hereby engage you to act on my behalf in 
the matter of Estates of Carol Bailey and Francis A Bailey. 
"" 2,>[\ Paid herewith is a non-refundable retain~r in the amount of 
$1,000.00, which retainer will be deemed earned, and will be kept 
regardless of the outcome of the case, or time inuolued therein. 
It is recognized that by accepting my case, you might be 
precluded from accepting other cases, due to the persons inuolued, or 
the time and effort required. 
. I understand that you will keep me informed of the progress 
of my case, by forwarding copies df documents nnd correspondence 
sent and receiued. ' 
You are to use your best efforts on my behalf. for which I will, 
pay all expenses incurred, together with a fee to be determined by you, I 
based upon what you belieue the seruices to be reasonably worth, and! 
not based upon an hourly basis. , 
You haue allowed me 24, hours to consider whether to 
engage you, upon these terms, and you haue informed me that I haue 
the right to seek independent legal aduice as t~ whether I should sign. 
Thank you for agreeing to assist me. 
p, r~,,-.t. ~'"'-~ 
Witnessed at Idaho Falls, Idaho 
this October 17 . 2006. 
, 
* 
Very truly yours, 
Kim Baile 
~. 
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"l"; , • '. , • ' ~ 
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, . , ~ . 
" 
"'w~~~ 
' . " ~-d~ 






' July 17,2008 
, Mr ~ Kim Bailey 
': '4678 S. lSth W 
,:', Idaho FallsID 83402 
'. '; .. 
~~~~.690~W~ 
~~~&?Jew1841 
J~@'4 .?'~ 83403-1841 , 
(208) 522-2513 9?"_ (208) 522-2516 
., , 
" " , 
:'; ' 
, " , 
, .' 
r.' • 
Enclosed is a copy of the notice of appeal which is being filed. ;:, ?",," 
:' Pleasesend a 'check for$2,SOO, to applyon the probate acc9~nt. , 
. " ,', , 
'::": ::"Endosure 
,,: ' a/s ' 
, ", 
',., 
. , :,: 
" ': .. 
. : " .:. t . . ~, " 
I.·· · ' 




. .' , , ..... -,;".:: 
, ", ~:, 
(; :' >-:' ~~,-, ...,:, ' ~' -,-" ~'" ~:" ....c' _~~~--'-_ _ ---'-~----":" ____ _ ~-=-___ . ___ _ ,___ :..._~, _,~_, _'_' ' ___ ~_J',_,,:,,,c.._',,",,,' ...-...------'-~' ~. __ ""'--....._ ' 
I date « I~ I Z)~ No. 067305 
I ' 1/~ ~ 
: ,oc,'_ "om r;Dn~{ ~~~ 
! amount !J 0 r;(') ,~, " {j 
,! ,, "" . ", " 
~ ,';,. ", ~ .~ .... ~'; '.: ~ -' , . . ~. ' ,'<l· ~ · ·i·" · · , . 
f date tt I R I / D'l N o. 
; ,oc_~ -K ffi-1s ~t1j 
, amount~6 ,6 (_ 
067294 
I'55QS21 
, for payment of C~rjt..J ,.' .,:" ." .. :,., '
")0(; h 0 money ' " , 0 Cf!;).dit i· 0 check #----
~s order . card ", ' 
, .... " ., 
' ~'motrit;'dJEi~ ¥'" 
~'--:'--+-~-z---!7'4-"'i.. from to ___ _ 
amount paid Vii ~ t"" ...... ' . I I Sib 
L'b-,-a'"""an-,-ce;...:i>;...:' ' ..J' L.;...,o;..--L;..'::"';';'-,--;..;...J s;gnatureVU-- \ a 42SWs - -.J, 
J::.~ I A I J::. Or' FRANCIS A BAILEY 
4673515THW 
IDAHO FALLS, ~02 
208-522-5588 
.~" ,%,; ... ?.:." , 
+.;:E~TATE OF FRANCI~!- BAILEY 
a'f"c')'4673 5 1 5TH W"" ., 
'FTc;;!" FALLS 1083402'" 
, •• K IDAHO • i 
:':. 208-522-5588 
92-7~08/3241 905 
Date ... ~ j ~Qot 
. -' 
EXHIBIT 6 
SH12 - RELEASE 9.3 
LOCATION: 0003630 
E BOX ACCOUNTING (SBA) l·EM 
CUSTOMER FINANCIAL INQUIRY 
BASE DATE: 11/21/07 




OWNER: ESTATE OF FRANCIS A BAILEY 
(0) OPEN: 12/22/06 NDD: 12/22/08 
(N) 
LAST 11/21/07 
BILL 11/21/07 PAID 12/21/07 
(0) AUTO 1 C KEY AMOUNT 
(N) DEBIT DEP LST PD 
RENT DSCT TAX L/C DEBIT PAID CREDIT 





02/07/08 -10.00 40.00 
02/07/08 
P-PREV PAGE,R-RETURN TO SELECT,E-BACK TO MENU,X- EXIT SBH 
NO MORE HISTORY FOR THIS BOX 







SH12 - RELEASE 9.3 
LOCATION: 0003630 
E BOX ACCOUNTING (SBA) rEM 
CUSTOMER FINANCIAL INQUIRY 
BASE DATE: 11/21/07 




OWNER: ESTATE OF FRANCIS A BAILEY 
(0) OPEN: 12/22/06 NDD: 12/22/08 
(N) 
LAST 11/21/07 
BILL 11/21/07 PAID 12/26/07 



















P-PREV PAGE,R-RETURN TO SELECT,E-BACK TO MENU,X- EXIT SBH 






SH12 - RELEASE 9.3 BOX ACCOUNTING (SBA) STEM 2008-04-25 16:: 
LOCATION: 0003630 CUSTOMER FINANCIAL INQUIRY BANK: 0916 
BASE DATE: 11/21/07 
BOX NO: 0000714 LAST MAINT DATE: 12/27/07 
OWNER: ESTATE OF FRANCIS A BAILEY 
(0) OPEN: 12/22/06 NDD: 12/22/08 LAST 11/21/07 LAST 
(N) BILL 11/21/07 PAID 12/26/07 



















P-PREV PAGE,R-RETURN TO SELECT,E-BACK TO MENU,X- EXIT SBH 






SH 12 - RELEASE 9 . 3 
LOCATION: 0003630 
BOX ACCOUNTING (SBA) TEM 
CUSTOMER FINANCIAL INQUIRY 
BASE DATE: 12/22/06 
2008-04-25 16:32 
BANK: 0916 
BOX NO: 0000801 LAST MAINT DATE: 03/02/07 
LAST 
OWNER: ESTATE OF FRANCIS A BAILEY 
(0) OPEN: 12/22/06 NDD: 12/22/07 
(N) 
LAST 12/22/06 
BILL 12/22/06 PAID 12/27/06 
(0 ) AUTO 1 C KEY AMOUNT 
(N) DEBIT C DEP LST PD 
RENT DSCT TAX L/C DEBIT PAID CREDIT BAL DUE 
BASE AMTS 100.00 60.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 
NEW AMTS: 
12/28/06 22.00 18.00 
01/22/07 5.00 23.00 
02/20/07 10.00 33.00 
03/02/07 -15.00 18.00 0.00 
03/02/07 
ACTION: 
P-PREV PAGE,N-NEXT PAGE,R-RETURN TO SELECT,E-BACK TO MENU X- EXIT SBH 





~H12 - RELEASE 9.3 E BOX ACCOUNTING (SBA) 2008-04-25 16:31 
LOCATION: 0003630 CUSTOMER FINANCIAL INQUIRY BANK: 0916 
BASE DATE: 12/22/06 
BOX NO: 0000788 LAST MAINT DATE: 03/02/07 
OWNER: ESTATE OF FRANCIS A BAILEY 
(0) OPEN: 12/22/06 NDD: 12/22/07 LAST 12/22/06 LAST 
(N) BILL 12/22/06 PAID 12/27/06 
(0) AUTO 1 C KEY AMOUNT 
(N) DEBIT C DEP LST PD 
RENT DSCT TAX L/C DEBIT PAID CREDIT BAL DUE 
BASE AMTS 100.00 60.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 
NEW AMTS: 
l2/28/06 22.00 18.00 
Ol/22/07 5.00 23.00 
02/20/07 10.00 33.00 
03/02/07 -15.00 18.00 0.00 
03/02/07 
ACTION: 
P-PREV PAGE,N-NEXT PAGE,R-RETURN TO SELECT,E-BACK TO MENU X- EXIT SBH 








IDAHO FALLS ID-3630 
PO BOX 1800 
ST. PAUL MN 551019705 
SAFE BOX 
SAFE DEPOSIT BOX 
RENTAL INVOICE 
ACCT NUMBER:  
10 X 10 BOX SIZE 
INVOICE DATE : 11/21/08 
RENTAL PERIOD: 12/22/08 - 12/21/0 





10.00 F KIM BAILEY PERSONAL REP 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402-5882 
INVOICE FEE: 
BALANCE DUE: 60.00 
*CONTINUOUS 
IMPORTANT CUSTOMER INFORMATION 
7. 50.00 
Official Receipt 
DEPOSITS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE 
FOR IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL 
Checks and other items received for deposit are subject to the terms and conditions of this bank's rules and 
regulations governing bank accounts, ·Customer Agreement," as they may be amended from time to time. All items 
accepted for deposit are subject to later count and verification. 
You pick the caL Let us close the deal. 
Call1-888-444-BANK and ask 
about our great rates on new 
and refinanced auto loans. 
. usbank.com 
20133 (2104) 
mon n3!S30 On2i 12/17 IZ'008 Oq: 23 LISt; 
BOX Ph)'  O'lM;Jl 
=*::,'::,0 .,00 
[:3T OF Ff.;ANCT: )~l Bl~II..E'y' 
IP WITH U.S. BANK. 
AND AVOID BEING 
NT AUTOMATICALLY 
GS ACCOUNT. 
VE YOUR PAYMENT 
ACCOUNT. 
SED ENVELOPE 
kD IN YOUR ACCOUNT 
tNEW PAYMENT OPTION 
j\RANTEED! 
----r--~ ___________ .-_--_.~~=-_.=~_.~_--_-~_--=~_--~~_--~_-_-_-____ -_-_-_~~~ ________________ __ 
PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN WITH PAYMENT 
SAFE DEPOSIT BOX 
IDAHO FALLS PD-ID-3630 
EST OF FRANCIS A BAILEY 
SAFE BOX ACCT NUMBER:  
 
DATE DUE AMOUNT DUE 
12/21/08 60.00 
U.S. BANK 
SAFE BOX DEPARTMENT 
BOX 952203 
AMOUNT ENCLOSED 





IDAHO FALLS P -3630 
PO BOX 1800 
ST. PAUL MN 551019705 
EST OF FRANCIS A BAILEY 
F KIM BAILEY PERSONAL REP 
4673 S 15TH W 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402-5882 
SAFE DEPOSIT BOX 
RENTAL INVOICE 
SAFE BOX ACCT NUMBER:  
10 X 10 BOX SIZE 
INVOICE DATE : 11/21/08 










IMPORTANT CUSTOMER INFORMATION 
Yo 50.00 
/~bank.·  m. __ eu.r..w:od@ 
Member FDIC 
Official Receipt 
DEPOSITS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE 
FOR IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL 
Checks and items received for deposit. are subject to the terms and conditions of this bank's rules and 
regulations governing bank accounts, 'Customer Agreement," as they may b~ amended from time to time. All items 
accepted for deposit are subject to later count and verification. 
20133 (2104) 
PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN WITH PAYMENT 
SAFE DEPOSIT BOX 
IDAHO FALLS PD-ID-3630 
EST OF FRANCIS A BAILEY 




IP WITH U.S. BANK. 
N AND AVOID BEING 
ENT AUTOMATICALLY 
NGS ACCOUNT. 
AVE YOUR PAYMENT 
ACCOUNT. 
DSED ENVELOPE 
ED IN YOUR ACCOUNT 
NEW PAYMENT OPTION 
ARANTEED! 









IDAHO FALLS P -3630 
PO BOX 1800 
ST. PAUL MN 551019705 
EST OF FRANCIS A BAILEY 
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NOTICE OF APPEAL 
[§17-201(7) I.C., IRCP 83(a)(4), 
83(e) & (f) & IAR neb)] 
FEE CATEGORY: L(2) 
FEE: $53 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE That personal representative hereby 
appeals, as follows: 
1. From the Magistrate Division of the District Court of the 
Seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for Bonneville County. 
2. To such district court. 
3. From the Orders entered herein on November 19, 2009 and 
December 16,2009. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
4. The appeal is taken upon matters oflaw and fact. 
5. The testimony and proceedings of the original hearing 
were recorded electronically, and the tape thereof is in the possession of the 
Deputy Clerk of the Magistrate Court. 
6. The issues intended to be asserted in this appeal are 
whether the trial court erred as follows: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL-2 
a. IN RULING THAT THE FIRST 
AND FINAL ACCOUNTING 
WAS INADEQUATE. 
b. IN DETERMINING THAT THE 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS WAS 
INSUFFICIENT. 
c. IN RULING THAT THE MEMORANDUM 
OF COSTS WAS INSUFFICIENT, 
PARTICULARLY WHERE, ON 
SEPTEMBER 17, 2009,IT HAD DENIED 
PETITIONER'S REQUEST FOR FURTHER 
ACCOUNTING OF THE ATTORNEY'S FEES. 
d. IN FAILING TO CONCLUDE THAT THE 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS SHOULD 
HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED WITH 
REGARD TO IRCP 54(e)(3)(L). 
f. IN DENYING THE MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION. 
g. IN RULING THAT TIME SHEETS 
MUST BE PROVIDED, WHEN NONE 
WERE MAINTAINED, IN KEEPING 
WITH THE RETAINER AGREEMENT. 
..." !.~ 
~~ ~~ -1 
h. IN FAILING TO DETERMINE THAT 
THE RETAINER AGREEMENT WAS 
A CONTRACT; THAT THE BILLING 
WAS IN COMPLIANCE THEREWITH; 
AND THAT THE BILLING WAS NOT 
OBJECTED THERETO BY THE 
OBLIGATED PARTY - - THE PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE. 
i. IN FAILING TO DETERMINE THAT 
THE FEES CLAIMED WERE 
REASONABLE, IN VIEW OF THE 
DOCUMENTATION PROVIDED. 
j. IN DENYING THE REQUEST FOR FEES. 
~ /~' , ~A(//, ~ ,/ ~'-&>'--~ REG "ALD R. REEV S, ESQ. 
Personal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(f)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing 
upon the designated parties, by faxing copies as follows: 
PETITIONERS 
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TELEPHONE 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
i. Nature of the Case 
This is an appeal from ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERA nON entered herein on December 16, 2009. 
ii. Course of the Proceedings. 
P.04 
(a) On June 23, 2009, Respondents filed a Petition for Accounting and Separation 
of Personal Representative's Attorney Fees From Estate Attorney Fees. This petition was 
supported by Affidavit of Counsel filed by Respondents' counsel, Michael J. Whyte. Esq., on 
June 23, 2009. 
(b) Appellant answered Respondents' motion by filing Personal Representative's 
Responding Affidavit on Petitioners' Affidavit of Counsel and Response to Petition for 
Accounting. 
(c) The Court heard arguments regarding the Petition for Accounting on August 
3] , 2009. The Court "denied the part of the petition which requires or asks that the Personal 
Representative and Counsel attempt to separate out that which was for the estate and that which 
was personal." Pet. for Accounting Hrg. Transcr. 22:7-10 (August 31, 2009) The Court ordered 
the Personal Representative to file a "memorandum of fees and costs in support of any fees 
which are requested under the statute." Id at 22:24-25. 
(d) On September 17,2009, the Court signed Order on the Petition for 
Accounting. The Order commands the Personal Representative to file a final accounting 
indicating all property, income and expenses to date as well as a memorandum of fees and costs 
reflecting the work provided for the Personal Representative. 
AppeIJant's Brief - I -
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(e) On September 16,2009, Personal Representative's cotmsel filed a 
Memorandum of Costs. 
(f) On September 29,2009, Respondents filed an objection to memorandum of 
costs. 
(g) On October 21,2009, the Court held arguments with respect to Respondents' 
Request for additionaJ Detail and Account and Objection to Memorandum of Costs. On 
November 19,2009, the Court issued its Order Re: Request for AdditionaJ Detail on Final 
Accounting and Objection to Memorandum of Costs. The Court fotmd Appellant's 
Memorandum of Cost to be insufficient tmder ldaJlO Rules of Civil Procedure 54( e )(3) for the 
Court to determine whether the requested fees are reasonable. It ordered the Personal 
Representative to provide infonnation for subcategory "Personal Representative Fees" with a 
cost of$l 0,040.27 and ordered that the memorandum of costs filed by personal representative's 
attorney be resubmitted to comport with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure S4(e)(3) to specifically 
outline the basis for the claimed fees and specific information regarding the vaJue of particular 
services provided. 
(h) On December 1, 2009, Personal Representative filed a Motion for 
Reconsideration of the November 19, 2009 order. Personal Representative stated that no time 
records were maintained for legal services, although details confirming the performance of each 
service had already been submitted to the court. Personal Representative asked a determination 
be made pursuant to !RCP 54(e)(3)(J) and (L). 
(h) On December 16,2009, the Court issued its Order Denying Motion for 
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records for the work perfonned in order for the Court to detennine if the claimed attorney's fees 
are reasonable and that without such records the court could not grant the request for such fees. 
iii. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
(a) On October 17,2006, Personal Representative, Kim Bailey, and Reginald R. 
Reeves, Esq. entered into an attorney-client contract. 
(b) The contract stated, "You (Reginald Reeves) will use your best efforts on my 
behalf, for which I (Kim Bailey) will pay all expenses incurred, together with a fee to be 
detennined by you, based upon what you believe the services to be reasonably worth, and not 
based upon an hourly basis." 
(c) In accordance with contract, Mr. Reeves billed on the reasonable worth ofrus 
legal services to the estate, not on an hourly basis. No time records were kept. 
Appellant's Brief - 3 . G 
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ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
I. 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN DETERMINING rnA T TIME 
RECORDS FOR WORK PERFORMED ARE REQUIRED TO ESTABLISH 
WHETHER ATTORNEY'S FEES ARE REASONABLE. 
II. 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN DETERMINING THAT IT CANNOT 
DETERMINE IF ATTORNEY'S FEES ARE REASONABLE WITHOUT TIME 
RECORDS FOR WORK PERFORMED. 
III. 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN ORDERING PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE'S COUNSEL TO SUBMIT TIME RECORDS FOR 
WORK PERFORMED DESPITE TERMS OF ATTORNEY-CLIENT 
CONTRACT WHICH DID NOT BASE FEES ON HOURLY BASIS. 
ARGUMENT 
I. 
The Court erred when it determined that the contract between the Personal Representative 
and his attorney is subject to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure S4(e)(A). Under 1.R.c.P. 54(e)(1), 
a court may award reasonable attorney fees ... when provided for by ... contract." Under I.R.C.P. 
54(e)(3)(A), "The time and labor required" is one factor used to determine the amount of 
ottorney's fees granted to a party in a civil action. However, the Idaho Supreme Court has 
placed limits of applicability of I.R.c.P. 54(e) to attorney fee determination. "I.R.C.P. 54(e)(8) 
states: 'The provisions of this Rule 54(e) relating to attorney fees shall be applicable ... to any 
claim for attorney fees made pursuant. .. to any contract, to the extent that the application of this 
Rule 54(e) to such a claim for attorney fees would not be inconsistent with such 
other. .. contract.' " Zenner v. Holcomb, 147 Idaho 444, 451 (Idaho 1972). In Zenner, the Idaho 
Appellant's Brief -4-
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Supreme Court ruled the factors listed in I.R.c.P. 54(e)(3) are not applicable if "considering the 
factors in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) would be contrary to the language of the contract and, therefore, 
contrary to I.R.C.P. S4(e)(8). Due to this inconsistency, I.R.C.P. 54(e) is not applicable. The 
contract provision does not contemplate the court's involvement in determining whether the fee 
is reasonable." [d. 
In this case, application of the I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(A) "The time and labor required" factor 
is contrary to the language of the attorney-client contract between the Personal Representative 
and his attorney. The Personal Representative signed a contract with such attorney for legal 
representation in this action on October 4, 2006. Under the terms of the contract, the Personal 
Representative agreed to "pay aU expenses incurred, together with a fee to be determined by you 
(Mr. Reeves), based upon what you believe the services to be reasonably worth, and not based 
upon an hourly basis." In accordance with the attorney-client contract of October 4, 2006, Mr. 
Reeves biIJed the estate according to the reasonable worth of each service, not upon an hourly 
basis. 
The Court and Respondents have not challenged the validity of the contract Personal 
Representative's authority to enter into the contract with Mr. Reginald Reeves on behalf of the 
estate nor counsel's right to form agreements with his clients based on the reasonable value of 
his legal services (not on an hourly basis). 
As in Zenner, the contract provision governing attorney compensation does not 
contemplate the Court's involvement in determining whether the fee is reasonable. In addition, 
the "reasonably worth" criterion is in direct contradiction with "the time and labor required" 
factor of I.R.C.P. S4(e)(3)(A). The application of LR.C.P. S4(e)(3)(A) violates the attorney-
client contract and, therefore, is contrary to I.R.C.P. S4(e)(8). 
Appellant's Brief - 5 -
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In order to detennine the reasonableness of attorney's fees as required by § 15-3-720, 
Appel1ant requests Court to accept the accoWlting given concerning attorney's fees contained in 
the Memorandwn of Costs submitted to the trial court on September 16. 2009 and use the factors 
listed in 1.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) which do not violate provisions of the attorney-client contract and 
I.R.C.P. 54(e)(8). 
II. 
The Court erred in its detennination that it cannot detennine reasonableness of attorney's 
fees without time records of work perfonned. In its Order Denying Motion for Reconsideration 
issued December 16,2009, the Court mistakenly ruled, "Absent compliance with the Court's 
order, requiring time records for the work performed, the Court cannot determine if the claimed 
attorney's fees are reasonable and cannot grant the request for such fees." Under I.R.C.P, 
54(e)(3), "(A) The time and labor required" is only one factor used to decide the amount to grant 
in attorney's fees. The rule provides many other factors from (B) to (L) including "(1) Awards in 
similar cases" and "(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the particular 
case," "The time and labor required" factor cannot be used in this case as argued in" I and III. 
Therefore, Appellant requests the Court use factors (B) to (L) along with the previously 
submitted accounting contained in the Memorandwn of Costs to detennine the reasonableness of 
attorney's fees. 
III. 
The Court erred in ordering the Personal Representative's Counsel to submit time records 
for work performed. Under the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 8.4(c), "it is professional 
misconduct for a lawyer to engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or 
misrepresentation. " 
Appellant's Brief - 6-
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In this case, the Personal Representative provided the Court with a copy of the attorney-
client contract, with the provision that billing would be based on the "reasonable worth" of the 
legal service, not on an hourly basis. On November 19,2009, the Court issued its Order Re: 
Request for Additional Detail on Final Accounting and Objection to Memorandum of Costs and 
commanded that the memorandum of costs filed by personal representative's attorney be 
resubmitted, to comport with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(3), to specifically outline the 
basis for the claimed fees and specific information regarding the value of particular services 
provided. On December 1,2009, Personal Representative reminded the Court in the Motion for 
Reconsideration that "no time records were maintained." 
To comply with the Court's order to produce time records, Appellant's Counsel would 
have to guess at and fabricate his claimed hours. The fraudulent time records would constitute a 
deceitful submission the Court in violation ofI.R.P.C. 8.4(c), therefore, Personal Representative 
and his attorney cannot comply with the Court's order. 
CONCLUSION 
The trial court improperly abused its discretion and failed to follow the directive of Idaho 
statutory and case law regarding the granting of attorney's fees. The matter should be remanded, 
with a directive to rely upon the contract, and settle the fees as requested pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
54(e)(3) (J) and (L). with fees on appeal to appellant. 
Respectfully submitted, this May~, 2010. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day I served the foregoing upon the designated parties, 
by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
RESPONDENTS 
MICHAEL 1. WHYTE, ESQ. 
FAX 522-1277 
May !1!.., 2010 
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